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CEO’S FOREWORD

HARESH KHOOBCHANDANI 
CEO - iProperty.com
Malaysia & Singapore

31 August 2017, marks 60 years of Malaysia’s 

independence. 60 years of triumphant 

accomplishments across many facades. Since 

its independence, Malaysia has become a 

bubbling, bustling melting-pot of races and 

religions, all living together in peace and 

harmony. Our vibrant multiculturalism has 

made Malaysia a truly gastronomical paradise 

and home to hundreds of colourful festivals. 

As such, it’s no wonder that Malaysia has 

established herself as the premier destination 

for visitors from all around the world. Aside 

from its rich heritage, Malaysia also has one of the best economic records in 

Asia. In fact, according to Bank Negara, the country’s economy grew at its 

fastest pace in two years in the first three months of 2017, powered by strong 

domestic demand, higher exports and a rise in manufacturing activity. Of 

course, Malaysia’s property developers have also played an instrumental role 

in shaping the rapid growth of this country. The Malaysian real estate market is 

on par with some of the most attractive markets in the region. With its exquisite 

and state of the art designs and innovation, facilities and security features, these 

properties have captured the attention of both local and international investors.

According to a Best Countries to Invest In survey by global marketing 

communications company Y&R’s brand strategy firm, BAV Consulting, and the 

Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania, Malaysia has been ranked 

among 80 countries, as the best place to invest in this year. The survey findings 

revealed that Malaysia was the clear front-runner in the list of best countries 

to invest in, ahead of second placed Singapore, India (6th), Thailand (7th) and 

Indonesia (10th). In line with that, in this month’s issue of the magazine, we dwell 

deeper into KL’s new Golden Triangle.

Curious to know more? Then flip on over to page 26 to find out more. We 

also share with you property market trends and insights into the area from 

iPropertyiQ.com and Brickz.my, all with the aim of helping you make an 

informed decission should you be looking at a property investment in the 

Golden Triangle area. 

Also, if you are looking to purchase property and would like to check out 

the latest developments in town, then why not lock in the 4th to 6th of August in 

your calendars now. We will be organizing our iProperty.com Home & Property 

Investment Fair at the Mid Valley Exhibition Centre and it will be open from 11am 

to 9pm. There will also be special celebrations in store in conjunction of our 60th 

independence day! We are certainly looking forward to seeing you there. Taking 

this opportunity to wish all Malaysians a Happy 60th Independence Day!

HAPPY 60th INDEPENDENCE 
DAY MALAYSIA!
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Although every reasonable care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of 
the information contained in this publication, neither the publisher, editor nor 
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Unless otherwise noted, all artwork and ad designs printed in iProperty.com 
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There is a lot to feast on in this issue. 

As you can see from our main cover, 

we’ve got the upcoming iProperty.com 

Agents Advertising Awards 2017 this 

month. It will showcase the best of 

the property industry and celebrate 

leading real estate agency practices 

and professionals. 

Despite Malaysia’s slower economic 

growth in Q4 2016, we attracted 

RM2017.9 billion of investment in 2016. 

Did the improvement of investors’ 

sentiments spill over the real estate 

sector in Q1 2017?  Nawawi Tie Leung 

reports the latest market activities on 

page 21.

Land market is also spotlighted 

this month. Generally, land markets 

perform an important function – it 

brings buyers and sellers together 

to facilitate transactions. On page 41, 

land expert and property investor Tan 

Hwa Chuan explores what land owners 

should do to obtain the best return 

from their investment. AND, under 

the iPropertyiQ section, Premendran 

Patmanathan, Data Servies GM of 

iProperty Group shares the transaction 

breakdown for different land types in 

Malaysia and Selangor and describes 

price patterns of the area. 

An ongoing topic that has been 

frequently discussed is the conversion 

of Bumi properties. Samuel Tan sheds 

some light on the proposed guidelines 

for the conversion of Bumi properties 

in Johor.

Selling your property in these 

challenging times can be a daunting 

experience and some owners should 

up their game to close the deal. Jon 

Chin, Team Leader at Gather Properties 

shares some valuable tips for property 

owners on page 88.

Till next month, enjoy this issue!

Best regards

Roshan Kaur Sandhu

Managing 
Editor’s note
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UEM Sunrise presents Dahlia, exquisite double-storey 
terraced homes in Bangi

UEM Sunrise Berhad recently 

launched Dahlia, the fourth phase 

of its 448-acre mixed-township 

development in Serene Heights, Bangi. 

Spread across a 14-acre plot of land, 

the landed homes will bear a Gross 

Development Value (GDV) of RM108 

million. 

The Serene Heights township mimics 

a ‘kampung’ setting within an urban 

location – the development boasts 

nature-inspired surroundings, lush 

greeneries, rustic creeks and dedicated 

green zones. 

With prices ranging from RM585, 

800 to RM1,000,800; the homes 

come in two designs, Type A and B. 

The former features 92 units with sizes 

between 1,942 sq ft and 2,402 sq ft 

while the latter comprises of 78 units 

with built-ups from 1,952 sq ft to 2,411 

sq ft. Type B units have slightly bigger 

master bedrooms and all homes have a 

lot size of 20’X70’.

The first three phases, Acacia, 

Begonia and Camellia have previously 

received encouraging take-up rates of 

99%, 98% and 70%, respectively while 

construction of these homes are well 

underway as scheduled.

At a recent media launch,  

Dato’ Roslan Ibrahim, UEM Sunrise’s 

COO, said, “We are well aware and 

confident that consumers still prefer 

and are looking for affordable landed 

homes. This is the opportune time 

to grab the homes in Serene Heights 

as the prices we offer fall within the 

affordable range and the market value 

will only escalate as the economy 

recovers”.

The homes in Serene Heights 

are designed with a sense of style, 

practicality and comfort, featuring 

well-defined family areas with high 

ceilings, a spacious kitchen which 

opens up into a backyard as well as 

large, airy living and dining areas. 

Residents will have a tropical 

paradise at their doorstep with the 

25-acre Creekside Parkland, the largest 

green zone in the township, which will 

feature a 1.3km long waterway, a 3.5km 

cycling and jogging track and lush, 

landscaped spaces. Themed play zones 

which feature traditional games are 

scattered throughout the park; these 

include Hopscotch Valley, Takraw Park 

and Gasing land. Unique recreational 

parks such as the Wellness Garden, 

Leisure Garden and Serene Lakepark 

will allow residents to wind down after 

a long day. 

Located 43-km south of Kuala 

Lumpur, Serene Heights is well 

equipped with amenities such 

as schools, hospitals and retail 

destinations. Notable localities a short 

distance away include University 

Tenaga Nasional, German Malaysia 

Institute, Serdang Hospital, KPJ Kajang 

Specialist Hospital, IOI City Mall and 

Tesco. The township is easily  

accessible via PLUS, LEKAS and the 

SILK Highway.
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Sunsuria Builders Sdn Bhd partners China’s Trillion 
dollar CITIC Group 

In the latest move to expand its 

business, Sunsuria Builders Sdn Bhd 

(formerly known as Goodwill Atlas 

Sdn Bhd) (SBSB), a wholly owned 

subsidiary of Sunsuria Berhad has 

inked a milestone partnership with 

China’s Citic International Investment 

Ltd (CITIC), a wholly owned subsidiary 

of CITIC Construction Co. Ltd which 

in turn is a tier one wholly owned 

subsidiary of CITIC Limited, a Fortune 

Global 500 company, with assets of 

over HK$7.24 trillion (RM3.99 trillion). 

The partnership enables Sunsuria to 

leverage on the Chinese state-owned 

conglomerate’s strong financial 

strength and proven track record in 

construction to take on larger-scale 

projects. Executed via a Shareholders’ 

Agreement, the two companies 

will form a joint venture company 

(JVCo) in an exclusive partnership 

arrangement. Sunsuria will be CITIC 

Construction’s sole partner for all 

construction works in Malaysia. 

Likewise, Sunsuria will reciprocate 

by granting the JVCo a right of 

first refusal to construction works 

projects not arising from the property 

development business carried out or 

undertaken by Sunsuria. Under the 

agreement, CITIC will hold a 51% stake 

in the JVCo with SBSB holding the 

remaining 49%. CITIC Construction is 

one of the top 250 global contractors 

by international engineering and 

construction publication Engineering 

News Record.

Among CITIC Construction’s 

major projects include China’s iconic 

National Olympic Stadium  

(The Bird’s Nest), Royal Albert Dock 

project in the UK, Algeria’s East-to-

West Expressway, Brazil Caniota 

Thermal Power Plant, Myanmar 

Multifunctional Diesel Engine Plant, 

Belarus Cement Production Lines, 

Uzbekistan Potash Fertiliser Plant  

and large-scale housing projects in 

Africa and Venezuela. 

The announcement follows 

Sunsuria’s recent acquisition of 

construction subsidiary, Prosperspan 

Construction Sdn Bhd, now known 

as Sunsuria Asas Sdn Bhd (SASB). 

While SASB will provide local support 

to this joint venture, both these 

moves reflect Sunsuria’s ambitions to 

enhance its capabilities and margins 

for construction-related businesses.

 “Malaysia is recognised globally 

as a very high-potential market and 

plays an important role in China’s One 

Belt One Road initiative. Sunsuria is a 

reputable and well-known enterprise 

in Malaysia under Datuk Ter Leong 

Yap, a respected community 

leader. We believe that this joint 

venture will enable both parties to 

maximise our strengths towards 

great achievements and contribute 

significantly to Malaysia’s economic 

transformation,” said Chen Xiaojia, 

Chairman of CITIC Construction.
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ML Global and Sany (M) forms a joint-venture to set 
up a precast concrete panel manufacturing plant

ML Global Berhad (MGB), a 

subsidiary of LBS Bina Group Berhad, 

has partnered with Sany Construction 

Industry Development (M) Sdn Bhd 

(SANY (M)), a subsidiary of Sany 

Group Co. Ltd (SANY Group), to form 

a joint-venture (JV) to set-up a precast 

concrete panel manufacturing plant in 

the central region of Malaysia within 

the next six months. The JV is set to 

enhance MGB’s offerings to the local 

construction industry as it introduces 

the Industrialised Building System (IBS) 

Solution.

The partnership is a very significant 

step forward for both of the 

companies, said ML Global Berhad 

Group Managing Director, Tan Sri Lim 

Hock San. “We are confident that the 

JV company will grow in the area of 

precast concrete technology with 

the transfer of technical know-how 

from SANY (M) including the design, 

manufacturing and installation of 

precast concrete, as well as the usage 

of precast concrete machineries. This 

JV further strengthens our position to 

deliver excellence through innovation 

and quality assurance in our field of 

expertise.”

The new precast concrete panel 

manufacturing facility will produce, 

market, sell and install precast concrete 

products, contributing to local housing 

and commercial development projects. 

MGB and SANY (M) will have a 51% and 

49% stake in the JV entity respectively.

The IBS system is an innovative 

technique which increases the 

efficiency, quality and productivity 

of projects. The successful 

implementation of IBS results in faster 

project completion which allows for 

earlier return of investment as well as 

cleaner, neater and safer construction 

sites. Other benefits of the IBS system 

include reduced dependency on 

manual labour required at construction 

sites, greater quality control and 

improved planning. 

As a subsidiary of LBS Bina—a 

company with future developments 

GDV potential of RM30 billion— the 

establishment of the plant that is 

equipped with the IBS system and 

precast concrete technology will 

further position the JV entity as a 

preferred partner to MGB’s future 

construction projects. 

“We believe that the implementation 

of this IBS system will improve MGB’s 

competitiveness in the construction 

industry. 

For the first two years, construction 

costs are expected to remain the 

same compared to the cost of current 

construction methods which include 

transportation costs. Construction cost 

savings will occur if the cost of labour 

increases as seen historically over 

the past two years. Phase one of the 

planned Precast IBS system is capable 

of producing approximately 2,000 

apartment units per year,” concluded 

Tan Sri Lim Hock San.
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The township scored a major 

achievement recently as the Aster 

Luxury Cluster homes by UMLand Seri 

Austin was recognised as Southern 

Best Development of the Year at the 

inaugural Noble Excellence Awards 

2016 held at the Kuala Lumpur 

Performing Arts Centre (KLPAC). Seri 

Austin also garnered The Iskandar 

Malaysia Accolades 2016/17 (TIMA) 

by Iskandar Regional Development 

Authority (IRDA) for Corporate 

“Value Champion” and Overall “Value 

Champion” in recognition of its 

contribution towards enhancing the 

quality of life in the economic region of 

Iskandar. 

UMLand’s flagship development in 

Johor Bahru, the Seri Austin Township 

recently celebrated its 12th anniversary 

at the Seri Austin gallery. Held on 

15th July, the fete saw the attendance 

of over 500 people, which included 

Seri Austin’s CEO, KK Wong and the 

rest of the management team, local 

authorities, members of the media as 

well as the township’s residents. 

Since its inception in 2005, Seri 

Austin has grown in value and 

attracted a community of over 30,000 

residents. Today, it has grown and 

matured into a well-planned township 

fringed with lakes, parks and lush 

greenery.

Seri Austin’s celebrates 12th anniversary 
& Hari Raya with Aplomb

The 500-acres township located within the popular growth 
corridor of Tebrau in Johor Bahru celebrated a significant 

milestone by treating its residents to a fun-filled affair. 

(right) Third from right - KK Wong, 
CEO of UMLand Seri Austin with the 
top management team.
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Seri Austin continues to grow 

sustainably with new projects being 

launched, the most recent being 

D’Lagoon, a luxury residential 

development built alongside a lake.

D’Lagoon features two 20-storey 

towers comprising 204 luxury 

apartment units, where there are only 6 

units per floor. 

These are complemented by 58 units 

of three-storey landed strata villas. 

With a total of only 262 residential 

units, the project offers low-density 

living with generous outdoor 

recreational space.

On top of the attractive amenities 

and easy access, residents of Seri 

Austin can enjoy the facilities of a 

36-hole Starhill Golf and Country Club 

located adjacent to the township while 

commercial hubs like AEON Jusco 

Tebrau, the upcoming IKEA Tebrau and 

AEON Jusco Bandar Dato’ Onn, further 

adds to the convenience of living  

in the township. KPJ’s Bandar Dato’ 

Onn Specialist Hospital is also  

within the area.

Features of the township include 

top-grade residential houses with 

affordable pricing and a conducive 

eco-environment that encourages 

healthy living. Seri Austin offers 

outdoor facilities such as smoke-free 

recreational parks with tranquil lakes 

and jogging tracks. 

It is also the first township in Johor 

to implement a designated bicycle 

lane that stretches along an eight-

kilometre route around the township, 

which comes complete with proper 

“Since its inception 
in 2005, Seri Austin 
has grown in value 
and attracted a 
community of over 
30,000 residents”

signage, making it user-friendly for all 

ages. It is no wonder that the township 

has bagged more than 50 awards and 

recognitions. 

The anniversary celebration’s 

highlights included a live band, drum 

and dance performances, magic show 

and lucky draw sessions. Attendees 

were also treated to a magnificent 

fireworks show at the 12th-anniversary 

grand finale.
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The night kicked off with a fiery 

keynote address from CEO and 

Founder of Vivahomes, Alvin Foo. In 

his speech, he applauded the hard 

work and dedication shown by the 

legion of negotiators who have ensured 

the agency’s continuous growth for 

the past five years.  “Over the years, 

we have grown from a small agency 

with merely 10 real estate negotiators 

to a 600-staff strong industry leader. 

In 2012, our annual transacted value 

was RM200 million and last year we 

surpassed RM1.5 billion,” announces 

Foo.

The air was filled with anticipation 

as the award ceremony drew near. 

Participants were divided into two 

Vivahomes’ most celebrated event, 

The Elite Challenge Award returned 

on June 29 with bigger participation 

and more recognition given out to 

those who have been relentlessly 

contributing to the growth and success 

of the agency. The award ceremony 

which took place at the prestigious 

Ruyi & Lyn in Bangsar Shopping 

Centre saw an increase in attendance 

as this year’s event welcomed the 

participation of all 12 of their Klang 

Valley branches. The ceremony 

which was attended by a total of 90 

participants aimed to encourage 

healthy competition among internal 

agents and to show recognition to 

deserving talents.

Vivahomes’ night of excellence
Vivahomes celebrates its agents’ commitment in keeping them at 
the top of their game at the Elite Challenge Award Night 2017. 

1

2
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competing teams—A and B— and the 

teams were judged based on sales 

volume, quality of submissions and a 

few other qualifying criteria. Team A 

took the crown that night with Team B 

following closely behind. Aside from 

team awards, there were six special 

individual accolades given out this year 

sponsored by iProperty.com which 

were awarded to three Best Performing 

Agents and three Top Rookies Agents 

of Vivahomes Realty.

The evening culminated with an 

award presentation to the 10 Elite 

Challenge IV 2017 winners. The top 

spot went to Linus Kong Li Ren, 

followed by Serena Ong Lee Gou and 

Joey Lee Hui Sheun in second and third 

place respectively. Other winners in 

descending order were Winson Tam 

Weng Soon, Elise Chan Shu Teng,  Des 

Yap Kean Leong,  Kelvin Thong, H.K 

Mak, Gerrard Goh,  Torey Wong Keng 

Soon,  SK Luk Siew Koon, Brandon 

Khoo, H.Y Mak, Joey Wong and Paul 

Lee.

The night ended on a high note with 

new bonds forged between agents 

across all branches; Everyone left with 

renewed spirits and enthusiasm to take 

on the coming years. 

1 Cy Chong. Ronald Khoo, Jack Heh, Bernard 
Khoo, Emily, Kaeryn Wong, Mike Yap, Leon 
Kong, Eric Yap, Alvin Foo, Stanley Ng, SK 
Chong, Davis, John

2 Linus Kong
3 Joseph Goh, Gabriel Goh, YT Phang, 

William Yeoh, Chloe Tan, Ken Chong
4 Team B
5 Linus Kong Li Ren, Serena Ong Lee Gou, 

Joey Lee Hui Sheun, Winson Tam Weng 
Soon, Elise Chan Shu Teng, Des Yap Kean 
Leong, Kelvin Thong, H.K Mak, Gerrard 
Goh, Torey Wong Keng Soon
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N
ot all heroes wear capes. 

Our heroes in the real estate 

universe are ordinary men and 

women in slacks and skirts who have 

dedicated their hard work to help 

millions of people find their dream 

homes — because having the right 

home gives us a sense of belonging. 

In honouring their contribution to the 

industry, the iProperty.com Agents 

Advertising Awards returns for the 

third year in a row on 15th August 2017 

at Hilton Hotel, Kuala Lumpur. The 

highly-acclaimed property industry 

awards will celebrate the highest 

levels of excellence, leadership and 

innovation in individuals and agencies.

There are 23 award categories 

this year, divided into three areas: 

real estate agencies, and individual 

professionals representing residential 

and/or commercial properties. Much 

like the previous years, candidates 

in several categories — Agency of 

the Year (Titanium/ Platinum/ Gold), 

Exemplary Agency Culture under 

the Agency Category, Breakthrough  

Negotiator of the Year (Residential/ 

Commercial), Star Negotiator of the 

Year – Area (Residential/ Commercial) 

and The Extra Mile (for agents who 

have provided the best customer 

service) — will be selected based on 

the number of votes casted by the 

public.

The 2017 iProperty.com Agents Advertising Awards (AAA) returns to 
celebrate and reward the triumph of heroes in the real estate industry.

iProperty.com AAA 2017:  Who will take the crown?
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Iskandar Malaysia, David Shieh Chong, 

Former VP of Malaysia Property 

Incorporated (MPI), Richard Oon Hock 

Chye, National Tax Director at TY Teoh 

International, Ahyat Ishak, Founder 

of the Strategic Property Investor 

Program and Haresh Khoobchandani, 

Chief Executive Officer of iProperty.

com Malaysia and Singapore — prior to 

public voting. 

“It was an honour to be selected as 

one of the judges. The candidates this 

Bigger and better 
Following last year’s success, the 

iProperty.com Agents Advertising 

Awards 2017 promises an extravagant 

celebration with entertaining 

performances, and more exciting 

prizes to be given away. The crème da 

le crèmes of this year was selected by 

a panel of highly acclaimed judges who 

come from various property disciplines 

— Dr. James Tee, Managing Director 

/Chief Executive Officer of Medini 

Agency Awards:
• Agency of the Year (Titanium/ 

Platinum/ Gold)

• Outstanding Real Estate Agency 

(Titanium/ Platinum/ Gold)

• Top Agency in the Central/ 

Northern/ Southern Region

• Emerging Real Estate Agency

• Elite Project Marketing Agency

• Visionary Real Estate Agency

• Exemplary Agency Culture 

Individual Awards:
• Breakthrough  Negotiator of the 

Year (Residential/ Commercial)

• Outstanding Performing Negotiator 

(Residential/ Commercial)

• Stellar Negotiator

• Star Negotiator - Area 

 (Residential/ Commercial)

• The Extra Mile 

• Outstanding Leader

• Visionary Trainer

iProperty.com AAA 2017 categories:

year, both individuals and agencies, 

were outstanding that it posed quite 

a challenge to rate and select the best 

out of the best,” says Ahyat. “There 

were a lot of effort put into preparing 

the questions and additional materials 

such videos and so on—some of the 

videos were very impressive.”

Winning the iProperty.com Agents 

Advertising Awards 2017 will open 

doors and create a chance for the 

winners to carve a name in the 

industry. The online exposure, media 

coverage and recognition received 

for their achievement from other real 

estate professionals will help boost 

their status and brand awareness 

thus creating further valuable market 

differentiation among the consumers 

and other members of the industry.

Many exciting prizes awaits the 

winners and those who participated 

in the voting process. Voters stands 

a chance of winning attractive prizes 

worth RM30,000 sponsored by 

Hilton Hotel Kuala Lumpur, Gintell, 

Apple, Sharp, KHIND, Grab and UCSI 

University such as a trip for three days 

and two nights, massage products, 

iPod Touch, 32” LED TV, kitchen 

appliances, and many more. 

Besides the awards, other highlight 

of the night is the virtual reality 

booths where attendees gets to try 

out the iProperty goggles 2.0. The 

goggles will enable property buyers 

to view their prospective properties 

via virtual reality (VR) technology, 

which provides a 360-degree 

realistic 3D viewing experience. Upon 

completion of testing, the goggle will 

help enhance a customer’s experience 

when buying a property.
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A blast from the past
Last year, the event saw the 

attendance of over 500 real estate 

industry professionals, all in high spirits 

to celebrate some of the most visionary 

and innovative real estate agents and 

agencies from across Malaysia. Guests 

were treated with a cocktail reception, 

a photo booth photography session 

sponsored by Photobook Malaysia, 

and performances from some of the 

most stellar acts around such as the 

explosive performance by Voice of 

Percussion, a Jazz serenade by Tiah 

Ridhwani & Band and an ancient opera 

dance by Suresh Subramaniam.  

There were more than 100 

nomination entries received and 

sieved by a group of highly acclaimed 

judges comprising of Ho Chin Soon, 

Chairman of Ho Chin Soon Research 

Sdn Bhd; Dato’ M. Murly, Group Chief 

Executive Officer of Aspen Group; 

Fatimah Wahab, Managing Director at 

FCC Development Management Sdn 

Bhd; and David Shieh Chong, General 

Manager of REHDA Institute to fill up 

19 award categories. The whole voting 

and shortlisting process was reviewed 

by Panell Kerr Foster (PKF) Malaysia, 

who ensured that the entire process 

was done in accordance to ensure 

authenticity and validity of the entries.  

The night was made even more 

special by the presence of some of 

property industry’s distinguished 

figures presenting the awards. Among 

those who graced the stage were the 

President of Persatuan Perunding 

Hartanah Muslim Malaysia (PEHAM), 

Tuan Haji Sr. Ishak; Tham Lih Jiun, 

Executive Director of Deloitte; 
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Andre Keller, Regional Owner of Re/

Max Malaysia; Chris Tan, Founder & 

Managing Partner of Chur Associates; 

Dr James Tee, CEO of Setia Awan 

Group; Alvin Foo, CEO of Viva 

Homes; Kam Jun Yin, Group CEO of 

Chester Properties; as well as some of 

iProperty.com Malaysia’s employees. 

The real estate agents and agencies 

who took home accolade(s) in 2016 

were:

AGENCIES

1. Outstanding Real Estate Agency of 

the Year (Titanium) – IQI Realty Sdn 

Bhd

2. Outstanding Real Estate Agency 

of the Year (Platinum) – Tech Real 

Estate

3. Outstanding Real Estate of the Year 

(Gold) – Dutama Properties

4. Agency of the Year (Titanium) – IQI 

Realty Sdn Bhd

5. Agency of the Year (Platinum) – 

Tech Real Estate

6. Agency of the Year (Gold) – MIP 

Properties

7. Emerging Real Estate Agency – FLP 

Realty

8. Elite International Project Marketing 

Agency – HSR Realtor

9. Top Agency in the Central Region:

 • Full Homes Realty

 • Tech Real Estate

 • Rina Properties Asia

 • Sinouis Realty

 • CBD Properties

10. Top Agency in the Northern Region:

 • IQI Realty

 • On Realty

 • Rina Properties Asia

 • Reapfield Properties (Northern)

11. Top Agency in the Southern Region: 

 • Full Homes Realty

 • City Appraisal Consultant

 • Gather Properties

12. Innovation Real Estate Agency – 

Jalin Realty

13. Visionary Real Estate Agency – 

Cornerstone Realty

INDIVIDUAL AWARDS

1. Breakthrough Negotiator of the Year 

(Residential) – Jeff Lim, IQI Realty 

(KLCC)

2. Breakthrough Negotiator of the Year 

(Commercial) - Daniel Leong, Square 

Feet Real Estate

3. Star Negotiator – Area (Residential) 

 • Teammy Lee – Bandar Sungai  

 Long (GS Realty)

 • Jeff Lim – Subang Jaya (IQI Realty  

 (KLCC))

 • Ismadi Ab Jalil – Cyberjaya (Juste  

 Land)

 • Janet Chong – Bangsar South  

 (Hartamas OUG)

 • Ally Ang – Cheras (ECG Affirm  

 Properties)

 • Caryn Wee – Glenmarie (Oriental  

 Realty (PJ))

 • Eddie Cheong – Puchong  

 (Reapfield Properties (Bukit Jalil))

4. Star Negotiator – Area (Commercial)

 •  Daniel Leong – KLCC (Square  

 Feet Real Estate)

 • Jen Lau – KL Sentral (Jann  

 Properties (Mont Kiara))

5. Visionary Trainer – Christina Kuan, 

Cornerstone Realty

6. Outstanding Leader – Wong Yau 

Long, Cornerstone Realty

There were also two special awards 

given as a tribute to outstanding 

performances by the best real estate 

agencies in Malaysia: Best Employee 

Development Agency of the Year was 

awarded to FLP Realty, and Awards 

of Excellence was given to CBD 

Properties. 

While winners for the lucky draw 

event and consumer awards, namely 

the Best Dressed and Best Hashtag 

awards received exciting prizes 

sponsored by fooddit, Hilton KL, 

MYLORI, Photobook Malaysia and 

Regal Valet.
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Nawawi Tie Leung reports latest market activities and trends for the Kuala Lumpur 
property market. 

KUALA LUMPUR 
real estate times Q1 2017

Despite Malaysia’s slower economic 

growth in Q4 2016, Malaysia attracted 

RM 207.9bn of investments in 2016. 

Did the improvement of investors’ 

sentiments spill over to the real estate 

sector in Q1 2017?

2017 Q1 Snapshot 
Malaysia’s economy expanded by 4.5% 

y-o-y in Q4 2016. Overall, the economy 

achieved a GDP growth of 4.2% in 

2016, the lowest in the past four years. 

Unemployment rate stayed unchanged 

at 3.5% as businesses remained 

cautious in hiring. About RM207.9bn 

of investments were approved in 2016, 

7.7% higher than that in 2015.

 

Investment sales hit  

RM1.048bn 
in Q1 2017  
 

  
The sale of Empire Shopping Gallery at RM570 million 
accounted for more than half of the total investment 
sales.  

 

 

OFFICE 

 

Average office rents in central areas maintained at 
RM 6.03 per sq ft. 

 

 

 RETAIL 

 

Retail sales saw a marginal 0.3% increase, while 
occupancy moderated to 89%. 
 

 
RESIDENTIAL 

 
Prices and rents for high end condominiums marginally improved by 1.5% and 2.6% q-o-q to RM753 per sq ft 
and RM3.30 per sq ft/month respectively. 
 
 

The economy
Key Highlights in Q1

• The Malaysian economy expanded 

by 4.5% y-o-y in Q4 (Q3 2016: 4.3% 

y-o-y).

• Unemployment rate remains 

unchanged at 3.5% in Q4 2016.

• Consumer Price Index (CPI) grew by 

1.7% y-o-y in Q4, higher than the 1.3% 

increase in Q3 2016.

• Consumer Sentiment Index declined 

further to 69.8 in Q4 2016 from 73.6 

in Q3 2016.

• The Ringgit appreciated by 1.2%, to 

RM4.43 per US dollar from Jan 2017 

to-date.

Figure 1
Malaysia GDP growth and 
unemployment

Source: Bank Negara Malaysia, 
Department of Statistics Malaysia, 
NTL Research

Figure 2
Malaysia GDP growth and 
unemployment

Source: Malaysian Institute of 
Economic Research, NTL Research

Figure 3
Malaysian ringgit exchange rate

Source: Bank Negara Malaysia, NTL 
Research

The sale of Empire Shopping Gallery at 
RM570 million accounted for more than half 
of the total investment sales.

Retail sales saw a marginal 0.3% increase, 
while occupancy moderated to 89%.

Average office rents in central areas 
maintained at RM 6.03 per sq ft.

Prices and rents for high end condominiums marginally improved by 1.5% and 2.6% q-o-q to 
RM753 per sq ft and RM3.30 per sq ft/month respectively.

OFFICE RETAIL

RESIDENTIAL

RM1.048bn
in Q1 2017

Investment sales hit
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Market commentary 

Malaysia’s economy grew by 4.2% in 

2016, the lowest growth since 2012. 

Notwithstanding, there are signs that 

the economy is expanding at a faster 

pace, registering a y-o-y growth of 

4.5% in Q4 2016, as compared to 4.3% 

in Q3 2016.

Private sector demand, driven 

by sustained growth in private 

consumption (6.2%) and private 

investment (4.9%), rose by 6% 

y-o-y in Q4 2016. In contrast, public 

expenditure eased 2.6% y-o-y, 

primarily due to a 4.2% contraction in 

public consumption. Net exports rose 

by 5.8% y-o-y, as exports grew faster 

than imports.

The service sector led the growth 

in Q4 2016 with a y-o-y expansion 

of 5.5%, followed by construction 

(5.1%). Both manufacturing and mining 

sectors showed improvements with 

y-o-y growths of 4.8% and 4.9% 

respectively. Separately, the agriculture 

sector contracted at a slower pace 

of 2.4% y-o-y, due to the diminishing 

impact of El Nino.

The labour market remained stable, 

with unemployment rate holding at 

3.5% in Q4 2016. According to Ministry 

of Human Resources, there were 

37,699 workers retrenched in 2016 

(2015: 44,343 workers). Consumer 

Sentiments Index (CSI) remained 

below its threshold level of 100 points, 

“Despite the low level of consumer 
confidence, private sector demand will 
continue to anchor economic growth.”

despite the y-o-y increase of 9.4% in 

Q4 2016 (Figure 2).

Despite the volatile macro 

environment, Malaysia attracted 

RM207.9bn of investments in 2016, 

which is about 7.7% higher than 

the RM193bn recorded in 2015. 

Domestic investors remained the 

key anchor in 2016 with RM148.9bn 

(2015: RM156.9bn) whereas foreign 

investors committed RM59.1bn 

(2015: RM36.1bn). Growth in 

foreign investments reflected the 

continuing confidence in Malaysia’s 

economic landscape and its sound 

fundamentals.

The Ringgit remained undervalued, 

due to the expectation of further 

rate hikes in the United States. It 

appreciated against the US dollar 

by merely 1.2%, given the continued 

foreign selloffs of Malaysian bonds 

(Figure 3).

Outlook

For the year 2017, GDP is likely to grow 

by 4.0% - 4.5%, driven by sustained 

expansion in domestic demand 

and anticipated improvement in 

commodity prices. Inflation is expected 

to be higher, given the projected hike 

in crude oil prices. Nevertheless, the 

cancellation of the TPP Agreement and 

the uncertain external environment are 

likely to put a lid on a rapid recovery  

of external trade.

Investment sales
Key Highlights in Q1

• Investment sales increased to 

RM1.048b (Figure 4).

• Domestic trust funds such as 

Amanah Hartanah PNB and 

Pelaburan Hartanah Berhad (PHB), 

having ample capital to deploy, led 

the investment sales.

Market commentary 

The Malaysian investment sales market 

was very active in Q1 2017. Of the six 

notable properties transacted, two 

of the deals were worth more than 

RM200m each. The total investment 

sales of these six properties were circa 

RM1,048m, about a 20% increase 

y-o-y. The transactions in Q1 2017 were 

predominated by the sale of retail 

0
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Figure 4
Investment sales (RM Thousands)

Source: NTL Research

Development Buyer Vendor 
Price, 
RM mil 

Mydin 
Seremban 2 

Amanah 
Harta Tanah 
PNB 

Mydin 240 

Duta Vista 
Executive 
Suites 

Eternal 
Village Sdn 
Bhd 

Tanco 
Holdings 50 

Menara 
Prudential 

KL 33 
Properties 

OCBC 
Properties 125 

Star 
Corporate 
Park 

Presteriang 
Bhd 

Joyful Star 
Sdn Bhd 25.5 

Empire 
Shopping 
Gallery 

PHB 
Mammoth 
Empire 
Holding 

570 

Table 1
Investment Sales

Source: NTL Research
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assets, as the sector was under more 

stress given the challenging operating 

environment.

The big-ticket sales included the 

sale of Empire Shopping Gallery, 

and the sale-and-lease back of 

Mydin Seremban 2, a hypermarket 

in Seremban. The sale of Empire 

Shopping gallery was partly 

triggered by the seller, Mammoth 

Empire Holdings facing liquidity 

issues. Mammoth Empire Holdings 

is developing several major mixed 

developments, including the ambitious 

mega Empire City in Petaling Jaya.

There were several deals reportedly 

in the pipeline including the sale of 

educational assets on a leaseback 

basis by Paramont Bhd, which is 

redeploying the funds to other areas 

of their businesses. The assets that are 

reportedly in the market include the 

Sri KDU schools and KDU University in 

Petaling Jaya. The educational assets 

are a niche segment, with growing 

interest from various parties in the last 

few years. Some of the assets sold in 

recent years included Segi University 

and Segi College campuses held under 

AmanahRaya REIT.

The profile of buyers are mainly 

domestic, with trust funds and private 

real estate investors accounting for the 

larger deals. Separately, corporates 

which purchased for their own use 

accounted for acquisitions of lower 

quantum.

The sellers’ profile is more eclectic, 

and they comprise a mix of both 

domestic and foreign owners. Foreign 

sellers included OCBC Properties, a 

Singapore-controlled company, which 

sold Menara Prudential, which has been 

in the market since late 2014. 

 
Outlook 

Despite the recent hike in Fed Rate, 

Bank Negara has maintained the 

local interest rate to support business 

and to date, this has no noticeable 

impact on yield expectation of real 

estate investors. Nevertheless, foreign 

investors are cautious about the 

volatility of the Ringgit in the short to 

medium term, given its recent poor 

performance, as wellas keeping an 

eye on the political scene, and the 

outcome of the general election which 

is expected to be called this year.

Market commentary 

Compared to Q4 2016 when there were 

no completions, there were two new 

completions in 2017: Menara Ken @ 

TTDI (NLA: 300,000 sq ft) and Menara 

Suezcap (Tower 1 of KL Gateway)(NLA: 

440,000 sq ft). The completion of both 

buildings bring the total office space in 

Kuala Lumpur to 79.1 million sq ft. The 

second office tower of KL Gateway is 

expected to be completed in H2 2017.

Being newly completed, Menara 

Suezcap is expected to fill up slowly 

given the glut in office space. 

Notwithstanding, all the strata office 

suites were sold out. Similarly, Menara 

Ken TTDI only had 2 floors occupied 

as at Q1 2017– one by Ken Holdings 

Bhd and another by Nestlé (M) Bhd. 

The two newly completed buildings 

brought the overall office vacancy in 

Kuala Lumpur to 18.2%.

Some developers are slowing down 

their office construction given the 

weak demand. Rents and capital values 

stayed RM6.03 per sq ft at, and RM933 

per sq ft q-o-q respectively. The sale 

of Menara Prudential, a 164,000 sq ft 

office on the prime Jalan Sultan Ismail, 

was transacted at RM759 psf.

Figure 5
Prime rental indices – Kuala Lumpur

Source: NTL Research

Figure 6
Office net absorption, sq ft (million) 

Source: NTL Research

Figure 7
Future pipeline supply, million sq ft

Source: NTL Research

Office
Key Highlights in Q1

• Menara ken ttdi (nla: 300,000 sq ft) 

and menara suezcap (kl gateway) 

(nla: 440,000 sq ft) were completed

• Total office space supply stands at 

79.1 Million sq ft

• Average occupancy rate moderated 

q-o-q to 81.8%

• Capital value, as well as average 

rental rate maintained at rm933 

per sq ft and rm6.03 Per sq ft 

respectively.
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DISCLAIMER: The data above represents the findings of Nawawi Tie Leung and is not in any form and endorsement or recommendation by iProperty.com. Readers are 
encouraged to seek independent advice prior to making any investments.

“More prime office space are becoming 
available in the outer / fringe areas, as 

firms are more open to locate 
outside  the CBD.”

Outlook 

Looking forward, the office sector is 

expected to stay range bound due 

to the slowdown of the global and 

domestic economies and relatively 

low crude oil prices, with no expected 

major catalysts to drive demand 

growth in the short and medium term.

The anticipated larger supply 

pipeline this year will add more 

pressure on vacancy and rental rates. 

The slower completion as of late, is 

appropriate in light of the modest 

movements of occupancy as well 

as rental rates. In addition, large 

developments such as Bukit Bintang 

City Centre (BBCC) and Tun Razak 

Exchange (TRX) will further flood the 

market, ensuring no shortage of supply 

anytime soon.

Residential
Key Highlights in Q1

• Four condominium projects, 

amounting to 2,053 units, were 

completed, of which, 86% are located 

outside the city centre.

• Ritz Carlton Residences, 287 units, 

was the only high-end project in the 

city centre to complete

• With the completion of 2,053 units 

in Q1 2017, the remaining 6,069 units 

are slated for completion through the 

rest of 2017, of which more than two 

thirds will be in the city centre.

• One notable newly launched 

condominium in Q1 2017 was The 

Estate at Bangsar South, a signature 

development by Bon Estates 

Sdn Bhd. Spread across 3.68-

acre of freehold land with a gross 

development value of RM650 million, 

the project features 328 residential 

units with size range from 2,346 sq ft 

to 7,057 sq ft. The prices of the units 

launched is between RM1,757,500 to 

RM5,512,750 per unit (RM750 per sq 

ft onwards).

• Prices for high-end condominiums 

remained stable at RM753 per sq ft, a 

marginal 1.5% increase from Q4 2016 

(Figure 10).

• Rents for high-end condominiums 

improved slightly by 2.3% q-o-q at 

RM3.20 per sq ft/month.

Market commentary

In 2016, sales and new launches were 

generally slower. Buyers and develop-

ers were more cautious amid the slow-

er macro-economy. Continued stricter 

bank lending facilities further damp-

ened demand for residential proper-

ties, although the overall approval rate 

in 2016 was at a high of 73.8%.

The completion of the MRT Line 

1, which opened in December 2016, 

has helped to spur more residential 

developments and demand in prime 

as well as suburban areas to some 

extent, especially projects located 

along the line. The line provides better 

connectivity from Semantan to Sungai 

Buloh area.

Outlook

The residential market is expected 

to remain subdued in 2017 and 

2018, given growing uncertainties in 

the external environment, and the 

continued weakening of the Ringgit 

against major currencies. Concerns of 

a slowing economy resulted in a “wait 

and see” approach among buyers.

Despite marginal increases in both 

prices and rents in Q1 2017, the high-

end condominium sector is expected 

to be more challenging with more 

than 6,000 units due for completion in 

the next three quarters of 2017. With 

the large upcoming supply, the rental 

market is expected to be a tenant’s 

market with more choices of units 

coming on stream.

Figure 9
Office net absorption, sq ft (million) 

Source: NTL Research

Figure 10
Office net absorption, sq ft (million) 

Source: NTL Research
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KL’s new Golden Triangle: 
Hotspots that have it all
Move over KLCC and Bangsar – This month, we tell home buyers and investors why they should 
check out the underrated Old Klang Road and its surrounding residential suburbs. 
- REENA KAUR BHATT

iPropertyiQ.com’s 2016 data depicts homebuyers’ transaction trends, product performance, rental preferences and a 

brief overview of the population demographic in Old Klang Road (OKR) and its surrounding neighbours - Mid Valley, 

Seputeh, Taman Desa and Bangsar South. 

Ethnicity

Malay Chinese Indian Others Non-Malaysians

Non-Malaysians (9%)

Malay (23.5%)

Chinese (55.1%)

Others (1.6%)

Indian
(10.8%)

AREA DEMOGRAPHIC 

Population

130,100

Population in 2010
According to Census

143,400
Estimated population

2016

1.47%

Estimated
annual growth

2010 - 2016
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RESIDENTIAL SNAPSHOT (Secondary Properties) Jan 2016 – Dec 2016 

Percentage of transactions by building types (%)

Serviced residenceCondominium Apartment Flat

Semi-D BungalowTerrace house

2%
3.4%

10.6%

12%

13.6%

19.4%

39%

*Total Transactions = 887

Key figures for top 5 property types 

Building Type
Total 

Transactions
Median 

PSF (RM)

Y-O-Y 
Capital
Growth 

(%)

Asking 
Median 
Rental 
(RM)

Asking 
Rental 
Yield 
(%)

Condominium 346 RM499 -1.8 RM2,100 3.8

Serviced 
Residences 172 RM560 23.7 RM1,900 5.0 

Apartment 121 RM365 -2.1 RM1,300 5.0

Flat 107 RM233 17.1 - - 

Terrace 
Homes 94 RM563 -0.2 RM2,200 3.1

Apartment/Flat Residential LandSemi-D/Bungalow

Condominium/Serviced residence Terrace house/Link House/Townhouse

0.8%

30%

5.3%

5.3%

13.9%

WHAT WERE POTENTIAL PURCHASERS 
SEARCHING FOR? (%)  
(Primary & Secondary Properties)

What were people searching for? (%)

Top 10 Most Transacted Projects / 
Neighbourhoods

Rank
Project/

Township
Building type Transactions

Median 
PSF (RM)

1 OUG 
Parklane

Service 
Residence 71 437

2 Seringin 
Residences Condominium 58 548

3 Desa Green Service 
Residence 48 712

4 Le Yuan 
Residence Condominium 41 540

5 Happy 
Garden

Terrace 
House 35 577

6 The Scott 
Garden

Service 
Residence 27 565

7 Abadi Indah 
Apartment Apartment 25 374

8 288 
Residences Condominium 22 485

9 Taman Bukit 
Angkasa Flat 22 257

10
Overseas 

Union 
Garden

Terrace 
House 20 472
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Expert’s insights

OKR is famous for being one of the 

oldest and most historically significant 

roads in KL. It used to be the only link 

between Kuala Lumpur and Port Klang. 

Many established Chinese-Malaysian 

families have put down roots and are 

still based here as they still own shops 

along OKR. Many of these wealthy 

Chinese merchants also own property 

in OKR and live in the area with their 

families. 

Area’s appeal to home buyers
OKR’s winning attraction is its 

strategic location – it is at the centre 

of everything as numerous roads and 

linkages lead out and into the area. 

OKR residents can easily get onto 

the Federal Highway and it is only a 

20-minute drive to KLCC through the 

SMART Tunnel; onto the Shah Alam 

Expressway if they are driving towards 

Subang Jaya Shah Alam; hop onto 

the LDP Highway to head down to 

Puchong or take the Federal Highway 

and connecting Kerinci Link when 

travelling to the Damansara locale. 

The New Pantai Expressway (NPE) 

toll is also a mere 4km away, making 

the commute to Sunway and Subang 

very convenient. Furthermore, the 

bustling commercial centres of 

Bangsar and Midvalley are within a 10-

km radius. 

Residents will have easy access 

to all these mature neighbourhoods 

which feature a slew of amenities 

and conveniences such as shopping 

hotspots, recreational parks, public 

transit nodes, major offices and 

hospitals. 

Those who missed the opportunity 

to get into Bangsar can still get into the 

OKR area as it offers properties with 

lower entry prices and yields that are 

simply not available in prime addresses 

such as Bangsar anymore.

Unlike its more glamorous 

neighbour, Bangsar; OKR has not 

yet enjoyed the former’s exponential 

levels of capital appreciation. Average 

property prices in the OKR area have 

historically been closer to RM400 sq ft. 

Given the growing number of high-end 

condominiums coming into the vicinity, 

however, I expect that the considerable 

growth in average prices is only bound 

to happen sooner than later. 

The OKR effect has spilt over and 

contributed to the rise in popularity 

of its neighbouring residential 

enclaves too, i.e Seputeh, Taman Desa 

and Bangsar South. This is visible 

through various new and upcoming 

developments in whatever plots of land  

that are available in these areas.

“OKR’s best-kept secret is this – its properties 
are not as expensive as Bangsar but it is equally 
strategically located. Its capital appreciation may 
not be as high, but OKR properties are still 
affordable, which means the room for capital 
growth is VERY promising.”CEO, IQI Group

KASHIF ANSARI
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Exciting developments
There is a lot to get excited 

about in OKR and its surrounding 

neighbourhoods. Home buyers and 

investors would want to take note of 

the following current and upcoming 

projects with bear attractive concepts, 

prices and facilities:

• OKR - Millerz Square by Exsim Group, 

9 Seputeh by MRCB, The Scott 

Soho by Aston Villa Sdn Bhd, Tiara 

Mutiara by Vista Flame Sdn Bhd and 

Southbank Residence by UOA Group. 

There are many old buildings in this 

area that will be demolished in the 

near future to make way for new 

developments, as per the current and 

future market demand. 

• Bangsar South - Novum Residences 

by Eupe Corporation Berhad and The 

Park Residences by UOA Group. 

• Seputeh – Setia Sky Seputeh by 

S P Setia and Menara Seputih by 

Mitrajaya Land Sdn Bhd. 

• Taman Desa – The neighbourhood 

will most likely not see many new 

developments as it is already densely 

developed. Nevertheless, there is 

the upcoming commercial hub, 

Desa Centre by UOA Group as well 

as various sub-sales opportunities 

including, 1 Desa Residence by UOA 

Group as well as Casa Desa, Faber 

Ria and Desa Permai by Faber Group.  

• Mid Valley - ViiA Residences by S P 

Setia.The OKR conurbation is ideal 

for young professionals out there 

who are waiting for the opportune 

moment to purchase an affordable 

residence which also provides 

excellent connectivity to their 

workplace as well as to commercial 

and retail hubs.

Some of the reasons why this band of neighbourhoods check all the boxes:

Facilities & Amenities Highlight

Seputeh:

- KTM station in the 

neighbourhood, which connects 

to Rawang and Seremban; 

- Conveniences within a 10-minute 

drive include Bangsar Village I 

& II, Perdana Botanical Gardens, 

KL Sentral, Midvalley Mall, Pantai 

Medical Centre, The Japan Club 

of Kuala Lumpur and University 

Malaya.

- It is a tranquil neighbourhood 

located on high ground and 

boasts plenty of greenery.

Bangsar South:

- Newly opened KL Gateway Mall

- Nexus, a RM 150 million 

lifestyle centre offering various 

international dining options

- As a designated MSC Malaysia 

Cybercentre zone, offices in 

Bangsar South provide an ideal 

environment for MNCs and IT 

companies.

- Upcoming 6-acre Central Park in 

the heart of the neighbourhood

- A community free shuttle bus 

service, 10-15 minute commute 

to and from Kerinchi / Universiti 

LRT stations.

OKR:

- The Scott Garden @ OKR,  a 

mixed residential-commercial 

development comprising 

condominium, shop-lots, Tesco 

hypermarket and retail units.

- KL Sentral Mid Valley Megamall 

and The Gardens Mall are 

located nearby.

Taman Desa:

- 10 minutes by car to KLCC, 

- Has implemented a Guarded 

Security Scheme recently in G&G 

developments (Phase 1). Petty 

crimes have fallen to virtually 

zero since then.

- Major recreation centre in the 

heart of Taman Desa with a 

football field, tennis court, 

basketball court, children’s 

playground, jogging track, 

community centre; 

- Taman Desa Medical Centre is 

the largest medical centre in the 

area

- Numerous eateries, pharmacies 

and grocery stores available.

drive
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Most of the purchasers of secondary 

properties along Old Klang Road are 

home-buyers and most are buying 

high-rise residential units, as validated 

by the data above. As a bulk of the 

buyers are family-occupiers, popular 

residential options are those that range 

between 850 sq ft to 1,200 sq ft with a 

3 bedroom + 2 bath layout. 

Those with a higher budget will look 

for higher-end projects that feature 

luxurious facilities. Examples include 

Seringin Residences and Le Yuan 

Residence. Meanwhile, buyers who 

are not as financially blessed will opt 

for more affordable projects like OUG 

Parkland. Considering the past year’s 

economy, this is the reason why OUG 

topped the area’s residential sales list 

in 2016. Newly completed projects are 

also a top priority for these first-time 

homebuyers. 

An exciting prospect for aspiring 

homebuyers will be Citizen 2 by 

Binastra Land. Slated to be launched 

in Q32017, the serviced apartments will 

have 2 layout options are available – 

2-bedroom (725 sq ft) and 3-bedroom 

(883 sq ft). With prices starting from 

roughly RM500,000, many first-time 

homebuyers have their eye on this 

project. 

Investors, on the other hand, 

are vying for the upcoming Millerz 

Square @ OKR by Exsim Group. To 

be built on an 8-acre plot, the project 

will comprise of offices and service 

apartments. There will also be an art 

college within the development which 

will be complemented by F&B and 

retail outlets.

What does the realtor say? 

Most who purchase into the area 

love OKR’s strategic location 

and the mature neighbourhood 

provides for an abundance of basic 

primary necessities – from sundry 

shops to entertainment outlets. 

OKR’s proportion of commercial 

and residential catchment areas, 

both which are able to complement 

each other with a sufficient number 

of schools, banks and amenities 

to cater to its residents. The newly 

opened, “De Market” in Faber 

Tower in neighbouring Taman Desa 

is a popular grocery shopping 

stop for residents living in the 

vicinity as it offers quality local and 

international produce.

Parents love that there is an 

international school located in the 

locality – the Vikas International 

School. It is a co-educational school 

with hostel facilities and provides 

classes from pre-kindergarten to 

secondary level. On top of that, 

residents can have their pick from 

various government schools nearby 

namely such SJK (C) Choong Wen, Sri 

Sentosa High School, SRJK (C) Yoke 

Nam, SMK Katolik, SMK Assunta and 

SJKT Saraswathy. 

Also situated in the area is the 

Megatech International College which 

specialises in producing electronic and 

electrical engineering graduates. 

Real Estate Negotiator

Vivahomes Realty (Kota Damansara)

PATRICK CHEN

Why should homebuyers look at properties in the area? 
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“Even though there are numerous developments 
along OKR, the “oversupply” situation is not 
on the cards as continuous demand will flow in 
from the surrounding mature neighbourhoods 
such as Petaling Jaya, Subang, Puchong, 
Bangsar, Cheras and even the KL City Centre.”

Surrounding area’s growth 
prospects
The proposed KL Monorail line 

extension from KL Sentral to Bandar 

Sunway will cut through the Old Klang 

Road, and this will create a good 

potential for capital appreciation and 

higher rental yield for properties within 

the OKR vicinity and its neighbouring 

residential districts. 

A few developments which will 

be banking on the transportation 

infrastructure boom factor are:

9 Seputeh by MRCB

This mixed development will be 

adjacent to the “River of Life” Project, 

an initiative under the  National 

Transformation Programme to revitalise 

the Klang River’s landscape. MRCB 

has planned beautification projects to 

rejuvenate and transform the scenery 

of the river by integrating promenades 

and boardwalks, in a sense, preserving 

the green lung of the area. 

Connectivity in 9 Seputeh will also 

be greatly enhanced, as MRCB intends 

to build a dedicated link bridge to the 

NPE highway, as well as a dedicated 

covered link bridge to the proposed 

monorail station that is to be located 

along Old Klang Road.

Pantai Sentral Park By IJM Land

The future MRT Circle Line will form 

an interchange with the Universiti 

LRT station located roughly 7 minutes 

away from the development. Boasting 

the concept - KL’s One & Only Urban 

Forest City, Pantai Sentral Park merges 

seamlessly with a 200-acre forest 

park. The mixed development includes 

commercial parcels and low-density 

residential units, where the launched 

Inwood Residences and Secoya 

Residences have been very well-

received with the former being fully 

sold out within a few weeks. 

KL Eco City by S P Setia

KL Eco City is the first integrated 

mixed-use commercial and residential 

development designed for Gold 

certification under the Malaysian Green 

Building Index (GBI). The development 

will be connected to the Mid Valley 

Megamall via a pedestrian bridge, 

thus providing direct linkages to the 

KTM station there, which is just one 

stop away from KL Sentral. Spread 

across 24.4 acres leasehold land, 

its components include residential, 

corporate offices, a retail podium as 

well as clusters of boutique offices.

Most importantly, OKR is the 

midpoint for travelling to many places 

within Kuala Lumpur and Selangor. 

Located strategically between Petaling 

Jaya and KLCC, OKR is serviced by the 

East-West Link Expressway, Federal 

Highway, New Pantai Expressway, Shah 

Alam Expressway (KESAS), Damansara 

– Puchong Expressway (LDP) and 

Jalan Puchong. 

Even though there are numerous 

developments along OKR, the 

“oversupply” situation is not on the 

cards as continuous demand will 

come from the surrounding mature 

neighbourhoods such as Petaling Jaya, 

Subang, Puchong, Bangsar, Cheras and 

even the KL City Centre. 
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Developers’ viewpoint

Back in 1908, Old Klang Road 

(OKR) was the only route that 

connects KL to Port Klang. Today, 

the narrow old trunk road has 

been transformed into a six-lane 

major road surrounded by matured 

neighbourhoods. The OKR that we 

know today has turned in a prime 

location, bundled with both old and 

new amenities and facilities.

Our experience in transforming 

the old marshalling yard in 

Brickfields into the self-sustainable 

city of KL Sentral, coupled with our 

expertise in developing master plans 

and Transit Oriented Developments, 

has helped us identify the potential 

in OKR. So, when we found this 

sizeable piece of land that spanned 

across 17.5 acres of area, we knew 

that we’ve struck gold as land is 

scarce along OKR.

Some of the biggest strengths of 

this location is its proximity to Mid 

Valley City (1km), its ease of access 

as it sits right next to the New Pantai 

Expressway (NPE) and its one-sided 

river front view. We conducted a 

Old Klang Road

Vice President, Sales & Marketing 
MRCB 

ANGELINE NEOH

thorough planning and study to 

replicate the success of KL Sentral 

and 9 Seputeh’s transformation.  

Despite being a century old, 

OKR still maintains its charm and 

appeal to many. It holds so much of 

nostalgia to those who were brought 

up here or still have their parents or 

grandparents living here, especially 

the Chinese families who first 

established businesses in the area. 

As the neighbourhood matured and 

the families expanded, the need 

for new businesses and homes 

grew to accommodate the growing 

population. Amenities and facilities 

such as schools, supermarkets, 

coffee shops, eateries, convenient 

stores and clinics are abundant 

here which is why it is still a 

favourite haunt among the younger 

generation.This has led to a shift in 

trends – hip new cafes and famous 

F&B chains started mushrooming, 

while famous food stalls expanded 

into clean and comfortable 

restaurants – to serve the needs of 

the younger demographic.

(MRCB Land)

In addition, the upgrades in the 

connectivity over the years i.e direct 

bridges and interchanges such as 

KESAS, NPE, East West Link and 

Federal Highways has attracted 

new population into the area. As 

the developer of 9 Seputeh, we will 

further enhance the connectivity to 

NPE by building a bridge that will 

directly link NPE to Old Klang Road. 

All the more reasons why home 

buyers and investors should have 

OKR on their radar.
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Seputeh perfectly encapsulates 

the ‘best of both worlds’ concept; 

despite being situated within 

the city centre, the residential 

neighbourhood offers a rare luxury 

for an urban setting - serenity and 

tranquillity as it sits on the elevated 

ground and is cradled by lush 

greeneries. This ‘hidden’ housing 

enclave sits smack in the middle of 

the KL Sentral-Bangsar-Midvalley 

triangle. Only its residents know that 

you can actually walk to Mid Valley 

Megamall, which is situated just 

500m away.

Whereas Bangsar and KL 

Sentral are within a 10-minute 

drive, providing easy access to 

commercial and retail centres, 

office districts, medical facilities 

and public transportation, among 

others. Potential home buyers of our 

Setia Sky Seputeh project who have 

done their research shared with us 

how amazed they are with Seputeh’s 

offerings – its strategic location 

enables for the complete urban life 

experience while making it ever so 

easy to come back home to Seputeh 

and escape the hustle and bustle of 

the city.

residential development, i.e. homes 

with sizes from 2,346 sq ft, featuring 

a minimum of 4 bedrooms. Most 

larger units are owner occupied, 

hence they tend to have a stable, 

sustainable appreciation over time.

Currently, properties in the 

area are transacting in the range 

of RM850-RM1,200 per sq ft. 

The closest product in terms of 

similarity of size offerings is the Park 

Residences, which is about 8 years 

old now. Recent sales of its units 

topped RM820 per sq ft and rental 

yields averaged at roughly 4.5%; a 

promising figure indeed given the 

lacklustre economic backdrop.

Wedged between the 2 thriving 

townships of KL and PJ, Bangsar 

South is a hotbed of commercial 

activities and there are plenty of job 

opportunities.

Also, Bangsar has always had 

a strong appeal as a residential 

address; it is an established area 

for upmarket properties and has 

consistently attracted the expatriate 

crowd. The extension into South 

Bangsar has boosted the overall 

commercial lure of the vicinity.

Thanks to its MSC status, various 

corporate giants have come into the 

area to set up shop; Bangsar South 

is now home to 22 MNC rated office 

towers. In addition, there are various 

lifestyle and shopping amenities 

such as Nexus South,  KL Gateway 

Mall, a convention centre and VE 

Hotel, a 4-star establishment. 

Bangsar South’s rise as a 

commercial business district 

has contributed to the demand 

for quality housing. Bon Estates 

decided to build our flagship project 

here after hosting an extensive 

research to understand the housing 

supply and demand demographic 

in the area. We determined the 

sweet spot for highly- sought after 

Seputeh Bangsar South

Divisional General Manager
S P Setia Berhad

PAUL SOH

Marketing Director
Bon Estates Sdn Bhd

ANGELINE LIAU

 (S P Setia Berhad) (Bon Estates Sdn Bhd) 
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iPropertyiQ.com data
(November 2015 - October 2016)

Malaysia & Selangor
2016 land market
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Premendran Pathmanathan, Data Services GM, iProperty Group 
shares the transaction breakdown for different land types in 
Malaysia and Selangor besides providing a brief commentary on 
area sales performance and price patterns.

Malaysia & Selangor land market: 
Latest data & analytics 

developers as a land banking 

exercise for future projects. 

Meanwhile, those looking to build 

now will secure development land, 

which are areas designated by the 

respective local councils as per their 

town planning.

55,000 acres of land were 

transacted (changed hands) in the 

review period, where the bulk of 

transactions (75%) was dominated 

by agricultural land.

Land types in Malaysia are 

broken down into agricultural and 

development. The former, which 

is also known as greenbelt land 

is usually purchased for long-

term investment purposes or by 

MALAYSIA

Land Market Share (%)

Types of land Median price per sq ft (RM)

Agricultural land RM 1

Development 
land

Residential RM 5

Industrial RM 11

Commercial RM 51

Mix development use RM 82

Unspecified use NA
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third respectively, at 17% (2,380 

acres) and 11% (1,540 acres). 

Meanwhile, Sarawak emerged top 

for agricultural land sales, raking 

in 35% or 14,350 acres of land 

transacted. Perlis was the only state 

which did not record any land sales 

in the review period.

Kedah garnered almost 30% of 

development land sales in Malaysia, 

with 3,920 acres. Selangor and 

Terengganu came in second and 

Development vs Agricultural land market share by state (%)

Development land is further 

broken down into residential, 

commercial, industrial, mix-

development and unspecified 

use. As the land is ready for 

development, designated plots bear 

much higher price tags as compared 

to agricultural land. Values vary 

greatly between the subcategories 

of development land – at RM51 per 

sq ft, commercial land is 10 times 

more expensive than residential land 

(RM5 per sq ft). Mix development 

land bears the highest price tag 

as these plots will allow for the 

construction of several product 

types, i.e an integrated development 

with residential and commercial/

retail components.

Meanwhile, unspecified land is a 

plot that has been designated as 

development land but has yet to be 

allocated to a specific development 

type by the local municipal council, 

i.e residential, commercial, industrial 

use, or mix-use. This is why price 

PSF of unspecified land is cheaper 

than other types of development 

land. Nevertheless, unspecified 

land is still more expensive than 

agricultural land. The selling price 

for unspecified land is negotiated 

between the buyer and seller, and 

is usually based on the current 

demand-supply dynamics. It is not 

mandatory for buyers to list down 

the land type in the Land Title 

document upon purchase.

Land Market Share (%) (Cont’d)
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Agricultural land was most 

expensive in Penang at RM 7.40 

per sq ft. Again, the land scarcity in 

Penang is probably the main reason 

why agricultural land there costs 

more than double of development 

land in certain states including 

Perak, Sabah, Malacca and Kedah. 

(as shown in the graph above).

Unsurprisingly, development land 

cost was highest in Kuala Lumpur. 

Land scarcity in the country’s 

capital has contributed to the 

exceedingly high cost per sq ft of 

RM 265. Penang is next in line, at RM 

92 per sq ft; prices in the island-

state were 65.3% lower than that of 

Kuala Lumpur’s. 

The remaining states recorded 

much lower prices per sq ft, where 

the figures ranged in between RM 3 

to RM11.

Development land cost PSF (RM)

Agriculture land cost PSF (RM)
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Development vs Agricultural Land Market Share (%)

SELANGOR

In Selangor, 4,300 acres of land 

were transacted in the review period, 

with the majority of sales or 56% being 

garnered by development land. Taking 

into account the level of urbanisation in 

Selangor and the consequent demand 

for housing, it makes sense why more 

development-ready land is being 

bought instead of agricultural land.

in the near future, hence we can 

anticipate quite a few property 

projects being developed in the 

next few years in these 3 areas.

Meanwhile, Banting leads the 

pack in terms of agricultural 

land sales at 18% or 342 acres. 

The runner-up was Tanjong Dua 

Belas, where 16% or 304 acres of 

The area which recorded the 

highest volume of development 

land transactions was Kapar at 

nearly 16%. Trailing in a close second 

and third were Klang (14.5%) and 

Semenyih (14%), respectively. As 

enumerated earlier, development 

land is usually purchased for 

projects that are to be executed 

agricultural land changed hands. 

Both these areas are located in 

the Kuala Langat district, which 

sits in the southwestern part of 

Selangor. It would be safe to say 

that we can expect significant 

developments cropping up in the 

locality in the next 10 years or so.

Land Market Share (%)
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DISCLAIMER: The source of brickz.my data is from the Valuation and Property Services Department (JPPH) which officially records a property transaction once the stamp duty 

for the Sales and Purchase agreement is paid while the source of listing & leads data is from agents’ listings listed at iProperty.com. Analytics are based on the data available at 

the date of publication and may be subject to revision as and when more data becomes available.

Are you looking for data insights for better business decisions? Drop an email to iq@iproperty.com and let us help you.

Agriculture Land Cost PSF (RM)

Agricultural land was most 

expensive in Kapar at RM 13.30 per 

sq ft. This could be because there 

are not many pockets of agricultural 

land left in the area. Puchong and 

Dengkil took the second and third 

spot with RM12.60 and RM9.50 per 

sq ft, respectively.

Development Land Cost PSF (RM)

At RM 28 per sq ft, Puchong is the most 

expensive area to acquire development land in 

Selangor. Semenyih, Kajang and Rawang shared 

the same price tag at RM 23 per sq ft. These 

areas are all popular residential suburbs and 

have seen significant growth in the recent few 

years, especially with the development of new 

transportation infrastructure, namely the Ampang 

- Sri Petaling LRT Extension and the MRT Line 1 

(Sungai Buloh-Kajang).



How does it work?

Finding The Right

Save time by posting your criteria in the 

'My Property Wanted' form and let our 

professional agents do the work for you.

TROUBLE

PROPERTY?

Why use ‘My Property Wanted’?

• Save time and e�ort looking for 
your desired property based on 
your criteria

• Allow agents to contact you based 
on your requirements

Step 1:

Post your requirements by 
filling up the ‘My Property 

Wanted’ form

Step 2:

Agents will propose a 
match for you based on 

your requirements

Step 3:

You can pick the best 
property selection and 

contact the agent
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Supercharge your portfolio 
with land investment

Why Land Investment?
• Raw land is a limited resource; even in Malaysia where land is abundant; 

not all are suitable for development due to geographical constraints. 

The only way to ‘create’ land is to embark on reclamation, which is 

complicated and costly to undertake.

 

• The country’s population is only going to go up – According to the 

Department of Statistics, Malaysia’s population stood at 31.2 million 

in 2016 and by 2040, this figure is expected to grow by 33% to 41.5 

million. As population increases so does the demand for housing.

• Property developers are constantly on the hunt for the next best area 

to build a township or strata development. Depending on your land’s 

location and its proximity to the development site, its value has the 

potential to increase exponentially. Take the Jalan Tun Razak area in 

KLCC - land there was going for roughly RM50 per sq ft in 1996. In 

2015, Affin Bank Bhd purchased 1.25 acres of land in the Tun Razak 

Exchange (TRX) for RM4,700 per sq ft in 2015; that is a 9300% jump in 

less than 20 years.  

• Because land is a tangible asset, it circumvents fraudulent behaviour. 

Investors can carry out the necessary background checks and asset 

evaluation themselves. 

• Individual investors can latch onto the potential of low entry costs as 

well as the leveraging power that land investment presents. While some 

amount of money is required, contrary to what most people believe, 

investors need not fund for 100% of the purchase price. For instance, I 

I bought a plot of bungalow land (residential use) in Country Heights, 

Damansara for RM200 per sq ft in 2011. I obtained a 90% loan financing 

from the bank – the land value is now easily worth RM500 per sq ft. 

• Land requires much less if not negligible maintenance as compared to 

other property classes such as condominiums or office lots. There are 

no tenants to look after, maintenance to worry about, etc - It just sits 

there and well, behave!

Land investment today = Property development 
tomorrow. It is not a chicken and egg situation; you 
NEED land to build property. Land expert, Tan Hwa 
Chuan explains why investors should up the ante and 
look beyond physical real estate to obtain sustainable 
returns. 
-REENA KAUR BHATT

“There is the 
misconception land 

investment is reserved 
for the big leagues; 

property developers, 
business tycoons or large 

corporations. Many 
do not know that the 
Founder of Chinese 
development giant, 

Country Garden had very 
humble beginnings - Yang 
Guoqian came from  an 
impoverished farming 

family. His savvy to invest 
in several land deals served 

as the starting blocks 
to Country Garden’s 

exponential growth – the 
company is now valued 

over US$20 billion.”

*Tan Hwa Chuan is a property developer, 

investor and advisor. He is the author of 

“Make Big Money Via Land” and is currently 

the Director of B.I.G Group of Companies. 
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How can investors analyse the 

feasibility of a plot of land and what 

are some of the mandatory due 

diligence one should carry out? 

I have actually developed a 10-step 

feasibility framework which has proven 

to work for all my land ventures in prime 

areas within the KV. This due diligence 

guide covers all bases from research 

to purchase and works to provide land 

investors with maximum value while 

mitigating risk:

With the local property marketing 

bottoming out, is now a good time to 

invest in land?  

There is no good or bad time – you buy 

land and wait, you do not wait to buy 

land. 

The best upside to land is how 

resilient it is; even in economic 

downturns, its value will not experience 

any significant drop or stagnation. 

Prices might see a temporary dip 

between 10-20%. But when it comes to 

appreciation, it’s a different story – ‘it’s a 

case of when it rain, it pours”. 

What can landowners do to 

obtain the best returns from their 

investment? 

The best exit strategy for land investors 

is to purchase land to sell it off for 

commercial or residential development. 

Nevertheless, considering the current 

economic climate, it is much more 

strategic to have a joint venture deal 

with developers. 

Developers enter into an agreement 

with landowners where the owners 

retain ownership of the plot while the 

former erect a building (homes, offices, 

etc) and offer a few property units as 

compensation to the owner. 

This profit sharing agreement could 

see owners receiving real estate of 

their own or cash considerations in 

staggered payments or maybe even 

both. Developers, on the other hand get 

to save on term loan costs, i.e. bank’s 

interest payments; making it a win win 

for both parties.

This JV arrangement is gaining 

popularity in Malaysia – On the back of 

an economic slowdown, both parties 

are more willing to explore such creative 

endeavours. Owners are able to utilise 

and reap the rewards from their asset 

whereas developers are able to cut 

down on development costs while 

capturing current consumers’ demand.

“JV arrangements between land investors and 
developers are gaining popularity - owners 
will receive real estate of their own while the 
latter saves on term loan costs.”

Land investment 101

The Rule of Thumb is especially helpful 

to carry out a quick preliminary test or 

when you have to make a judgment 

call. It calls for the land cost to not be 

more than 20% of its potential Gross 

Development Value (GDV); i.e: estimated 

value that the total development would 

fetch in the open market. Currently 

though, investors are able to purchase 

land which cost is roughly 10% of its 

potential GDV. 

Say for instance, you have your eye on 

a plot of land which is able to generate 

a GDV of RM100 million - if the seller will 

not budge from a minimum asking price 

of RM25 million, you know it is time to 

walk away from the deal.  

Level 5 is one of the most important 

steps – investors must appraise the 

rules and policies stipulated by the 

government pertaining to land. The Local 

Municipality’s planning department is 

in charge of the area’s Town Planning 

or future development blueprint. You 

will want to determine that you are 

purchasing the right type of product. 
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Should investors purchase a land 

gazetted for agricultural use, they will 

not be able to sell it off to developers as 

the land is not zoned for development 

use. Instead, it can only be utilised 

for plantation purposes. So unless 

investors are planning to plant durian or 

mangosteen trees, their investment will 

backfire.

Case in point, there are numerous 

plots of land in the Melawati area that 

have been gazetted as forest reserve; 

but land purchasers who did not check 

beforehand had to kiss their home 

development dream goodbye. 

Owners can apply for a re-gazetting 

of land use, say from industrial to 

commercial but this process is a 

tedious one as considerable cost and 

time are involved. In Selangor, the re-

gazetting process takes 2 years and 

land purchasers will have to bear the 

financing’ instalments in the meantime, 

which translates to unecessary losses.

 Other points that investors should 

cross off their list include zoning, 

density and height restrictions for 

property development – you would not 

want to get a plot of land that is not 

going to generate maximum yields for 

you or your future buyer. 

The next step, Land Office Checking 

is equally vital – here investors will get 

to determine if a plot of land is being 

owned by your seller or if it’s actually 

a ‘charge’ under a bank. Investors can 

also find out if their investment target 

is under any provision which allows the 

government to acquire it at any time for 

public use, transportation infrastructure, 

social housing purposes, etc. 

 
*The complete elaboration on Tan’s feasibility 
framework (book excerpt) will be shared in next 
month’s issue. 

How do I finance my land 

investment? 

Most banks provide for a loan amount of 

50-70%. Again it depends on the type 

of land and what is its intended purpose 

as well as the buyer’s profile. Banks 

award financing based on the potential 

profitability the land would generate. 

Say your (residential use) land is located 

nearby a condominium project which 

recently saw a good take-up rate; then 

you can expect to get a 70% financing. 

Investors should look towards 

commercial banks such as Maybank, 

CIMB and UOB for the financing 

of development land whereas loan 

application for agricultural land meant 

for plantation endeavours and such 

would only fly with an Agro Bank.

There have been several cases of 

land fraud reported in the media of 

late. How can investors avoid being 

swindled?

Get a good lawyer who will go through 

the nitty-gritty with a fine-tooth comb 

for you. Throw that ‘Kiasu’ mentality out 

the door; there is no point scrimping on 

RM10,000-RM20,000 for a deal worth 

millions of Ringgit. A legal professional 

will also be able to unearth any caveats 

associated with the land title. 

Is land subject to taxes such as the 

Goods & Services Tax (GST)? 

As per the Royal Malaysian Customs 

GST Guide, the sale, lease or rent of 

land other than land for residential, 

agricultural or general use (public 

amenities, parks, etc) is subjected to 6% 

GST.

However, there are few other 

instances where GST comes into play. 

In cases of JV between developers 

and land owners to build commercial/

industrial properties, the land 

owners will have to pay GST for any 

consideration (money or real estate 

units) they receive in kind even though 

there was no land transaction. It will be 

best to always consult your accountant 

or tax planner to avoid any ‘shocks’ 

down the road.

In June 2017, the government 

launched e-Tanah, a land 

administration and management 

system operated electronically. 

It serves to provide a Single Point 

of Contact at e-Tanah counters and 

tax-payments can now be made at 

local payment centre (post office, 

TMpoint,etc) apart from any land 

office in the state.

Customers can also acquire 

information and services online 

as  e-Tanah is integrated with land 

administration agencies such as 

the Malaysian Survey and Mapping 

Department (JUPEM), the Malaysian 

Centre for Geospatial Data 

Infrastructure (MaCGDI); making it 

so much more convenient for land 

investors to carry out their due 

diligence.  

e-Tanah has already been 

implemented in Penang (http://

etanah.penang.gov.my) & Malacca 

(http://etanah.melaka.gov.my); it would 

make its debut next in Selangor 

and Negeri Sembilan before it goes 

nationwide.

Land News Flash!

DISCLAIMER: The opinion stated in the article is solely of Tan Hwa Chuan and is not in any form an endorsement or recommendation by iProperty.com. Readers are 
encouraged to seek independent advice prior to making any investments.
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Samuel Tan sheds light on 
the proposed guidelines 
for the conversion of Bumi 
properties in Johor and what 
should be done to close the 
overhang gap plaguing the 
state’s real estate market. 

-REENA KAUR BHATT

Could proposed Bumi policies 
salvage the Johor market? 

Significance of these 2 policies 

Only 60% of the total number of 

units in a development are opened 

to the non-Bumiputra buyers. In 

localities where demand from 

Bumis are weak, developers will 

have to apply for the Bumi quota to 

be partially or completely waived, 

should there be no Bumi takers after 

9 months (subject to conditions). 

Holding unsold properties for 

extended periods of time is a 

considerable cost to developers and 

it also results in cost transfer to the 

non-Bumi properties. This could 

be one of the reasons why some 

property prices in Johor are high.

Since Bumi lots can only be 

sold/transferred to Bumis, the 

marketability of such properties is 

reduced. The restricted buyer pool 

means that it is considerably tougher 

to secure buyers and owners might 

have to accept lower selling prices. 

The exception being for properties 

in areas which are highly favoured by 

Bumiputeras.

The application to waive 

Bumi restriction for sub-sales is 

permissible but is subject to stringent 

requirements. The transfer process 

takes time and approval is uncertain. 

Even when approval is granted, 

owners must fork out penalty fees 

for transferring titles to non-Bumi in 

the first place.

The Johor’s housing market is 

facing a predicament – as disclosed 

by the state government in recent 

media reports, over 88,000 units 

of Bumiputra (Bumi) properties 

have remained unsold up to date. 

Developers are scratching their heads 

over these units that are in a limbo and 

have called for a revision of housing 

policies that will help them clear off 

these idle units.    

 

The beef over Bumi lots  
Under the New Economic Policy (NEP), 

the Bumi Lot Quota Regulation was 

introduced to increase Bumiputera 

shares in real estate up to at least 30%.  

As of 1971, developers must allocate 

at least 30% of their residential/

commercial development as Bumi 

lots, where the units can be sold 

to Bumiputera buyers only. These 

purchasers are entitled to a Bumi 

discount too, which ranges from 7-15%. 

Under the Malaysian law, state 

authorities are given full control 

over land matters and as such, Bumi 

quota regulations fall under the State 

Government’s jurisdiction causing 

them to differ from state to state.

In Johor, developers are required 

to build 40% affordable homes within 

each project; where these properties 

must be priced between RM150,000 

and RM250,000. The remaining 60% 

are homes made available to the free 

market and out of this, 40% must be 

reserved for Bumiputeras buyers, 

where a 15% discount off the selling 

price is given.

SAMUEL TAN
Executive Director

KGV International Property Consultants
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Since the Bumi lot requirement 

is made mandatory by the state 

authority, developers must conform 

to it, albeit exceptions are given out 

only to special projects.  By and large, 

however, a Bumi lot has restricted 

marketability and its rsale price could 

dampen quite a bit. The hassle involved 

in obtaining a waiver from the Land 

Office and the high rejection potential 

are huge deterrents.

 

Homing in on the unsold issue 
The state government have heard 

developers’ pleas for assistance and 

support in solving the unsold units’ 

conundrum. Taking a step in the 

right direction, a special committee, 

JPPP (Jawatankuasa Panel Penasihat 

Perumahan Johor) was formed recently 

to study and improvise the state’s 

housing procedures, especially in 

regards to the release of Bumiputera 

properties to non-Bumi purchasers. 

During a state legislative assembly 

in May, Datuk Md Jais Sarday, Johor’s 

new Housing and Local Government 

Committee Chairman shared that the 

committee has submitted a 10-point 

proposal to the state government for 

consideration. As Datuk Jais mentioned 

in a recent media interview, developers 

are facing a lot of constraints because 

of holding on to the Bumi units for long 

periods. 

The main one being cash flow 

problems, which leads to delays in 

construction of new projects. Datuk 

Md Jais Sarday agrees that the need to 

find a win-win situation to address this 

issue is imperative as the state requires 

developers to continue building 

affordable homes for the rakyat. 

The proposed guidelines by  

the special committee are detailed  

on the right:

10-Point suggestions for release of Bumi lots

Policy 1 
Developers can only apply for Bumi unit release 12 months after the execution of 
Stamp Duty Supplementary Agreement between the developer and the State 
Government.

Policy 2
Developers can only apply for Bumi-unit release upon 70% of development’s 
completion (current figure is 50%).

Policy 3
Developers will bear the cost for sale advertisements of Bumi lots after the 
signing of the Supplementary Agreement. Press advertisement must be at least 
5” x 5” with a clear indication of the numbers of Bumi units, lowest selling price 
and the development’s latest information.

Policy 4
Nine months prior to a Bumi unit release, the Housing and Local Government  
Department will upload the notice on its website.

Policy 5
The second release must be at least 6 months after the first batch (current period 
is 3 months).

Policy 6
Bumi-conversion is restricted based on the following price-tier: 

Policy 7
International units within the development must be fully sold before applying for 
Bumi-unit conversion for the remaining units. 

Policy 8
Apart from proposing a Bumi unit conversion to the Housing and Local 
Government Committee, the developer must also inform the local council about 
the conversion.

Policy 9
The Housing and Local Government Committee have the right to reject an 
application due to insufficient information submitted. 

Policy 10
The developer must pay a fixed penalty of half (7.5%) of the total 15% discount 
for each Bumi unit conversion (previously a discount on the penalty could be 
negotiated).

No Selling Prices Proposed Bumi release (%)

1 Below RM250,000 No release

2 RM250,000-RM500,000 Only 30% release

3 RM500,000-RM1 million Only 50% release

4 More than RM1 million Only 70% release

“A Bumi lot has restricted marketability and its resale 
price could dampen quite a bit. The hassle involved in 
obtaining a waiver from the Land Office and the high 

rejection potential are also huge deterrents.”
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“In a location where there is no or limited 
demand for Bumi lots, the price restriction 
guidelines will prove detrimental to the property 
market. It is not realistic to assume that all Bumi 
lots will be well received in all localities.”

Proposed guidelines – Yay         or nay        ? 
If implemented successfully, how would this new framework affect homebuyers and 

developers? Samuel comments:

authority, banks and other related 
parties should be present during 
the fair to accelerate ease of sales. 
Immediate approval could even be 
granted should the Bumi buyer meet 
the loan financing criteria.

Y   Policy 4
This is a good suggestion.

N   Policy 5
The 6-month lapse in between 
advertisements is too long. The 
purchasing sentiment of potential 
buyers must be harnessed 
immediately after a property 
launch. All advertisements for the 
Bumi market must be done within a 
3-month time frame. This will build up 
the momentum to encourage early 
commitment to purchase.  

N   Policy 6
In a location where there is no or 
limited demand for Bumi lots, these 
price restriction guidelines will prove 
detrimental to the property market.  
It is also inevitable that within any 
project, some Bumi lots will not be 
sold due to unavoidable factors 
such as a less favourable location, 
unit number, etc. It is not realistic to 
assume that all Bumi lots will be well 
received in all localities. Moreover, 
the prohibition on conversion for 
properties costing below RM250,000 
will prove problematic in smaller 
towns where selling prices are 
considerably lower and a huge chunk 
of properties are being sold within the 
RM250,000 range.

Y   Policy 1
The 12-month timeline is fair for both 
parties as developers will need time to 
market the said properties to the Bumi 
market while Bumi buyers will have the 
luxury to make a purchasing decision 
and to arrange for the necessary 
financing.

N   Policy 2
This 70% completion status requirement 
can be draining on developers’ cash 
flows as they will be juggling with the 
piling construction costs. Meanwhile, 
it does not make a difference from the 
buyers’ end; genuine Bumi purchasers 
will have decided way beforehand 
whether they would want to lock in the 
property or not, not when it is 50%, 60% 
or 70% completed. 

Cash flow restrictions affect a 
project’s financial status and any 
additional expense incurred will only 
end up being transferred to the Non-
Bumi lots. This will further spike up 
property values artificially; this step is 
a drawback and should be scrapped. 
The application for Bumi release should 
be maintained at 50% or 12 months, 
whichever is later. Also, releases should 
be granted upon applications and not 
in batches of the applied units.

Y   Policy 3
This has always been an industry 
practice and should be continued. 
To further facilitate the sale of Bumi 
properties, a dedicated annual fair 
should be organised to enable Bumi 
buyers to view available housing 
stocks. In addition, the approving 

Y N
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Conclusion 
Ultimately, the proposed policies must 

not be a zero sum game. In a free 

market economy, market forces cannot 

be tampered with unless careful 

policies are put in place to ensure a fair 

playing ground. Make no mistake, the 

interest of Bumiputeras must be taken 

care of, but we would not want to 

create a bigger problem down the road 

while trying to solve an existing one. 

Having an additional barrier is not 
healthy as it goes against the grain 
of the free market policy. There will 
be unnecessary repercussions for 
developers and other homebuyers.  

These unsold units will mean 
unrealised gains for developers and 
will disrupt their cash flow until they 
are permitted to sell to non-Bumis. 
At the end of the day, buyers land 
up bearing some of these additional 
costs in terms of higher property price 
tags. 

The idle units will add on to the 
property overhang in Johor. The 
State Government will likely be 
deprived of additional revenue such 
as assessment, stamp duty and quit 
rents. Related service industries will 
be deprived of income such as legal 
fees, valuation fees, Commissioners of 
Oath fee, stamping fees etc. If unsold 
for a longer period, the buildings’ 
condition will deteriorate, making the 
development unsightly and subject to 
vandalism.

This additional condition should 
be removed as the 12-month 
and 50% completion with ample 
advertisements rules are already in 
place to ensure maximum exposure to 
potential Bumi buyers.

N   Policy 7
This proposal is not practical. Even in 
the best-performing property market, 
it takes years to fully sell off the units. 
The current mechanism is sufficient 
to protect Bumis interest. In any case, 
the sale of non-Bumi and Bumi units 
are mutually exclusive. The fact that 

there is a supply of non-Bumi lots 
does not mean there will be a demand 
for Bumi lots.

Y   Policy 8
This is a fair suggestion that requires 
the cooperation of all stakeholders.

Y   Policy 9
This is a fair proposal as long as it is 
not effected retrospectively.

Y   Policy 10
The additional revenue of 7.5% paid 
by developers can serve to fund other 
public interest projects. A fund should 
be designated to assist Bumiputeras 
with their property ownership journey. 
This fund must be regulated by an 
agency accountable to the State 
Assembly and should be utilised for:
a. Projects for Bumiputera buyers 

initiated by government agencies 
or appointed developers 
developing on government lands;

b. The purchase of Bumi lots by 
government agencies for rental to 
Bumiputeras;

c. To assist deserving Bumiputeras 
with purchasing costs such as 
legal fees, stamp duty etc.
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People say, “When you 
marry ‘The One’, you 
also marry their family” 
– the same concept 
applies to property; you 
are not just purchasing 
a home, you are buying 
into the neighbourhood 
too. 

MARK CHUA

The bestselling author of the book 
“WHO SAYS”, former senior vice 
president and property investor.  

He can be reached via
hello.markchua@gmail.com or

www.facebook.com/MarkChuaMY

Think you’ve got your research for a potential property 
purchase down pat? Mark Chua tells home buyers 
and investors why they should be especially vigilant in 
checking out the surrounding neighbourhood as well. 
- REENA KAUR BHATT

The Neighbourhood Effect 
in property investment 

Why is it super important to take into account your neighbours and the 
surrounding neighbourhood when purchasing a residential property? 
When it comes to property investment – we often talk about “scientific factors” 

like location, loan structuring, transportation boosters, infrastructure, pricing 

analysis and all these other sexy stuff.  But hardly anyone talks about the 

“People” element.

In all humility, the phrase “Location, Location, Location” can be passe or 

overrated.  Let us consider some of the premier leagues addresses within the 

Klang Valley conurbation. What is so great about Taman Tun Dr Ismail (TTDI)’s 

location? Many would not have guessed that this prime residential area was once 

a rubber estate plantation!  

Similarly, the glamorous Bandar Utama (BU) use to be an oil palm estate and 

the upscale Desa Park City (DSP) had much humbler beginnings – the plot of 

land was previously a mining quarry. 

My critiques will say – “Ahhh, Mark but what about all the important 

mantras like upcoming MRT stations and international schools or even great 

accessibility?” 

My rebuttal is this – “Oh, you mean if you could, you would like to stay right 

at the doorstep of the One Utama shopping centre or near some commercial 

hub and suffer through daily traffic congestion when travelling to and from your 

neighbourhood? Also, if you are a middle or upper-class family with 2 cars in 

the household, would it matter if your home is near the LRT/MRT station? Public 

transportation may not actually command a premium for most affluent family 

occupiers.  

Hence why I advise property seekers, be it owner occupiers or investors,  the 

phrase “People, People, People” should be given precedence instead. Location 

does not determine the property’s destiny. Rather, it is the AFFLUENCE or 

WEALTH of its residents that determine its future capital appreciation.

The progressive incomes and wealth of your neighbours will support the 

increase in your property’s value. Consider the areas mentioned above; TTDI, BU 

and DSP – and you may see some truth in what I advocate. Hence, I tend to place 

an emphasis on the “People” element when seeking for a property to invest in.
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“Remember this - 
Almost any element 
of your home that 
you are dissatisfied 
with can be changed 
or modified, but 
there is not much 
you can do about the 
neighbourhood or 
your neighbours!”

DISCLAIMER: The opinion stated in the article is solely of Mark Chua and is not in any form an endorsement or recommendation by iProperty.com. Readers are encouraged 
to seek independent advice prior to making any investments.

What are your top tips for investors/
home buyers when carrying out their 
due diligence?
Make no mistake, I am not telling 

everyone to only invest in high-end 

areas like Bangsar and Mont Kiara. 

Rather, aspiring purchasers should 

be savvy enough to select areas with 

RISING affluence and household 

incomes. 

Also, do not be overly distracted 

by ‘boosters’ such as malls, hospitals, 

etc and infrastructure plays without 

first studying the population’s 

demographics and overall financial 

prosperity.

Some guidelines or questions for 

one to ponder on with regards to the 

“People” element are:

Do you have any lessons to share with 
us from your experience as a property 
investor? 
Don’t get me wrong – aspects like 

infrastructure, schools and good roads 

are important, but these are “by-and-

by” factors to me.  With all due respect, 

would you buy into an area which has 

great infrastructure but its population/

tenant demographic is conquered by 

blue-collar workers? Do you think this 

will bode well for your property’s long-

term capital appreciation?

Why do you think properties in 

hotspots like Bangsar have rock 

solid prices and the values continue 

to witness robust growth? The rich 

get richer because they employ their 

resources more efficiently and they 

are hardly affected by economic 

calamities. And you can bet they have 

no qualms putting down a few million 

ringgit for a property in an affluent 

area. The rich love staying with the rich 

and they want to be associated with 

well-to-do neighbours.

If your replies are favourable, it 

most probably means you have found 

an area with a demographic profile 

that is well poised towards economic 

prosperity. This will definitely be a 

boon for your property’s value and 

future growth.

• Is your target area one with a 

higher percentage of owner-

occupiers? 

• Do they take pride in their homes? 

• Do you see new owners buying 

over properties and renovating 

their new homes? 

• Do they have monthly household 

incomes of at least RM 10,000? 

• Do they have a great Residents 

Association (RA) or any other 

form of neighbourhood watch? 

Do the residents build great 

rapport with the local authorities 

and police to enhance security?
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The Central Credit Reference Information System (CCRIS), which is managed by Bank 
Negara displays all of your total credits, interest charges and other outstanding charges for all 
loans that you have with any banks in Malaysia - everything from a personal loan and credit 
card to hire purchase and overdrafts. 

What is a CCRIS report?

If the section named “Conduct of 

Account” shows an irregularity in 

instalment payments, for instance, 1, 2, 

3, 4 and 5 in late payments, banks are 

unlikely to approve the loan. Borrowers 

will have to pay promptly for the next 

12 months for it to return to “0”. The 

CCRIS report only shows a 12 calendar 

month track record.

Please take note that for individuals 

who are taking study loans from 

PTPTN, their status will now be 

reflected in CCRIS. The loan application 

will be rejected if the borrower has not 

been paying his PTPTN instalments. 

The borrower will need to update all 

late payments, get a letter from PTPTN 

to submit to the banks for approval.

If the CCRIS report shows “Special 

Attention Account”, banks are not 

allowed to lend any more.

CCRIS will also show credit 

application and also rejection. Submit 

your loan to the right bank as different 

banks have different approval criteria.

My advice, please keeps your debts 

low to ensure that banks will be able 

to lend to you. Go to the root of the 

problem before blaming others. No 

doubt, approvals are getting more 

difficult but I believe nothing is 

impossible.  

Start planning for a successful loan 

application today.

MIICHAEL YEOH
CEO & Founder

GM Training Academy PLT

To read more of Miichael’s 

articles please log on to  

www.miichaelyeoh.com

Sample of a CCRIS report from RAMCI:So, is it important to know your 

CCRIS report before submitting your 

loan application?

Many people will get upset with the 

banks when their loan applications get 

rejected. But, are banks to be blamed? 

Put yourself in the lender’s shoes. If a 

friend wants to borrow money from 

you and you know he earns RM5,000 

a month but his debts amount to 

RM7,000; will you lend money to your 

friend? 

Banks use this report to determine 

whether or not to accept the 

borrower’s application. There are 

different sections in the report that 

provide an accurate information on the 

borrower’s personal debts.

What do these sections reveal?
1. Date of facility

2. Whether you are a single or joint 

borrower?

3. Who are the lenders? (Will only  be 

shown when the individual prints 

out his CCRIS report) 

4. Type of facility taken

5. Loan gross amount

6. Loan outstanding amount

7. Regularity of instalment payment

8. Instalment amount (this is new) 

You can either go personally to Bank 

Negara to print your own CCRIS or 

you can log on to the CTOS or RAMCI 

websites to print it yourself. The former 

is free but the latter will cost you RM10. 

These companies have a link to Bank 

Negara and are allowed to obtain this 

piece of information. 
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flaws; try to use matte paint instead. A 

plus point for matte finishing is that it 

requires less maintenance.

One tip - use a maximum of two 

colour tones as ‘too many cooks will 

spoil the broth’. For instance, if your 

floor is tiled white, complement it with 

a light orange or beige and if your 

floors are covered with dark/coloured 

carpeting, go with white walls instead. 

Never use red as it is too bold and will 

put off the more conservative tenants. 

2. FLOOR

Flooring tends to be overlooked by 

home owners because it is a costly 

affair. Still, anyone can spruce up 

the floor in their unit by investing in 

attractive, quality carpets. Make sure 

to get carpets that fit under your 

furniture such as sofas and tables. The 

perfect carpet can pull the whole room 

together by how it “holds” the furniture 

and lend a fancy vibe to the area. 

Do not place small rugs or carpets 

haphazardly in a space as it creates 

a messy picture and detracts the 

observer’s point of vision. When a 

carpeting is placed with some of the 

furniture pieces on and some off, then 

the rug/carpet has a tendency to look 

lost. If you do decide to refurbish old 

floor tiles, make sure to rip out the old 

tiles first before installing the new ones. 

3. FURNITURE

Never use bulky furniture in a small 

room but aim for pieces with simple 

designs and sleeker lines. 

For instance, settle for a skinny 

console table instead of a sideboard 

or a love seat instead of a sofa. Make 

sure your furniture fits in the theme 

of the room – does it match the paint, 

lighting, etc? 

If you are angling for more affluent 

tenants for your higher-end residential 

property, you might want to consider 

custom-made furniture.

Boost your rental value with  
smart interior design hacks
- REENA KAUR BHATT

“Many investors do not grasp the concept and 
purpose of interior design – most seem to think you 
need to spend big bucks to see big results. Luckily 
for landlords out there, there are various ‘Cheap n 
Easy’ renovation tips that will not attract tenants but 
increase their property’s earning potential as well.”

There are five elements on which 

investor-landlords could work on; 

namely wall, floor, furniture, lighting 

and ceiling. Amin’ guide on each will 

help maximise returns while cutting 

down costs:

1. WALL

When it comes to wall colours, it 

is difficult to pinpoint potential 

tenants preferences. Some people 

love bold colours while some prefer 

a minimalistic feel to their homes. 

Nevertheless, investors should stick 

with light and neutral colours such as 

white, beige or light blue. 

In hotels and such, you will observe 

that these ‘safe’ colours are used and 

wallpapers are kept simple. Instead 

of bold colours, investors could play 

around with textured wallpaper – this 

adds a playful touch to more casual 

interior spaces, i.e: the living room and 

bedroom. When it comes to finishes, 

avoid using glossy paint as it magnifies 

AMIN YUSSOF

Amin Yusoff founded EA Alam Reka 
Group, an interior design solutions 
provider in 2008. The company’s 

portfolio includes corporate giants 
and government agencies such 
as Maybank, TNB, Malindo Air, 

Parliament of Malaysia, Johawaki 
Group, Etiqa Insurance, Menara 238, 

among others. 

Follow Amin’s FB Page here:  
www.facebook.com/amin.yussoff
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4. CEILING

Use existing ceiling slabs to minimise 

wiring work and try to use spotlights 

instead of downlights where possible, 

as the latter contributes to significant 

electrical savings and it creates a more 

relaxed and cosy ambience to boot. 

5. LIGHTING

Lighting should be slightly muted or 

orange-toned. As observed in malls, 

lighting is kept mellow as it evokes a 

sense of calmness. To help strike the 

perfect balance, you can mix up two 

lighting types – mild and bright by 

alternating the different intensity light 

bulbs with one another. 

Also, do not settle for conventional 

lighting designs just because it is the 

norm. A simple matter of getting 

creative with your lighting arrangement 

and altering the layout of the light 

bulbs can contribute to significant 

savings, as shown below:

The kitchen wins hands down – for 
families/couples, it is usually the wife 
who makes the ultimate decision 
and you can bet that she will make 
a beeline for the kitchen first when 
inspecting a rental unit.

*‘L’ Box is a false ceiling 
placement which serves 
as a light bulb holder at 
right angles or along the 
perimeters of a ceiling/wall.

WHY IS RENOVATION 
IMPORTANT?

WHAT ATTRACTS A TENANT?

WHAT TO RENOVATE FIRST?
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ID budget yardstick for investors & owner-occupiersTop ID tricks and tips?
Living Room: For small living rooms, 

there is no need to break up the area 

into zones or boundaries. You do 

not have the luxury of space to play 

around with furniture and walls. Don’t 

be tempted to pick one wallpaper 

with prints or patterns – stick with 

textured ones if you have the urge to 

do something different. This removes 

the risk of your tenant having an instant 

dislike to your wallpaper. It is always 

two extremes – they will either love it 

or hate it. 

Kitchen: Make sure the flooring is 

appropriate – you would not want 

to use wood or marble in a kitchen! 

It might look gorgeous but it’s not 

practical. Maximise your kitchen space 

by allocating fixtures and fittings to 

complement the layout of the area. For 

instance, you can have a row of ceiling-

high cabinets in narrow kitchens.

Bedroom: Installing reading lights 

or bedlights add a touch of cosiness. 

Also, we most often spent more time 

in our beds at night and it makes more 

sense to just flip on that one bulb than 

the main lights. Try to stick to a colour 

scheme, do not exceed 2 or 3 colour 

tones in an area. 

Bathroom: Your plumbing must be in 

tip-top order – no leakages or dripping 

taps. During a tenant’s inspection, 

spruce up the bathroom with a 

fragrance sachet or a flowering plant. 

Most importantly, eradicate any signs 

of mould or fungi.

Money-saving tips?
• Unplug your electrical appliances 

when not in use – It DOES make a 

difference when you consider the 

accumulated savings. 

• Keep the temperature setting of your 

air-conditioners at roughly 24C, not 

only will your electricity bill be lower 

but it helps to extend the appliance’s 

lifespan as well. 

• Set the timer of your air-cond and 

alternate with the ‘Fan’ setting to 

obtain efficient and quick cooling at a 

lower cost.

Words of advice?
• Sometimes there is no need to 

overhaul the entire unit to revamp 

your rental property; it would suffice 

for you to thoroughly clean the unit, 

replace old fixtures (door handles, 

faucets, light bulbs, etc) and give 

dreary walls a fresh coat of paint. 

• Make an effort with small function 

décor – do not be afraid to throw 

in stuff that will add a homey feel 

to your unit. Examples include a 

covered shoe rack, a mirror near the 

entryway & a pullout pantry shelf in 

the kitchen. 

• Utilise technology to your advantage 

– Check out Pinterest for décor ideas 

and ID examples and connect with 

ID experts through social media 

platforms such as FB & Twitter to 

obtain updates on the latest ID tips 

and tricks. 

Any recommended brands? 
For paint, I always turn to Jotun or 

Dulux. They provide value for money 

and have proved to weather the 

ravages of time, humidity, etc quite 

well. 

Quick tips
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Property investment is not a game, 
it’s hard work

There is no denying that property remains as one of the most attractive 

investment vehicles out there, but many have gotten burned when they buy the 

wrong product or purchase for the wrong reasons. 

Every aspiring investor should have the following must-do’s on their check list: 

‘You reap what you sow’ and it’s no different when it 
comes to real estate investment. Ahyat Ishak shares his 
four principles for those looking to jump onto the property 
bandwagon.  

-REENA KAUR BHATT

Educate yourself first

“So many people spend more time researching over the latest hand phone they 
have their eye on compared to when purchasing property!”

Property investment is a war zone and you have to equip yourself with proper 

ammunition before venturing out into the battlefield. Many people take real 

estate knowledge and research lightly, most will be happy enough to depend on 

word of mouth or plain luck.  

If you can spend hours on blogs comparing between S8 and iPhone7 and 

scrutinising every last detail for a small ticket item, why can’t you do the same or 

even more for a property?

The truth is you cannot earn if you never learn - It is a rule just like Newton’s 

gravitational law. An investor’s first step to fully furnish himself with these 6 key 

areas:

1. Enrich your mind – Glean as much knowledge possible; read and read even 

more. 

2. Master the basics of real estate.

3. Know how to select your asset – The difference between a good and bad 

property is the distinction between your failure and success.

4. Figure out the best financing option for your property.

5. Study property law and taxes.

6. Keep your personal finances in check.

“Two realities exist 
- People get rich 
because of property 
or Rich people will 
put their money into 
property.”

AHYAT ISHAK

*Ahyat Ishak is a property speaker and 

author of 2 books.

Connect with Ahyat here:
 https://www.facebook.com/

AhyatIshak/
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Study history

“Past performance does not 
determine future performance but the 
greatest failure of humanity is when the 
current generation does not learn from 
the previous one.” 

Learn from mentors who have had 

loads of experience. They would be 

the best source for financial tips, 

lessons learnt and pitfalls to avoid. 

Also, it is imperative to study economic 

benchmarks such as the Malaysian GDP 

Growth – During the economic crises 

in 1985, 1998 and 2009, these were 

the best times to buy as there were 

many property sellers and developers 

who were willing to offer discounted 

prices. Nevertheless, you have to stop 

for a reality check. Many people who 

have this ‘get rich quick dream’ fail 

to neglect that lucrative returns from 

property investment rely heavily on  

prices continuing to rise quickly. 

Foolish optimists have to remove 

their rose-tinted glasses and take note 

of the current economic situation. 

Granted there is a slowdown, but we 

have not yet hit a crisis. With global 

economic uncertainties, there is a 

chance that markets might take a turn  

for the worse down the road before the 

country’s economy improves. Hence 

these next couple of years will be a 

rough patch for consumers and prices 

are not going to grow as exponentially 

as it did a few years back when the 

property market was on an upswing. 

With the current market bottoming 

out, investors will have to be more 

realistic with capital appreciation 

growth and rental yields.

Know The Reason Why You 
Are Buying

“A guy once told me that he bought a 
property just because of me, he thought 
investment gurus like me were cool and 
that my success will rub off him - that 
is the scariest reason that I have ever 
heard!”

He is not the only one - there 

were students of mine who bought 

a property which had an RM3,000 

monthly instalment; one which he 

cannot afford. But, he went ahead 

with the deal anyway just because the 

property was next to an MRT station 

and somehow this makes it okay. 

What happens when the repayments 

kick in? Is it any wonder that 

foreclosures have been steadily rising 

of late? We cannot have unsavvy 

investors like these two as they will 

weigh down the market.  

There are only two reasons for 

purchasing; for own stay or investment. 

The latter is either for rental or capital 

appreciation. Investors must determine 

their goal before stepping into the 

property boxing ring. Do not purchase 

for the sake of purchasing; those who 

do so might find a money-sucking 

monster on their hands instead of an 

asset.

Determine your affordability
(EVEN IF you qualify for a loan)

“The irony is many people do 
not even know what their monthly 
expenditure is, but they want to be a 
millionaire”.

Leveraging and borrowing to invest 

in property is the way to go but 

qualifying for a loan does not mean it is 

a sure-fire recipe for success. 

Investors must take note of the 

pecuniary risks involved and learn 

how to manage them. Consider all the 

things that can go wrong at any point 

of time. What is your backup plan 

when something happens to you? To 

avoid financial predicament down the 

road, the following prerequisites are a 

must for every investor: 

1. Have an Emergency Fund – 

Keep aside 6-9 months of your 

monthly expenditure for rent, 

food, family necessities, etc. 

2. Medical Fund – Remember, it is 

not if it happens, it is when.

3. Slash Credit Card Debt – No 

property out there can give 

you an 18% rental yield. So snip 

up your cards, do not spend 

money you do not have. 

4. Manage PTPTN Debt – If 

you cannot even sort out the 

minimum RM50 each month, do 

not even think about property.

5. Leave Your EPF fund alone – 

Do not dip into your retirement 

savings scheme, bear in mind 

the rising inflation and costs of 

living.
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New owners of 
foreclosed properties, read this!

Alan Poon shares his tips for new 

owners on how to best deal with 

distressed tenants/occupants and 

the whole eviction issue. 

Some tenants have no idea that 
their unit is being taken under 
foreclosure as it was their landlords 
who defaulted on the property’s 
repayments. What are the new 
owner’s rights when it comes to 
claiming the property they have bid 
for?
Any tenant’s covenant is governed 

by the tenancy agreement that was 

signed with the (defaulting)owner, 

which makes it a legal binding 

contract. In the case of a foreclosure 

and where tenants are not informed 

by their landlord, they still have the 

right to occupy the said unit up to 

the end of the stipulated period in 

their tenancy agreement.

Section 7 of the Specific Relief 

Act 1950 clearly provides that 

upon the expiry of a real estate unit 

in Malaysia, a person entitled to 

possession of the property is not 

at liberty to evict the tenant who 

continues to occupy the premises 

otherwise than by proceedings in 

Court.

It is pursuant to this provision that 

owners/landlords cannot resort to 

force or self-help measures such 

as changing the locks, issuing 

threats, etc. This condition applies 

even when the tenancy period has 

expired as the premise is still being 

lawfully occupied by the tenant. 

It is best to consult a lawyer 

first on how to best manage the 

removal of existing tenants. Only 

as a last resort should new owners 

apply for a court order as eviction 

proceedings takes considerable to 

process and it could altogether be a 

costly affair.

ALAN POON

CEO of SuperiorWealth Group 
Property Speaker & Author

Properties going under 
the hammer have been 
on the rise of late and 
some investors are taking 
advantage of the lower entry 
point these units present. 
Some of these proud new 
owners of an auctioned 
property however, may find 
that they have ‘inherited’ the 
unit’s occupants as well.

- REENA KAUR BHATT
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“In order to facilitate a smooth eviction, the best 
route for new owners to take is to just sit down 
and hash things out with the existing tenants/
owners.”

Who is in charge of the property 
maintenance throughout the 
foreclosure period and which party 
gets to pocket the rent?
The foreclosure process may 

take weeks or even months. For 

strata properties, any accrued 

maintenance charges by the 

defauting owner has to be settled 

first by the new owner. 

However, the unit’s unsuspecting 

tenant may still be paying rent to the 

distressed owner, who will pocket it 

regardless having lost the property. 

It will be best for successful bidders 

to pay the unit and its tenants a visit 

as soon as he/she closes the auction 

deal to prevent such a scenario from 

happening.

 

 

 

Does it make more sense to evict 
existing tenants or to continue 
leasing to them?
Both ways are plausible but I have 

always preferred to find a new 

tenant to occupy the property, 

especially if the existing tenants 

were also the defaulting owner. 

The fact that the tenant-owner is 

unable to meet his/her monthly 

financial obligations does not bode 

well for the new landlord. Potential 

problems include late rental 

payments or even absconding. 

The new owner can also obtain 

a higher rental sum should he/she 

refurbish and renovate the said 

property to secure a higher-quality 

tenant. 

Nevertheless, investors who 

are financially constrained or are 

pressed for time can opt to continue 

renting to the existing tenants until 

they have established a better 

cashflow.

What is the eviction procedure like? 
How can the new owner and tenant/
old owner keep it amicable? 
Successful bidders are to abide 

by the Proclamation of Sale (POS) 

which grants them 90 days or 120 

days to settle the balance payment 

of the auction property’s price.  

In order to facilitate a smooth 

eviction, (should there be an existing 

occupant) the best route for new 

owners to take is to just sit down 

and hash things out with the existing 

tenants/owners.

Having bought quite a few 

auction properties myself, I have had 

my fair share of eviction experiences 

but I would not say they were messy 

affairs. Nevertheless, you have 

to remember that the occupants 

being evicted are the same people 

who had stayed in the property 

for quite some time, years in most 

cases. Hence, there is a chance that 

some might express their frustration 

over being suddenly turned out 

by damaging the property or even 

looting any moveable property or 

fixtures and fittings. 

Adopting a gentle approach is 

the optimal way to go about the 

sticky eviction issue. Whether 

dealing with the unit’s occupants 

personally or through a proxy 

(usually a negotiator), both parties 

should have a frank discussion and 

settle on the best course of action 

or if possible, to reach a win-win 

agreement. You do not want to 

offend or disgruntle the occupants 

as egos could easily be bruised 

and matters will spin out of control, 

otherwise. It may take a few rounds 

of persuasion and negotiation to 

reach an understanding.

A heavy dose of patience is 

key here coupled with a degree 

of empathy. All it takes is some 

compassion and most occupants 

will reciprocate in kind.  

However, do expect some delays 

should the negotiation drag on. 

Therefore, it is wise to also chummy 

up with the management office 

personnel as they will be able to 

assist new owners with a smoother 

vacant possession process. The 

‘human touch’ is undoubtedly 

important, but when presented with 

‘nightmare’ occupants, you will have 

no choice other than to file a court 

order and allow the legal process to 

take its own course.

DISCLAIMER: The opinion stated in the article is solely of Alan Poon and is not in any form an endorsement or 
recommendation by iProperty.com. Readers are encouraged to seek independent advice prior to making any 
investments.
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1. When all the units in a project are 

simultaneously handed over to 

100 – 500 owners, many landlords 

will ‘compete’ with each other to 

rent out their unit.

2. As prospective tenants may be 

scarce – it will take a longer time 

to get a suitable tenant to the 

landlord liking.

3. The landlord is in a weak 

negotiation position with the 

tenant, due to ‘time factor’ as 

well as ‘competition’ among 

neighbouring units resulting in a 

much lower rental.

(Note: The above risks are non-exhaustive)

The same applies to this:-

“Would YOU allowwv a stranger to 

occupy your valuable ASSET?”

This is highly apparent for property 

since purchasing one is a major 

investment decision for many people 

in their lifetime. A property is to a 

landlord owner, how a child is to a 

parent. We do not wish to see our 

brand-new property being tenanted 

by uncaring occupants and suffer 

headaches along the period of tenancy. 

Therefore it is imperative that we have 

the skill in finding good tenants who 

will treat our property the same way 

we would ourselves.

Before we get started to deliberate 

the do’s and don’ts of getting the right 

tenant, let us examine the relationships 

that could exist. Ultimately, land lording 

is never a one-way street business 

relationship.

the next available candidate to take up 

their unit for rent.

While seasonal investors may fancy 

the popular approach to furnish and 

take extra efforts to make over their 

new prized asset with interior design 

for the sake of differentiation and 

thus, attracting renters (one cannot 

deny that these methods do increase 

the speed of tenant acquisition and 

of course the boosting the ever-

important rental price), the fact about 

the quality of tenant however remains 

questionable.

Hence, it is pretty much safe to say 

that tenants are total strangers. At this 

juncture, let us look into some of the 

following questions:-

After the much needed “hurdle” of 

doing your homework, studying the 

market carefully and not overstretching 

your financial commitments in buying 

a property for investment (from either 

new developments, secondary or 

auctioned property market), investors 

will eagerly await the moment when 

they can take possession of their 

property for occupancy.

The renovation works of supply 

and install would commence almost 

immediately once the keys are 

obtained, to ensure that the unit 

is ready for renting out. Property 

investors risk facing the following 

possible scenarios –

Not only do landlords have to 

manoeuvre over the terrain of 

uncertainty, they are also clueless as 

to which and what type of potential 

tenant that will be looking at their unit. 

No investor can forecast who will be 

“A property is to a 
landlord owner, how 
a child is to a parent.”

Alan Poon shares an excerpt from his “Good Tenant Great Tenant: 
Where Are You” book, the first in the “Good Tenant Great Tenant” 
series - a set of three books on smart tenancy management in the 
property market.

I believe everyone’s answer is a 

resounding NO. In fact, why would 

anyone allow that to happen, right? We 

definitely do not wish to see our most 

treasured possesion being literally 

‘kidnapped’ by an unknown person.

“Would YOU allow a stranger to care 

for your children?”
(If you are single or do not have any kids, imagine 

that you have one or picture yourself with your 

nephews or nieces)

Let’s Answer this, HONESTLY:

Let’s picture this:-

CHAPTER 1: WHY TENANT MANAGEMENT?
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As we all know, property is just 

a product of value creation from 

developers, who in the first place, saw 

the potential of a piece of land and 

acquired them to supply a need in the 

market.

Whether the need is residential, 

commercial, industrial or agricultural, 

just to name a few; the occupation of 

these real estate units are either by 

their rightful owner or rented to an 

interested party. This will in turn create 

a by-product called rental income 

which forms the basis of real estate 

as a solid and sustainable investment 

vehicle for many.

In this investment approach for 

any property, there are distinctly 

three parties which always form the 

relationship of what I termed as the 

“Real Estate Trinity”.

The three parties are:

ALL 3 COMPONENTS MUST 
CO-EXIST IN 

HARMONY 
WITH ONE 
ANOTHER

For any person who is dealing 

with real estate, the very existence 

of these relationships is very 

real and cannot be ignored. As a 

matter of fact, the relationships 

are transcribed into a contract that 

is often overlooked: the tenancy 

agreement! Just like everything in 

nature and in life, there is a need to 

strike a perfect balance in all that 

we do and the Real Estate Trinity 

components complete a perfect 

triangle with equal importance: a 

state of equilibrium!

While it sounds good to be a 

landlord, there are many areas one 

must equip oneself with before the 

actual role begins. With due respect 

to all my fellow seasonal investors, I 

believe everyone has their own journey 

and lessons to impart when it comes to 

the ‘RIGHT’ way of doing things.

For me, the best part of learning 

always comes from DO-ing it. Being 

a practical investor for many years, I 

have learnt the hard truth by making 

tonnes of mistake and paying the 

price of ignorance. I should have 

known better to avoid making those 

silly yet expensive mistakes. Yet I did 

not learn from those who have done 

it before me. However, I believe many 

practitioners (especially beginners) out 

there can relate to this: Why did I not 

ask anyone - before I did so? I guess 

Mr. Ego would have the best answer for 

this question…

Henceforth, this book is an 

opportunity to present a practical 

guide of what it should be for the 

owner-turn-landlord (yes, YOU if you 

are picking up this book and reading 

it!) in getting a good tenant. The better 

we put ourselves in the shoe of a 

tenant i.e. think like one, the higher our 

chances are to be a good landlord.

While it may seem easy to say for 

some of you reading this, I have 

countless testimonies and personal 

first-hand experiences which justify 

the need of the statement above. 

And the best way to show you is of 

course in knowing the necessary 

opposite when it happens. Hence, 

I suggest that you finish reading 

this book quickly to appreciate the 

more elaborate version of untold 

tenancy stories in Book 3 of this 

series later.

Every property that is ever sold 

belongs to its rightful owner which in 

turn are utilized for own occupancy 

until a time when it changes hand 

again to another buyer. In the period 

between sales, the property is usually 

offered for rental over a certain 

duration mutually agreed between the 

land lord and tenant.

“Think like a tenant, 
to be a good landlord
Act like a tenant, and 
be a great landlord.” 
- ALAN POON

REAL-ESTATE TRINITY

1. Property (as subject matter)

2. Owner / Landlord (Proprietor of 

the said subject)

3. Buyer / Tenant (Interested party 

on the subject)

Property

Owner/Buyer Buyer/Tenant

CHAPTER 2: THE CONCEPT OF TRINITY
 As the saying goes…
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One may naively ask this question and I would vehemently object to it. Object because I agree. I agree that there are risks and 

I mean BIG RISKS involved. Is it really worth it? I can pretty darn sure say it is worth every single effort! Why so? Let us look at 

some of the possible risks that a landlord may face when tenanting out their property.

Deceitful tenant

A landlord biggest worry is to allow 

a tenant who is dishonest to occupy 

the unit. This will spell disaster 

because a tenant who cheats will 

have a higher tendency to give 

excuses resulting in irregular or 

partial payments which the landlord 

did not sign up for in the first place.

Damaged unit

It goes without saying that the 

tenant must take care of the unit 

they are renting. However, there 

are times when it is too late for 

a landlord to find out that their 

furnitures or fixtures have been 

damaged long after the tenant has 

disappeared. This would add up to 

refurbishment cost and lost time 

that cannot be recouped, before the 

next tenancy.

Tenant Conduct Illegal Activity

No landlord would want to be 

associated with any criminal 

activities much less to be housing 

one inside their rental unit! When 

that happens, do expect some 

lengthy legal actions to remove 

said tenants or the inconveniences 

of having authorities surrounding 

the crime scene which does not 

favour the smooth operation of the 

intended unit for rental income.

LANDLORD’S RISKS

Landlord increase rental 

unreasonably

The downside of being a tenant is 

undoubtedly having no control in 

the rent that you are paying. The 

rightful owner of the rental premise 

can serve you a notice nearing the 

expiry of the tenancy agreement 

and if the asking rent is revised 

upwards to the extent that it forces 

the tenant to consider moving, there 

will be no recourse except to shift 

again. Yes, it’s PAY UP or LEAVE. So 

be prepared!

Landlord discontinue tenancy

A tenant is promised by the landlord 

for quiet occupancy of a premise of 

interest in exchange for an agreed 

rental monthly payment. However, 

a landlord can end the tenancy 

abruptly before the agreement 

expires. This can happen if the 

landlord needs immediate cash flow 

andfound a buyer who is willing 

to pay for it. The reasons can be 

aplenty, from using the proceeds to 

fund the landlord’s children higher 

education to medical reasons. Of 

course, some landlords may want 

back their property as a gift to bless 

their child’s marital bliss. Whatever 

the case, be prepared to move out 

should the landlord exercise their 

right to discontinue the tenancy for 

whatever reason.

TENANT’S RISKS

Tenant fail to pay / late / abscond

Let us address the white elephant 

in the room. The risk of having our 

‘dear’ trusted tenant defaulting 

in their rent is very real. In the 

eventuality that it happens, a 

landlord biggest nightmare is to 

absorb the bank’s installment at 

best and the worst-case scenario is 

having to pay for late interest and 

penalty too. Not only will that cause 

a financial strain, but the time and 

effort to recoup those rent in arrears 

must be considered as well. Imagine 

if your properties are located far 

away and having to travel all the 

way just to find out that the tenant is 

not at home!

And if that is not going to hurt 

bad enough, the difficulty in 

locating missing tenants who have 

absconded their rental agreement 

will pull you back at least a month to 

vacate the unit properly before the 

next tenant moves in. No one would 

like to see those happening but the 

possibility of it happening is very 

much real.

In all fairness, there are bound to be 

risks as well for the tenant in when the 

landlord does not abide by the rules of 

the game and cause the tenant to be 

‘victimized’ throughout the process.

And the risks above can go on and on…

“But, but, but, but, but…. There are just too many risks I have to take on 
as a landlord! Is it really worth it?”

CHAPTER 3: RISK FACTORS
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Now you must be asking, ”If both 

parties have to take on much of these 

risks, why do they then bother to go 

into this so-called partnership in the 

first place?”

There lies the bone of contention for 

many. It is a norm to say that a tenant 

has no choice but to be at the mercy of 

their landlord when it comes to renting. 

While landlords have the upperhand in 

most cases since the property belongs 

to them, tenants have a variety of 

choices also. Hence, both parties need 

to iron out the necessary for each 

requirement BEFORE the start of a 

tenancy. There lies the answer to the 

whole equation. It is in the details. And 

the ONLY thing that matters.Let us 

now look at some of the details such 

as the roles and responsibility for both 

the tenant and landlord that would 

normally be pledged to in a tenancy 

agreement, in order to appreciate and 

understand each other’s prerogative in 

a tenancy relationship.

Landlord Shortchange Deposits

This is one setback that a tenant has 

to face should they stumble upon 

an unscrupulous and irresponsible 

landlord. As security and rental 

deposits are to be refunded in full 

upon termination of a tenancy, there 

are times when a landlord will find 

‘faults’ resulting in shortchanging 

the tenant deposit due to ‘evidence’ 

found such as electrical appliances 

which are ‘spoilt’ or not in proper 

‘working’ condition, cracks in the 

wall or even a ‘missing’ items claim. 

These could be done on purpose or 

is a way of delaying payments due 

to cash flow, etc.

TENANT’S RISKS

“It is in the DETAILS.
And the ONLY thing that matters!!!” 
- ALAN POON

Alan Poon’s “Good Tenant Great 

Tenant: Where Are You” book is 

part of a set of three books on 

smart tenancy management in the 

property market. The other two 

books are “Please Stay On!” and 

“Untold Tenancy Stories”. Alan 

is the first author to launch three 

books simultaneously under the  

Good Tenant Great Tenant series 

and this record-breaking feat was 

certified by the Malaysian Book of 

Records in February 2017.

The complete set can be found 

in major bookstores throughout 

Malaysia and Singapore. Alan is 

also the CEO of SuperiorWealth 

Group and is a well-sought after 

speaker himself.

Alan Poon can be reached at

alanpoon.official@gmail.com

or

follow Alan’s Facebook Page at 

fb.me/AlanPoonOfficial

ALAN POON
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Rise in China and 
Singapore cross-border 
property investments

In global real estate sectors, the 

Chinese are known to be ferociously 

investing within as well as outside of 

their country. But is anyone else buying 

into properties on the mainland?

Increasingly, investors looking to 

invest in land plots are looking to China 

to fulfil their development needs. Most 

of these are companies or developers 

looking for value-for-money options 

to buying land in Singapore, which 

is rare and often priced high. The 

property cooling measures and 5-year 

completion deadline for residential 

projects are also reasons why property 

investors are looking elsewhere.

In Q1 of 2017 alone, 88% of 

investment monies in Asia Pacific 

residential land from Singapore went 

instead to residential sites in China. 

Cross-border investment activity has 

increased, as also seen in the high 

bids from China-based developers 

and co-ventures on recent collective 

sales within Singapore. Residential 

investment between China and 

Singapore has risen 137% over the last 

10 years to $42 billion last year.

Singaporean developers are also 

looking elsewhere for lower-cost 

assets and with the cultural and 

language similarities, and geographical 

proximity, China seems like as good a 

choice as any other. Within Southeast 

Asia, Vietnam and Malaysia are also on 

the list; as are Sydney and Melbourne 

in the Asia Pacific region. Property 

analysts expect continued increases in 

land prices in Singapore as government 

land sales sites are becoming limited.

Potential of European real estate more real now

Fancy a summer home in the French 

Riviera? Or perhaps a lakeside cottage 

in a quaint little Italian town? Maybe, 

just maybe, a winter lodge in the 

mountains of Germany. The real estate 

possibilities in Europe are more real 

now than before, as property-buying 

and international property investment 

have become much easier with cross-

border property agencies.

For investors looking to diversify, 

Europe could be the perfect 

agglomeration of yet-untapped real 

estate potential. Though the major 

cities such as Paris and London have 

always been the darlings of real estate 

investors, smaller secondary cities are 

coming into their own as the outlook 

for European real estate becomes 

increasingly bullish.

Changing work patterns, urban 

renewal and improved transportation 

infrastructure have brought out the 

potential of investing in real estate 

markets in smaller cities such as 

Milan, Malmo, Hamburg, Leon and 

in the United Kingdom, Manchester 

and Leeds. Not all cities present 

residential property potential. For 

some, commercial properties offer 

more yields. In Germany and the 

Netherlands for example, office spaces 

are more profitable, as are retail real 

estate in France and Poland; while in 

Italy, especially up north, investors are 

also looking into residential properties. 

With the global economic situation in a 

constant flux, particularly with  

Asian markets heating up, perhaps a  

little too quickly and too much, 

diversifying investment portfolios 

might be a good move.
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Effect of China’s real estate boom spreads to 3rd 
and 4th-tier cities

Real estate in the major cities of most countries tend to be priced high and 

attract both local and foreign investment. However, when the rate at which 

properties even in less populated or less popular cities for that matter are being 

sold gain traction, does that signify a property bubble or simply a positive sign 

of the country’s growth? How far and for how long more can these property-

buying sprees go on and what are the short-and long-term effects on the 

country’s economy?

Moody’s has already downgraded China’s credit rating for the first time since 

1989. Even though the Chinese government has taken steps over the past year 

to contain the exponential explosion of the country’s real estate sector, their 

strategies were by no means one-size-fits-all but were instead targeted at 

specific property hubs such as Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen. Smaller cities 

are left in the hands of local governances and because of the restrictions in 

larger cities, buyers and investors are now setting their sights on these far-flung 

places. 

In Xisuangbanna, a region near Yunan, for example, new apartment units are 

being snapped up and on the cheap. The lack of buying limits, easily attainable 

mortgages and promises of a future property boom has lured buyers to these 

smaller townships. As the effect of the impending property bubble risk ripples, 

demand for homes in small cities could mean the eventual impact should the 

bubble burst, will be one larger than anyone can predict.

Economists are already picking up warning signs of a bubble as sales 

in the 3rd- and 4th-tier cities show that buyers are buying without a clear 

understanding of asset yields. There is a sense of real estate hoarding as sales 

are driven purely by hopes or a future price rally. But should the market fall in 

the future, will China then suffer the same fate as the US?

Australia’s housing prices 
may correct following
tax hike

Striking the iron while it’s hot might 

take on another meaning when it 

comes to the Australian authorities 

putting pressure on the real estate 

sector after months of consistent price 

rises with a series of property cooling 

measures.

The most recent move by the New 

South Wales state to increase foreign-

buyers stamp duties may come at 

the right time, just as the property 

market shows signs of cooling. Stamp 

duties on new home sales to foreign 

property buyers have risen to 8% of 

the purchase price. As many new 

projects are targeted at overseas 

buyers, the sector may see a major 

and possibly immediate readjustment 

of expectations and yields. With the 

recent tax hike, overseas buyers will 

now pay 13% of the total purchase price 

of a property or more in taxes.

Chinese investors are particularly 

anxious about the recent change as 

they have formed one of the largest 

pool of foreign monies from which 

Australia’s real estate sector draws 

from. Citizens have expressed concern 

about the rising housing costs and like 

most other destinations for mainland 

Chinese such as Vancouver, Singapore 

and Hong Kong, property cooling 

measures have been put in place 

to curb just that. Banks have also 

ceased foreign lending and the federal 

government has placed punitive 

measures on foreigners who leave their 

purchased properties vacant.

The risk of introducing more 

property curbs in current times are 

nevertheless ever-present, especially as 

Australia has just had a record 26 years 

of being recession-free. Sharp falls in 

housing prices may change all that.
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New property taxes for foreign buyers of New South 
Wales properties

Sky-high property prices in certain Australian states have Australians 

concerned about the affordability of housing in their country. To appease 

voters, New South Wales, arguably one of Australia’s most populous state, 

has doubled property taxes for foreign buyers of local property, targeting in 

particular Chinese investors who have been finding ways to circumvent previous 

regulations.

Housing debt has been growing as many locals blamed speculators for 

pushing prices to unsustainable levels. The country’s policymakers are highly 

aware of the risks of a property bubble bursting should prices continue to 

skyrocket. The Reserve Bank of Australia has already served warnings of rising 

levels of housing debts.

Starting July 2017, property taxes for foreign buyers of New South Wales 

properties will rise from 4 to 8%. This follows in the footsteps of Victoria which 

already make the change last year. Land taxes for foreigners will also be raised. 

Country-wide regulations will also mean foreigners who leave their properties 

vacant for more than 6 months in a year will face fines while other property 

cooling curbs restrict foreigners from buying specific types of properties.

Home prices in Sydney and Melbourne have already fallen last month, but this 

respite is slight as the previous 12 months leading up to April this year has shown 

steady growth, a total of 15% to be exact. With these new measures in place, the 

Australian government is hoping it eases the struggle first-time home buyers 

have been bearing.
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Office occupancy rates 
increase in major global 
cities

Work in an office space at the top 

of a skyscraper in New York or in 

the centre of the Hong Kong Central 

Business District? Both might cost you 

an arm and a leg, and perhaps a few 

more body parts as 4 office spaces in 

these 2 cosmopolitan cities across the 

globe from each other have come up 

as some of the costliest commercial 

properties amongst 121 markets 

worldwide. Overall, office space costs 

have increased 1.9% year on year.

An office space in Hong Kong West 

Kowloon topped the list at US$303 

(S$420) PSF per year. London and 

New York came next with a unit in 

London’s West End costing US$214 

PSF and one in New York’s Midtown at 

US$203 PSF.

While many investors are going for 

residential properties as they have the 

potential of doubling up as a home in 

future, some savvier ones and perhaps 

those with more cash to spare are also 

buying up commercial properties. As 

companies expand globally, capital 

cities in many countries have found 

office occupancy rates rising.

The highest rise occupancy cost 

globally is Durban (South Africa) while 

Stockholm, Palma de Malloca, Belfast 

and Amsterdam followed closely. In 

the Americas alone, Buenos Aires, New 

York Midtown, Houston and Denver 

registered the biggest occupancy 

cost increase. And in the Asia-Pacific, 

Shanghai, Guangzhou, Bangalore were 

the biggest winners in terms of office 

occupancy.

And where is Singapore on the list of 

the top 100? Number 27 at US$85.02 

PSF.

China property prices still rising but in fewer 
cities

The slew of property cooling measures implemented by the Chinese 

authorities could finally be making some inroads as property prices rose in fewer 

cities in the last month.

Though the decline was slight, it is the second consecutive month that the 

number of cities with price increases has fallen. 56 out of 70 cities tracked by 

the National Bureau of Statistics showed increases in new-home prices in May 

2017, as compared to the 58 in April. Prices in 9 cities fell while that in 5 cities 

remained unchanged. In Shanghai, for example, new-home prices stayed level 

while in Shenzhen, new-home prices fell 0.6%. Overall sales of new homes did 

however rise 13% in May in a year-on-year comparison, following a 8% rise in 

April.

The real estate market has been a major part of China’s economic growth and 

with the property slowdown, the economic growth rate may have some froth 

taken off the top of the rather full coffee cup. With the governmental curbs and 

rising mortgage rates finally taking some effect, the property market in China 

may slow down in the second half of 2017. Demand in smaller cities may rise 

however as local authorities try to clear unsold stock.
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As pricing narrows and margins get tighter, home owners and property investors will need 
to discern what type of financing packages are most suitable to their views, risk profiles, 
preferences and medium to long-term planning of their property investments. 

Mid-year update on 
property financing

-Alvin Lock, Associate Director, Redbrick Mortgage Advisory

Pricing is important, yet it is far 

from the only thing that matters to our 

mortgages. 

What the various types of loan 

packages are, how the various 

reference rates behave and what their 

expected future movements could be, 

what additional features are embedded 

within our loans and how they can help 

or hurt us. 

Being able to answer these  

questions will allow all of us to make 

better decisions for ourselves and for  

our family.  

Different types of  packages and what’s 
important to you today 
The current packages available can 

be broadly grouped into 2 categories; 

Fixed and Floating rates. Within 

floating rates, the space where 

financiers wouldn’t have to hedge their 

risks for you and you manage your own 

risks yourselves, types of packages 

are further sub-divided into currently 

2 other classes according to their 

reference rates: the SIBOR-linked and 

Fixed Deposit (FD) linked rates.  

 

Fixed rates 

Simple, and straightforward, but more 

expensive, at least headline-wise. Fixed 

Rates are ideal for those of us who 

prefer certainty and are firm believers 

of higher rates to come.

Our more conservative folks will find 

refuge and peace of mind, to the tune 

of either 1.58% p.a., or 1.68% p.a. (for 

now) for the next 2-3 years, fixed. Our 

monthly instalments will stay the same 

for the stipulated timeline, and we get 

our last laugh when interest rates really 

do continue to increase. 

However, there is always a premium 

to pay for safety and certainty, 

that amount is currently around 

0.30% p.a or $300 a year more for 

every $100,000 loan we have. The 

“cheapest” floating rate is currently 

While borrowing costs generally 

seem to be on a rising trend, the 

Singapore government, on the other 

hand, eased some property cooling 

measures in March 2017, cutting the 

rates and the taxable period for Seller’s 

Stamp Duty, and relaxing the TDSR 

rules for homeowners who wish to 

monetize their properties. 

Best Fixed Rate 1.58%

Best SIBOR Linked Rate 1.40%

Best FD Linked Rate 1.28%
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at 1.28%. Hence, if both Fixed and 

Floating Rates do not move at all in the 

next 1-3 years, folks who have a lower 

appetite for risk, will end up paying 

more interests for our loans. But will 

rates not move at all, if we do  

not fix them?

It is also noteworthy to point out that 

the premium spread between Fixed 

and Floating rates has narrowed, at 

least temporarily, when we compare 

now versus the spread last year. For 

a lock-in period of 2 years, you get 

the best Fixed Rates at 1.4% p.a. while 

the best Floating Rate was at exactly 

1% p.a. for the first year of our loan. 

That makes the premium difference of 

0.40% last year and compared to this 

year. This difference was even more 

so at almost 1% when the best 3 Years 

Fixed Rate available was 1.99% p.a., 

compared to again 1.58% p.a. now.

This technically means that it’s 

cheaper now to pay for security and to 

buy assurance for our borrowing costs. 

Again, if we share the strong view 

Source: DBS

that rates, in general, will rise, even if 

not for this year, but for the next and 

thereafter, 0.3% is a smaller price to 

pay today, compared to 0.4% to 1%  

a year ago. 

If Fixed Rates are so attractive, 

then can we fix them for a much 

longer period of more than 2-3 years? 

Unfortunately no. You could argue 

that the banks may share the same 

view of an unpredictable interest 

rate environment, at least to a certain 

extent with us, and thus can only afford 

to hedge their own risks for up to 3 

years only, for some only 2 years, and 

for the rest, none at all. Hedges were 

available for up to 5 years in 2016. 

If we are wrong about the trajectory 

for interest rates, well at least the 

bright side is that we will most likely be 

able to refinance again at a low cost. 

It’s a good problem to have.  

 

SIBOR linked rates 

Disbelievers, risk takers, or some of us 

who have enjoyed lowest borrowing 
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costs for the longest time (since 2009), 

you must be familiar with SIBOR. 

 Between 2009 to 2015, the SIBOR 

rates had stayed put with the 1-month 

SIBOR at 0.35% and the 3 months 

SIBOR at 0.40%. Those of us who 

had our home loans pegged to these 

references rates would have enjoyed 

all in low borrowing costs of around 1% 

or less. 

In 2015, SIBOR started moving from 

a very low base and hit 1% even before 

the year was up. As you can tell from 

the chart, this was an obvious upward 

trend. There were also increasing 

concerns that the low-interest rate 

environment was coming to an end.

However, the SIBOR then took a 

breather from its upward climb in Mid-

2016 and fell back to around 0.62%, 

when the US Feds were looking not to 

be delivering on their promise of 4 rate 

hikes in 2016, global economy seems 

a tad bit fragile at that time, especially 

in Asia and particularly in Singapore, 

and the USD/SGD exchange rates were 

subdued. 

After Trump’s election, Feds raised 

rates in December 2016, and in March 

and June 2017, the USD/SGD rate 

hitting a high of 1.45 before tapering 

off to around 1.41, and a resultant 

1-month SIBOR at 0.81% and 3-month 

SIBOR at 0.99%. 

The SIBOR rate is largely dependent 

not only on the US Fed rate but also 

the strength of our SGD vs the USD, 

and the accompanying economies 

and factors governing changes in 

these rates and components. Also, the 

highest point over the past 10 years for 

SIBOR was around 3.5% and the lowest 

0.35%. Seems like there are a lot of 

upside risks moving forward and much 

lesser downside advantages.    

To be very fair to this class of 

packages that have helped so many of 

us save on our home loan interests for 

so long, the current all-in borrowing 

rate for new packages is at around 

1.40% p.a. This is still a very decent rate 

and lower than Fixed Rate packages. 

 

Fixed deposit (FD) linked rates 

There is really nothing much that’s 

fixed about FD-linked rates. As SIBOR-

linked packages started to fall out of 

favour in 2015, banks pioneered this 

new class of floating rate packages 

to continue to offer their clients (or 

potential customers) an alternative 

financing option to their property and 

home loans. 

The FD-linked packages quickly 

gained popularity and take-up 

momentum, as there is a general 

perception that Fixed Deposit rates 

are low and will not move as much as 

compared to the SIBOR rates. Is it? 

DBS pioneered the FD linked 

packages in 2015. The first FD-linked 

reference rate used was FHR, or the 

average of 12 and 24 months fixed 

deposit rates for deposits between 

$1,000 to $10,000. In 2015, the rate 

was first launched at 0.4%. Today, 

clients under the FHR package are 

subjected to the rate at 0.675% plus 

the typical margins added to their 

home loan packages. 

The FHR was later replaced by 

the FHR18, which is the 18 months 

deposit rate of the bank. The rate was 

introduced at 0.6% has not changed 

since. 

This year, in April 2017, the FHR18 

was also replaced like its predecessor 

with FHR9. You guessed it right, FHR9 

is the 9 months FD rate of the bank. It’s 

currently at 0.25%.

How come the reference rates 

are being replaced year on year? 

Is it for effective cost and revenue 

management? Is it to prevent a 

potential major exodus on loan books 

if the reference rate or rates were to 

increase?

What about the other banks? Most 

others use their 36-month FD rate as 

the reference rate for their FD-linked 

packages. 1 other uses the 48-month 

FD rate. To be fair, most of their FD 

rates have not changed since 2011, 

so you can argue that it will continue 

to remain stable or there will be 

movements soon. But changes to these 

reference rates are also on their tables, 

or so I have heard.

The current lowest all-in rate for 

FD linked packages is at 1.28% 

p.a. for the first year. Important 

points to note are: 

(1) FD rates are not fixed rates 

and therefore these rates will 

move, some point in time. 

 

(2) The movements are at the 

discretion of the parent banks, 

and it’s up to them to decide 

when to move, how much, and 

why the rates should increase 

(more likely so then decrease for 

now and next 2-3 years).

 

(3) You need to be at peace 

with the movements, especially 

when you are held hostage 

under the lock-in periods of 

your loan package, as there will 

usually be penalties involved 

should you choose to manoeuvre 

your property loan when your 

borrowing costs under these 

packages become higher. You will 

need to wait it out. 
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Alvin has enjoyed extensive success 

with more than 11 years of experience 

and track record in Retail and Private 

Banking. Having worked for some 

of the most established local and 

international financial institutions in 

Singapore, Alvin developed meaningful 

long-term relationships with his clients 

from diverse cultures, demographics, 

and business backgrounds. His core 

expertise encompasses a full spectrum 

of wealth management services 

including Investment Advisory, 

Portfolio Management and Financing, 

Margin Trading, Legacy Planning, and 

Property Loans.

ALVIN LOCKThere are also potentially helpful 

features in some of these FD linked 

packages. 

Some of these features can 

potentially limit the rate increase 

beyond a certain level temporarily, 

while others allow partial repayments 

on our loan amount without penalties 

during lock-in periods, so we could 

bring down our borrowing costs. 

Finally, there are free conversions to 

other packages that our existing banks 

are able to offer to us too, at that time, 

but only God knows if those options 

are competitive or attractive.  

If you are going to lose sleep over 

your home loan rates and interest 

costs, perhaps fixed rates are more 

suitable for you.  

 

Direct/online application and freebies 

As competition for the market share 

of home loans intensifies, some banks 

may be compelled to dish out better 

pricings, discounts, subsidies, vouchers 

and other freebies to attract new 

customers month on month. 

These are all good if the offers are 

genuine. To offer better pricing, some 

banks are offering clients to apply for 

their loans directly online. By skipping 

their own mortgage specialists or 

mortgage advisors who would instead 

be advising and assisting you with your 

financing and refinancing queries and 

applications, the banks will transfer 

some of these so-called cost savings 

back to their customers in the form 

of lower pricings, or some additional 

package features available only 

through online direct application.

We need to make sure again that the 

offerings through direct applications 

are genuine, straightforward and 

transparent. If they are offered in the 

form of lower pricing, then it will be 

easy to discern. Otherwise, we should 

be cautious with gimmicks.

In addition, some mortgage bankers, 

specialists and advisors, deserve to be 

paid a nominal fee for advice, services, 

and value that they can offer to their 

customers. Even though information is 

widely and easily accessible in today’s 

internet and social media age, some 

of these professionals can still offer 

different and deeper dimensions into 

your financing considerations that 

will not only help customers save on 

loan interests for years to come, but 

to continue to save throughout the 

lifetime of their loans through regular 

loan portfolio reviews.  

 

Conclusion 

Again, there is no one size fits all 

approach. Even if there is, I wonder if 

the world would be a better place. If 

it’s all just about pricing to you, look 

online and you should be able to find 

your “answers”. If you are serious 

about a holistic approach to your home 

ownership or property investments, 

you should find someone you could 

trust for the best and unbiased 

financing advice and assistance.
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Freehold residential land 
in Orchard Road sold for 
$72 million

Land in Singapore seems to be 

selling like hotcakes in recent months. 

As the flow of plots made available 

under the government land sales (GLS) 

programme languishes, developers 

have been eyeing and snapping up 

plots sold privately. En bloc deals have 

been monopolising the real estate 

scene and the latest private land sale 

was of 1 Draycott Park to Selangor 

Dredging to the tune of $72 million.

What currently stands at the 17,422 

sq ft site is a 7-storey apartment block 

with 8 apartments ranging from 860 

to 6,200 sq ft. After a development 

charge of $15.3 million, the sale 

translates to $1,787 PSF. As the site is 

zoned for residential development, it 

could potentially yield 36 new storeys 

of new apartment units.

Situated in the exclusive yet primely 

located Claymore Hill and Ardmore 

Park enclave, near Orchard Road and 

the American Club, the new properties 

to be built on site are likely to go for 

between $2,700 and $2, 800 PSF 

just to break even. Thus, it will not be 

unusual to expect prices starting from 

$3,300 PSF, about 10% above recent 

transacted prices in the area, from the 

future launch of the new project.

While foreigners account for 

about 50% of the luxury property 

transactions in Singapore, the stamp 

duty rate which now stands at 15% 

has somewhat kept demand at bay. 

However, from developers’ recent 

responses to en bloc and private land 

sales, the prices they are willing to 

fork out may signify a quicker than 

expected recovery to the high-end 

property segment.

Bidadari township shaping up well

In the making and already receiving a welcoming public response, the new 

township of Bidadari has seen over-subscribed Build-to-order (BTO) HDB flat 

launches and now the first private mixed commercial and residential land site 

has just been successfully awarded to the winning bid of $1.13 billion by entities 

linked to Singapore Press Holdings (SPH) and Kajima Development.

The 99-year leasehold site measuring 2.54 hectares is situated in a prime spot, 

just next to the Woodleigh MRT station and had drawn 12 bids for the landmark 

project. The mixed-use development is one of the first to have not only a 

310,000 sq ft retail and commercial component combined with the 825 new 

private home units it can potentially yield, but also a 65 sq ft community club 

and a 20,000 sq ft neighbourhood police centre. As the area is still relatively 

void of major heartland malls, residents in the area could have something new to 

look forward to.

The project will, however, be facing competition from another land site near 

Woodleigh Lane which will close for tender next month. However, considering 

the HDB flats in Bidadari have been sold at relatively higher prices, property 

analysts are expecting the general disposable income of future Bidadari 

residents to be rather high and could grow to 37,000 within the next 3 to 5 

years.

Compared with the $775 PSF paid for the neighbouring The Poiz Residences 

mixed development, the bid for this new site is 50% more at $1,181 PSF. Though 

property analysts consider the bid bullish, SPH and Kajima Development are 

planning for larger units in this new project, which could translate to a higher 

price quantum in comparison with other suburban condominium developments.
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2 months of declining new private home sales 
nothing to fret about

The roller coaster ride of the real estate market has hit a gentle slope with 

regards to the new private home sector as sales volume fell for the second 

month in a row since April, mainly due to the lack of new launches in recent 

months.

With 1,024 homes sold directly by developers in May, the number of new 

private homes sold registered a 34% drop from the 1,558 units sold in April. 

This follows a 12.5% fall from March. The year-on-year figure also showed 

fewer homes were sold in May 2017 than in May 2016. To be fair, only 339 new 

units were launched in May compared, about 5 times less than the 1,616 units 

launched in April and no new executive condominium (EC) units were launched 

last month.

The 2 months of declining sales are nothing to fret too much about as 

the number of new private homes sold in the first 5 months of the year has 

surpassed that in the same period last year. 5,723 units were sold from January 

to May this year. Property analysts expect the buying momentum which began 

in the earlier part of the year to carry on through the rest of H2 as buyers are 

beginning to realise that the market has probably reached or is nearing the 

bottom after 3 years of declining prices.

H2 looks to be promising with the expected launch of a number of new 

projects including the executive condominium development Hundred Palms 

Residences, Martin Modern and Le Quest.
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Meyer Road freehold 
condo up for en bloc sale

This 11-unit Meyer Road private 

residential development could very 

well disappear soon should their 

collective sale asking price of $62 

million to $65 million is met.

Working out to be between $1,262 

to $1,323 PSF, the freehold site near 

Tanjong Rhu is currently home to the 

10-storey The Albracca whose units 

range from 1,658 to 3,972 sq ft. Should 

the sale be successful, each owner will 

stand to receive between $3 million to 

$7 million.

The collective sales market has been 

red hot this first half of the year. 4 en-

bloc transactions have been successful 

thus far, and their combined value 

come up to $1.5 million which already 

surpasses the $1 billion combined total 

of the 3 deals from 2016. 

The successful deals in H1 of this 

year include One Tree Hill Gardens in 

District 9, former HUDC estates Rio 

Casa and Eunosville and the mixed-use 

development in Bukit Timah, Goh & 

Goh Building.

Zoned for residential use, the 23,400 

sq ft site could potentially yield 65 new 

apartment units averaging 750 sq ft 

each. The location of the site could be 

the selling point of the property as it 

is situated near the Katong Park MRT 

station which will be ready by 2023.

 Property analysts are expecting 

developers to actively go for this site as 

the asking price of $62 million to $65 

million is rather affordable considering 

recent prices land plots have been 

going for.

More going for properties at Sentosa Cove

If the luxury property market seemed a little dull the past year or so, 

the numbers this year certainly do not show any lack in lustre. From the 4 

bungalows sold last year to the tune of $64.5 million, the figures have already 

almost doubled to 7 units at $102.7 million, and all these were only in H1.

Most Singaporeans who have purchased properties at Sentosa Cove have 

plans to live in them or to hold on to them for mid- to long-term investment 

purposes. Most of the properties here were sold for between $10 million and $15 

million with exclusivity being one of the biggest calling cards. 

The most expensive bungalow sold this year thus far was at Lakeshore View. 

At 11,270 sq ft, it was sold for $21.25 million. In the non-landed private property 

front, condominiums at Sentosa Cove have also been selling fairly well this year 

with 21 units have been sold this far. On average, only 24 to 26 units were sold 

yearly in the period of 2013 to 2016.

While there have been reports of vacant units and capital loss of properties 

on Sentosa, wealthy buyers are still looking for value buys. While foreign buyers 

are unable to access landed properties on the mainland, Sentosa Cove is a 

good location as any to hedge their funds. Though surprisingly, 6 out of the 7 

bungalows sold this year were to Singaporean buyers. As prices of properties 

have somewhat bottomed out over the past couple of years, investors are keen 

to return to the luxury property market, perhaps somewhat boosted by the 

narrowing of the gap between sellers and buyers’ expectations.
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Paya Lebar Quarter first in Singapore to achieve 
highest rating for new Green Mark standards

Paya Lebar Quarter by Lendlease, a $3.2 billion mixed-use development, 

is the first in Singapore to achieve a Platinum rating under the Building and 

Construction Authority’s (BCA) latest version of its Green Mark scheme for new 

non-residential buildings, Green Mark for Non-Residential Buildings NRB: 2015 

(GM NRB: 2015).

Currently benchmarked as the highest sustainability standard for non-

residential buildings in Singapore, the GM NRB: 2015 Platinum has been awarded 

to Paya Lebar Quarter’s three office towers and retail mall. The development’s 

residential component, Park Place Residences at PLQ has also been awarded the 

BCA Green Mark Platinum for Residential Buildings.

Future retail and office tenants will also benefit from Lendlease’s Green Lease 

program, which encourages tenants to adopt sustainable fittings, equipment 

and mindsets for operational savings and providing a healthier environment for 

their employees in their tenancies.

The project’s focus on health and wellbeing on top of energy efficiency is also 

evident from other progressive initiatives throughout Paya Lebar Quarter. The 

lush landscaping resulted in a precinct-wide Green Plot Ratio of 6.93 and the 

precinct-wide tree-positive strategy means there will be three times more trees 

as compared to the original site. Paya Lebar Quarter will also introduce some of 

the best active mobility provisions in Singapore, including end-of-trip facilities 

for office and retail tenants, ample bicycle parking spaces, and almost one 

kilometre of dedicated mobility routes seamlessly connected to the wider Park 

Connector Network.
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New urban models in a youthful Southeast Asia
Technology is changing the way we live, work, play and learn. Cutting edge urban models 
in Southeast Asia are responding to this change and catering to youths and their lifestyles. 
As new business models emerge, we see more innovative buildings, a merging of land uses 
and more social and communal spaces. 

The large scale of these communities 

allow developers to provide 

unmatched amenities in the form 

of bio-diversity gardens inspired by 

concepts such as rice terraces and 

cloud gardens, waterfalls, civic plazas, 

art venues together with greenery and 

open spaces. Smart infrastructure such 

as district cooling, centralised security 

or energy management systems are 

incorporated. Marina One in Singapore 

developed by M + S Pte Ltd, One 

Bangkok developed by TCC and 

Frasers Centrepoint Limited and One 

Bonifacio High Street in Philippines 

by Ayala Land Inc are good examples. 

Young consumers with strong 

spending power and a taste for the 

eclectic are inspiring unconventional 

shopping malls in Southeast Asia. 

Some incorporate cycling tracks 

and a “tree of life” within the building 

while others exhibit a FIFA qualified 

soccer field and Olympic size skating 

rink or fish ponds and green steps. 

As online retail penetration increases, 

more experiential urban concepts that 

juxtapose retail with play, sports and 

performance may become necessary. 

Funan in Singapore by CapitaLand Mall 

Trust, SM Mall of Asia in Philippines by 

SM Prime, Q-Big in Indonesia by Sinar 

Mas Land are pushing the envelope. 

A third space is under experiment 

at Open House in Central Embassy 

Bangkok, developed by the Central 

Group. Not retail, nor lounge, nor 

office, nor restaurant, yet all of the 

above, the space has eight zones which 

are open to families and individuals 

taking a rest, buying a book, working 

on a pitch or having a cocktail. 

Within the co-working, co-living 

and learning sphere, new models are 

springing up all over Southeast Asia. 

At the Lee Kong Chian School of 

Medicine’s new campus in Singapore, 

experiential learning occurs using 

simulated hospital wards, plastinated 

human specimens and virtual bodies. 

Many co-working spaces slant towards 

bringing us back to nature or taking 

inspiration from nature. Hubud in Bali, 

Indonesia, is fully built out of bamboo 

and set in verdant paddy fields while 

Toong in Hanoi, Vietnam, features an 

art gallery, meditation room and a 

bar and games room. Popularity has 

grown and they now have five outlets 

in Vietnam. Workers in Alexandra 

Technopark in Singapore by Frasers 

Commercial Trust will, in the near 

future, enjoy cycling tracks, end-of-trip 

facilities and farm plots for growing 

their own vegetables within the 

compound. In South Quarter in Jakarta 

Indonesia by PT Intiland Development, 

the new office buildings are orientated 

to minimise solar energy absorption 

and incorporate a louver design 

inspired by traditional rattan baskets.

Southeast Asia cities are growing 

faster than in many parts of the world. 

Urban populations are growing at 

2.2% while economies expand at 5% 

annually. The population is young 

with a median age of just 30 years 

old. Domestic consumption is soaring 

as the middle-income population in 

Southeast Asia is expected to grow by 

9% CAGR by 2020. Mobile penetration 

is growing and there are 300 million 

Facebook users in Southeast Asia, 

more than in any other continent. 

The urban environment in Southeast 

Asia is transforming to cater to the 

changing needs of youths in Southeast 

Asia. Mega projects integrating live, 

work, play and learn elements in a 

“city-within-a-city” allow for seamless 

connectivity and convenience. 
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Developed by a joint venture 

between Malaysia’s investment fund, 

Khazanah Nasional and Singapore’s 

investment company, Temasek 

Holdings, Marina One will be the 

latest urban model to be added to 

Singapore’s new downtown in 2017. 

Comprising a mix of offices and 

residential apartments, Marina One will 

boast of Singapore’s only integrated 

development in the CBD with a 

biodiversity garden at its core. 

Aptly named the “Green Heart”, the 

65,000-sq-ft bio-diversity garden will 

stretch from level 1 to level 4 of Marina 

One, in the common areas, and level 

15 and the rooftop of the commercial 

towers. The Green Heart is conceived 

by Ingenhoven Architects, and its 

verdant landscape brought to life 

by Kathryn Gustafson of Gustafson 

Porter and Henry Steed of ICN Design 

International.

The “Green Heart” seeks to infuse 

the elements of rice terrace carved 

into hillsides, a Cloud Garden and 

will include a waterfall feature. These 

thematic areas serve to form an 

imagery of changing environments and 

habitats that is akin to one’s experience 

when ascending a mountain.

Currently undergoing final touches 

and is expected to open to the public 

in 2H17, the Green Heart demonstrates 

the smooth integration of greenery in 

the core of Singapore’s CBD. As the 

largest urban green sanctuary within 

Singapore’s CBD, it infuses leisure into 

a work environment for Marina One’s 

office tenants, residents and visitors.

A green heart at Marina One, Singapore
- JENNY GOH, SENIOR RESEARCH ANALYST, SINGAPORE

(picture source) M+S Pte Ltd

(left) Artist’s impression of Marina One
(right) Aerial view of the Green Heart

DISCLAIMER: The features in Marina One Development are subject to changes by the developer, M + S Pte Ltd.
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One Bangkok will be Thailand’s first 

truly integrated district to provide a 

people-centric, inclusive community 

that emphasizes environmental 

sustainability and smart-city living 

innovations and principles.

The district spans more than 16 

hectares and when completed, it will 

host a range of retail, office, residential, 

and hospitality elements across 1.8 

million square metres. The USD 3.5 

billion project is being developed by 

TCC Assets (Thailand) and Frasers 

Property (the international property 

brand of Frasers Centrepoint Limited 

from Singapore), both parts of the 

larger TCC Group led by Charoen 

Sirivadhanabhakdi.

The project includes over eight 

hectares of greenery and open 

space, including a landscaped green 

promenade that is more than 40 

metres wide, on both Wireless Road 

and Rama IV Road, that can be enjoyed 

as an extension of the city’s much-

loved Lumphini Park. There is also 

a landscaped civic plaza of 10,000 

square metres at the heart of the 

district, forming the core of an art and 

culture loop and a natural venue for 

international events and Thai festivals. 

Smart common infrastructure is being 

planned, including district cooling, 

fully-centralized security, and energy 

management systems.

As a fully integrated city-within-a-

city that will include civic areas, cultural 

and art spaces and each building will 

have a distinct identity and positioning. 

This gives the district a natural diversity 

in architecture, while retaining a 

common sense of community and 

seamless connectivity. More than 

60,000 people are expected to work 

and live in the district on completion. 

At present, One Bangkok is expected 

to be Thailand’s first district built to 

LEED ND Platinum standards.

With more than 500,000 square 

metres of premium Grade A office 

space built to LEED and WELL 

standards to be delivered through 

2025, nearly 200,000 square metres 

of distinctive retail destinations and 

ample hospitality products, One 

Bangkok is positioned to become 

Thailand’s gateway to ASEAN. 

We expect that One Bangkok will 

quickly set new benchmarks and 

standards in the industry and has 

the potential to become Bangkok’s 

most sought after corporate address, 

attracting a multitude of domestic and 

multinational firms seeking to support 

their domestic and regional business 

operations.

Eight hectares of open space at One Bangkok, Bangkok
- ANDREW GULBRANDSON, HEAD OF RESEARCH, THAILAND

(picture source) TCC Assets (Thailand) Co., Ltd  
and Frasers Centrepoint Limited
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One Bonifacio at the longest pedestrian 
mall in Philippines

One Bonifacio is the latest high-

end mixed-use development located 

in Bonifacio High Street. The 1-km 

long street is the longest pedestrian 

mall in the Philippines, at the heart of 

Bonifacio Global City (BGC).

Developed by Fort Bonifacio 

Development Corporation and Ayala 

Land Inc. in partnership with the Shangri-

La Group, One Bonifacio has an office 

building with 35,000 sqm of gross 

floor area. The building enveloped in a 

100% glass façade, will house the new 

headquarters of the Philippine Stock 

Exchange, along with other top local 

companies and MNCs. This cements 

BGC as the next premier CBD, second to 

Makati in Manila.

The project also includes Ayala 

Land Premier’s luxury condominium 

development, The Suites. There are 298 

residential suites ranging from 2BR to 

4BR unit types coupled with luxurious 

amenities.

The office and residential developments 

of ALI will be complemented by One 

Bonifacio High Street, a lifestyle mall 

which will house global fashion brands 

and an array of new and exciting dining 

destinations. 

The hotel development, Shangri-La 

at the Fort, Manila, is developed by the 

Shangri-La Group. It comprises 576 

guestrooms and suites and extensive 

dining and banqueting facilities; hotel 

residences ideal for long-staying guests; 

98 spacious and exclusive Horizon 

Homes’ residential units that are available 

for private ownership; Kerry Sports, 

a 10,000-sqm of the largest indoor 

lifestyle and leisure club within the city; 

and a specially curated retail podium. 

An 800-meter long and 40-meter wide 

landscaped central spine interconnects 

the mixed-use development to the other 

blocks creating a pedestrian-friendly 

environment within BGC’s City Center

- CLARO CORDERO, HEAD OF RESEARCH, PHILIPPINES

(picture source) Ayala Land, Inc.
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Building on its 31-year legacy as 

the definitive IT mall in Singapore, the 

redevelopment of Funan, which is due 

to be completed in end-2019, initiates 

a stronger shift in focus towards 

being a lifestyle destination that fully 

incorporates within it a new paradigm 

of live, work and play.

The retail, dining and lifestyle 

podium spans across six storeys 

and will be the first in Singapore to 

feature cycling lanes through the 

mall. Occupying more than half the 

integrated development’s GFA at 

500,000 sq ft, the podium is poised 

to embrace the experiential factor. The 

developer CapitaLand Mall Trust plans 

to drive retail innovation by acting as a 

nurturing ground for up-and-coming 

retailers and it will include incubator 

and showroom spaces as part of the 

mall’s “Passion Clusters” to allow 

shoppers to immerse fully within their 

interests.

As Funan’s design centrepiece, the 

multi-level “Tree of Life” that extends 

from Basement 2 to Level 4 will 

incorporate open pods that welcome 

local designers and artists to produce 

and promote their craft.

Above the podium sits three towers, 

including two six-storey premium 

Grade A office towers (GFA 266,000 

sq ft) that will consist of both smart 

office space and innovative studio 

components in the Northern and 

Southern tower, respectively. The third 

tower will feature a nine-storey block 

that will house 279 coliving apartments 

with GFA of 121,000 sq ft.

Funan’s design concept will also 

spearhead the first-of-its-kind open 

studios platform made for creative 

collaboration. A mobile-first digital 

smart system will overlay the 

physical building with smart building 

technology to improve productivity, 

energy efficiency and the overall 

security of the building. With its 

permeable streetscape and flexible 

spaces, Funan aims to be a one-stop 

creative hub for the techand socially-

savvy where they can unwind and 

connect with like-minded people.

Cycling lanes and a tree of life at Funan: 
The Next IT Mall, Singapore
- SIBYL TEO, RESEARCH ANALYST, SINGAPORE
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SM Prime Holdings is currently 

expanding one of its flagship 

developments, the SM Mall of Asia, 

as part of its goal to transform the 

mall into an integrated lifestyle centre 

that caters to the young and their 

preferences.

Mall of Asia was opened to the public 

in 2006 on a 60-hectare reclaimed 

land in Pasay City, with an original floor 

space of more than 400,000 sqm GFA. 

The additional features of the mall, the 

introduction of which commenced in 

2015, will add approximately 270,000 

sqm to the existing GFA.

The new expansion’s roof deck wil 

house a football pitch conforming 

to FIFA standards for World Cup 

matches, designed by Miami-based 

firm Arquitectonica. The Acapulco 

Manila Galleon Trade Museum, will also 

complement the retail mall expansion, 

and will feature the centuries-old 

trading history of the Philippines with 

Mexico. Apart from these, the SM 

Mall of Asia will also feature a rooftop 

botanical garden which will offer an 

unobstructed view of the Manila Bay 

and a theatre for performing arts. An 

Olympic-size ice skating rink, a food 

hall, and the H&M flagship store with 

GFA of 3,000 sqm will also be opening 

in SM Mall of Asia.

World Cup Football Pitch at SM Mall of Asia, 
Bay City, Philippines
- CLARO CORDERO, HEAD OF RESEARCH, PHILIPPINES

(picture source) SM Prime Holdings, Inc.
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In an urban area with close to 30 

million inhabitants, core areas of 

Jakarta have been built up rapidly 

over the past 20 years. Over the 

same period, townships on the city’s 

outskirts have continued to offer 

Indonesians the option of low-rise 

living when more central areas have 

been going vertical. BSD, developed by 

Sinar Mas Land, is one such township 

to the west of the city with residential 

communities, large scale shopping 

malls, commercial developments and 

leisure facilities.

Q-Big retail complex, in BSD, offers 

around 70,000 sqm of leasable 

space on 17.5 hectares. Designed as 

a one-stop shopping complex with 

anchor tenants, such as home centers, 

furniture stores, building material 

suppliers, hypermarkets, premium 

outlets and sport and entertainment 

facilities - it is more than a typical 

shopping mall. Singapore architecture 

firm, Broadway Malyan, focused 

on the concept of urban and green 

with sustainability coupled with 

convenience cited as key features. 

Q-Big boasts a ‘mini-forest’ and 

fishpond with a grassy expanse and 

benches to encourage visitors to stay 

for longer than just a shopping trip.

Construction began in early 2015 

and Q-Big was operational by the end 

of 2016.

Green steps and a pond at Q-Big, Greater Jakarta
- YUNUS KARIM, ASSISTANT MANAGER, INDONESIA
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The growing young entrepreneur 

community in Vietnam in the last few 

years has brought with it the need 

for a new working place concept 

– a shared working space - where 

entrepreneurs can access a network 

of other motivated and interesting 

entrepreneurs. Toong is the first, 

the largest and the most happening 

coworking space chain in Vietnam now. 

It is blending the features of working 

in an office, café, and home, partnered 

with outstanding club atmospherics.

Toong was founded in 2015 and is 

the first outlet opened at Trang Thi, 

Hoan Kiem District, Hanoi, in August 

2015. Located in the heart of the city, 

it aims to become a community of 

like-minded entrepreneurs and mobile 

professionals. Toong has quickly 

become well-known and a strong 

community spanning different sectors 

has been rapidly built up with a series 

of monthly activities and events. As at 

the end of March 2017, there are five 

Toong outlets operating across the 

country (three in Hanoi, one in Danang 

and one in Ho Chi Minh City).

Different from other co-working 

space chains which target particular 

categories, Toong’s strategy is to 

develop a diversified community 

to nourish interaction and build 

sustainable development. It provides 

a wide range of facilities and services 

from international standard office 

services, an outdoor smoking area, 

bar and pantry, games room, to an 

art gallery and a meditation room. 

Innovation with tradition is Toong’s 

interior design DNA. Every space has 

a different modern working ambient 

while consistently celebrating the local 

heritage.

Toong in Vietnam
- TRANG LE, HEAD OF RESEARCH, VIETNAM

“New urban models are springing up all over Southeast Asia; many spaces 
slant towards bringing us back to nature or taking inspiration from nature.”
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Group CEO of PropLeague Realty, Marcus Teng speaks of his passion, goals and the 
dedication in creating leaders in the industry. 

PROPELLING PROPLEAGUE TO 
Greater Heights 

We envisioned PropLeague to be 

the largest property agency group 

around in term of career potential and 

property investment. With the believe 

that big things can be achieved by 

taking small steps, we started investing 

little by little to grow our portfolio. 

From participating in Penang island’s 

half marathons to running the Standard 

Charted International full marathons, 

I am constantly challenging myself. I 

live on the principle that life is like a 

marathon and running a 42km race 

signifies the 42 years I’ve spent racing 

towards the finish line. Rome was not 

built in a day; and the same applies to 

our career, a successful legacy is not 

built in one day.  

Within the same year, a board of 

directorship that consisted of five 

committed and passionate members— 

Jit, Steve, Evon, Monica and I—was 

Do tell us about yourself and highlight 
your experience in the real estate 
industry.  Why did you decide to start 
PropLeague?

My journey in the real estate industry 

started in 2000 as an agent for 

Metro Homes. In the first three years, 

I put all of my focus on my personal 

sales goals which helped improve 

my financial status and my lifestyle. 

Consistency, passion and focus was my 

key to success in terms of my personal 

growth and achievement. In my fourth 

year, I decided to step up and lead my 

own team. Within just six months, my 

team made RM300,000 of sales and 

that success led me to partner up with 

Metroworld in 2004.

Naturally, the next step for me was 

to venture in my own set-up. In 2009, I 

decided to form PropLeague together 

with Jimmy Phoon and Patrick Teo. 

“We believe that everyone can 
turn real estate investment into 
a career. The fact is, real estate 

is a low capital, high income 
career investment. With the right 

strategy, you can boost your 
income up to six figures”

MARCUS TENG
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than demand in both secondary 

market and project market. Thus, the 

pricing remains relatively low and 

the buyers are actively seeking for 

potential properties. Based on this 

market condition, company will focus 

on those highly transacted secondary 

market such as Mont Kiara, KLCC and 

KL centre, Ara Damansara, PJ, Subang, 

Sunway and Cheras. 

On the other hand, corporate 

companies are also seeking for 

potential projects that are located in 

strategic location with good rental 

yield. Our company diversifies our 

sales proportion into 60% secondary 

market and 40% project sales. 

In addition, PropLeague has also 

founded Synergiem Holding Bhd; 

We collaborate and work together to 

achieve better sales performance and 

to show commitment to the developer 

in return of better agency fee for 

company and negotiators.    

In a nutshell, we focus on both 

secondary market and project sales. 

And for now, our goal is to produce as 

many as qualifiers to the Hokkaido trip 

next year to create more memorable 

moments together. 

PropLeague’s motto; “Everyone is 
A Real Estate Investor” shows that 
the company takes staff development 
very seriously. What are some of 
the company’s efforts in guiding its 
employees towards excellence?
We believe that everyone can turn 

real estate investment into a career. 

The fact is, real estate is a low capital, 

high income career investment. With 

the right strategy, you can boost 

your income up to six figures. As an 

investment, it is a low risk, high return 

financial tool. Thus, with sufficient 

savings and a monthly income that 

qualifies you for a loan, you can use 

property investment as a tool to 

increase personal wealth by way of 

rental yield and capital gain within the 

commitment level. This is the reason 

we encourage and motivate our team 

to invest. We have created passive and 

recurring income together over the last 

three years. 

Which market sub-sector is the 
company focusing on at the moment and 
what are your short-term plans to take 
PropLeague to the next level of success?

The property market is on a down 

trend this year. There is more supply 

formed to strengthen the management 

backbone. The undeniable efforts and 

dedication of these founders and CEOs 

have propelled PropLeague to where it 

is today. With the slogan “Together we 

are One’, we strive to learn, grow and 

succeed together. I’m proud of how far 

we’ve come and how much growth we 

have achieved to date. Last year we 

successfully hit RM10 million in sales 

despite the current challenging market. 

How has the business grown in the 
six years since its inception? What 
has helped steer the success of the 
company? 
Using the leadership model that we 

designed, the company has grown 

from only three leaders to 30 leaders 

in 2016. And out of this number, more 

than 20 leaders or negotiators qualified 

for our Europe Trip.  As we focus 

on building leaders, we designed a 

PPAP training which consists of four 

modules to support the team to boost 

behavioural and sales performance: 

1) Commitment 2) Success Attitude 

3) Skills 4) knowledge. Based on the 

above principles, we monitor and 

conduct a weekly meeting to review 

the progress towards our goal this year.  
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Selling your property in 
a slow real estate market 
might prove tricky; owners 
will have to up their game 
to close the deal. Jon Chin, 
Team Leader at Gather 
Properties shares some 
valuable tips for property 
owners. 

TIPS FOR OWNERS:
How to survive a buyer’s market 

How do I lock in a potential tenant 
without offering a huge slash in the 
selling price?
Most times, offering an attractive 

discount is not the key to securing 

a buyer for your property. At the 

end of the day, it boils down to 

your character and professionalism 

and of course, the quality of your 

product. Most genuine buyers 

would have decided in the first 

meeting itself whether they will 

be purchasing your unit or not – 

many people underestimate the 

importance of first impressions.

Forging a solid relationship with 

your potential buyer and earning 

his/her trust is the stepping stone 

towards a successful sale. Most 

times when a deal does not go 

through, it is not because of the 

property’s price but due to buyer’s 

dissatisfaction; in either the seller, 

service offered or any delay/hassle 

faced.

competitiveness. A successful sale 

is only possible when the seller has 

sufficient product knowledge. Buyers 

will appreciate you furnishing them 

with valuable data and facts. More 

importantly, their confidence in your 

property’s value is established. 

How do I get a potential buyer to 
commit to the sale?
Besides following up closely with 

the potential buyer and continuously 

asking for updates; try to figure out 

their wants and needs. Learn what 

you can about the potential buyer 

and appeal to his/her likely interests 

or needs. For instance, if your buyer 

is a first-time homeowner, offer to 

sweeten the deal by throwing in 

complimentary fixtures and fittings 

such as a refrigerator or a kitchen hob. 

Also, push them to take the next step 

by connecting them to lawyers and 

bankers who can assist the buyer in 

pre-checking their loan eligibility, etc.  

Considering how there are more sellers 
than buyers, what is your advice for 
selling off a property successfully?
Ask any real estate professional out 

there and he/she will say that service 

tops the list as the most important 

factor in the selling process. On the 

back of the economic slowdown, 

the market has only gotten more 

competitive; especially in the prime 

areas within the Klang Valley. Sellers 

will have to stand out from their 

competitors and the best way to 

do so is to offer quality service, act 

professionally and with integrity when 

dealing with a potential buyer. Gaining 

your client’s trust is the deal clincher 

here. 

Owners will have to keep themselves 

updated on market knowledge 

too – keep tabs on the market value 

of properties in the area, capital 

appreciation and rental yields for 

similar properties and any other 

information relating to your unit’s 

AGENT’S ADVICE
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Master Paw Sandy shares tips and tricks to spruce up your living room with good Feng Shui.

5 GREAT TIPS TO REVITALIZE
 The Energy Of  Your Living Room

The living hall is one of the most 

important areas in your household for 

family interactions and social activities. 

A living hall with good Feng Shui will 

bring benefit to your whole family as 

it also affects the luck and harmony 

within a home. Feng Shui can help 

you achieve balance and compatibility 

amidst the multiple courses of qi in 

your work and living space. Whether 

practiced at home or in the office, 

Master Paw Sandy is a famous 
Feng Shui consultant in Malaysia. 

She is also the first person in 
the Southern region of Malaysia 
who established a company that 
merged Feng Shui with interior 

design. The fusion between these 
two allows her work to be both 

precise and functional at the 
same time. Her transformative 

interiors are enjoyed by 
numerous commercial 

enterprises.

1) Put Your Living Room First
The best location for the living hall is 
at the center or the front portion of 
the house – near the main entrance – 
as it should be the first area to absorb 
energy and qi. If there is a corridor 
that leads to the living hall, it must be 
kept clean to prevent energy from 
being blocked from entering your 
home. Positioning the living hall at 
the front will bring good luck and 
prosperity to the whole family.

2) Integrate the Entrance  
     with the Living Hall
Typical to most homes, the main 
entrance is segregated into its own 
space entity either in the form of 
an entry foyer or a portico-style 
design. However, integrating the main 
entrance with the annex living areas 
help to expand the front sector of the 
home whereby your immediate view 
upon entering the home is the large 
expanse of the living room.

3) Keep it Well-lit
There must be sufficient sunlight 
in the living hall as it is considered 
auspicious and brings about 
prosperity. Sunlight represents 
health in Feng Shui therefore, plenty 
of sunlight represents good health 

within a home, and only when the 
family members are healthy are they 
able to “make money”. Which is why, 
window curtains that are too thick are 
not suitable to be used in the house 
as they will block the penetration of 
sunlight and the good fortune.

4) Avoid Cross Beams in the  
     Living Hall
Avoid having sofas and chairs facing 
pointed angles; and there should not 
be cross beams on the ceiling above 
the sofa as they will bring stress and 
anxiety to those who sat under the 
beams. Cross beams also should not 
be allowed above the bed, study 
table, dining table, altar and stove. If 
it is unavoidable, a ceiling has to be 
added to block it, or else it will affect 
the emotion, health and career of the  
family members.

5) Choose your Wall 
     Decorations Wisely
Somber or violent artworks such as 
stormy seas, withering leaves, sunset, 
being alone in the wilderness and 
fighting beasts make for bad Feng 
Shui. Similarly, sharp and pointed 
items like blades, swords, animal 
taxidermy should not be hung or 
displayed in the living hall. These 

it helps you identify the best way to 

harness qi, leading to a higher quality 

of life expressed through improved 

health, increased prosperity, beneficial 

relationships and a greater sense of 

well-being.

There are several Feng Shui 

objects believed to be able to improve 

prosperity, fortune and enhance 

wealth. Some of those most commonly 

seen in a Chinese households are the 

Wealth God of Prosperity and Wealth 

Feng Shui objects such as “Chai Sen 

Yeh”, or a little stone called Pi Yao 

which only absorbs luck. Because of 

this, numerous Feng Shui enthusiasts 

keep a Pi Yao in their homes to ensure 

wealth, stability and strength. Here 

are five things you can change in your 

living hall to keep the bad Feng Shui 

away. 

violent/somber decorative bring 
about negative energy which will 
affect the mood of those living in 
the house and cause arguments 
and violent behavior. Walls are best 
decorated with bright and positive 
artworks of flowers, fish or horses.
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Below is an excerpt of the message 

that was conveyed:

“Harga Rumah Melampau” – that 

is the desperate cry of the Rakyat 

against skyrocketing house prices as 

we have voiced out some 6 years ago. 

In English, it means “House prices are 

ridiculous”.

HBA has consistently called for 

government intervention to prevent a 

“homeless generation of young adult 

Malaysians” from emerging, especially 

in urban and suburban areas, who, if 

not for wild speculation, would be able 

to buy their own houses. 

The matter is of grave urgency 

because the homeless hail from the 

lower middle class, first-time house 

buyers - usually graduate couples or 

the self-employed earning a reasonable 

income and expecting to buy a house 

to commence their family life in a fixed 

abode. 

 

Difference between ‘Affordable 
Housing’ from ‘Social Housing’ 
It is important to differentiate 

Affordable Housing from Social 

Housing.

1. Social Housing is low cost to 

medium cost housing such as PPR 

Units which are meant for the lower 

income groups or those classified 

as in the ‘urban poverty groups’. 

Typical monthly household income 

in order to qualify for such Social 

Housing is below RM3,000. 

These home usually only have 

1-bedroom or 2-bedrooms and cost 

around RM35,000 to RM60,000 

with built-up of roughly 650 sq ft 

only.

Affordable Housing is classified 

as properties intended to cater 

for the median population, i.e. 

the middle-income group and are 

priced between RM150,000 to 

RM300,000 (up to RM350,000 in 

prime areas) and with a build-up 

of at least 800 sq ft (excluding the 

balcony) and with 3-bedrooms. The 

monthly household income group is 

between RM3,000 - RM10,000.

2. While the lower income group can 

receive help in the form of social 

housing, the middle-income group 

are left to fend on their own. 

The National House Buyers Association (HBA) was invited by the National Mortgage 
Corporation of Malaysia (Cagamas) to present a paper on ‘Sustainable Development of 

Affordable Housing’ on 4.7.2017 at Sasana Kijang, Bank Negara Malaysia in the presence 
of the Regulators: (Bank Negara Malaysia, Securities Commission, Labuan FSA), Ministry of 
Finance, Ministry of Urban Wellbeing, Housing & Local Government, Khazanah Research 
Institute, representative from World Bank, Association of Banks, Malaysia, Key Corporates 
and Stakeholders. This dialogue session was graced by the Deputy Governor, Tuan Shaik 

Abdul Rasheed Ghaffour.

Sustainable development of affordable 
housing – The buyer’s perspective

yes, many would say that the  

conditions of social housing are less 

than ideal, but that argument is  

for another forum.

3. This dialogue is to talk about 

affordable housing for the masses, 

the median population, the middle-

income group which form the 

backbone of our country.  In order 

to achieve a high-income nation, it 

is important that the government 

understands the aspiration and 

suffering of this middle-income 

group and to also provide 

assistance to the middle-income 

group.

4. Most new launches by developers 

are priced in excess of RM500,000 

and are beyond the reach of 

the middle-income group. New 

properties launched by developers 

that fall within the affordable price 

range are very rare.  Even studio 

units, with only 1-bedroom and 

build-up of only 550 sq ft. These 

shoe box units are sold in excess of 

RM500,000 in the Greater Klang 

Valley.   If this situation continues, 

Malaysia will face a housing crisis 

in the form of the “Homeless 

Generation”, where an entire 

generation or even generations of 

the Rakyat will not be able to buy 

their dream homes.
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5. This can potentially cause various 

social issues in the long run and 

HBA has been raising alarm bells 

of this Homeless Generation crisis 

for many years.  HBA is glad that 

various Government agencies 

such as Bank Negara Malaysia and 

Khazanah Research Institute has 

time and again acknowledged that 

there is a huge problem that must 

be quickly resolved.

 

Is RENT-TO-OWN (RTO) the 
answer to home ownership? 

Due to the rising cost of living, the 

middle-income group also find it 

very challenging to buy an affordably 

priced home and require additional 

assistance.  Typically, “Rent-to-Own” 

(RTO) should also be part of the social 

housing engineering program. 

HBA also proposes the RTO Scheme 

to be extended to include the medium 

income group for affordable housing. 

This would greatly assist the middle-

income group, especially the sandwich 

generation, house buyers with  

young children and elderly parents  

to provide for.  

With the rising cost of living, this 

group of house buyers find it very 

challenging to save for the 10% down 

payment and service monthly housing 

loans based on their current income. 

However, due to escalating house 

prices, their income can never catch up 

and without an RTO scheme, they are 

forced to continue renting.

 There is a clear mismatch between 

house prices as against their household 

income.

This group is in dire need of RTO 

as legally owning a house provides 

financial security in their golden years 

so they do not need to continue renting 

when they are no longer economically 

active/able to work. 

What is required is a holistic and 

sustainable development of affordable 

housing including an RTO scheme 

which requires the cooperation of all 

stakeholders.  HBA proposes that the 

Government set up an “Affordable 

Housing Taskforce” which includes:

a. Federal Government Ministries such 

as Ministry of Urban Wellbeing, 

Housing and Local Government, 

Ministry of Works, Ministry of 

Finance, Bank Negara Malaysia, etc 

b.   Equivalent State Government 

economic agencies like PKNS since 

land is under State jurisdiction.

c. Those giants GLCs that are involved 

in property development ie SP 

Setia, MRCB, Glomac, Sime Darby 

etc 

d. Employees Provident Fund Board

e. Financial Institutions such as 

Commercial Banks, Islamic Banks 

and Development Financial 

Institutions and all licensed lending 

institutions.

f. Key players in the property sector 

such as Property Developers/ 

Vendors, Architects, Town Planners, 

etc.
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This task force shall coordinate 

and act as a single umbrella with a 

collection of data and have a database 

of those housing units that are in the 

planning stage, construction stage and 

even completed ones. They should 

also collate those ‘overhang’ housing 

units that are already available for 

distribution.  

 

Keys for sustainable affordable housing 
to be successful 
For affordable housing to be 

successful, it also must be “sustainable” 

and not just for show: to build only one 

project in one location. Hence, the keys 

to success are: 

a. to reduce the cost of such 

properties but not the quality;

b. to reduce the cost of such 

properties but not to up the 

developer’s profit margin;

c. being able to build such properties 

in the right numbers and in the 

right location; Thus, HBA adage: 

“They must build the right product 

at the right location with the right 

pricing and the right numbers”.

d. being able to continue building 

such units over a medium to long 

term (say over the next 10-years to 

20-years); and 

e. able to replicate this model 

throughout Malaysia and not just in 

the Klang Valley.

This task force comprising of 

intelligent people can also think of 

solutions on how to implement an 

RTO  scheme for the middle-income 

segment to assist them to own their 

dream homes.

HBA has some suggestions in order 

to reduce the cost of such properties 

without compromising on quality 

which is for the government (both 

federal and state) to give incentives to 

private housing Developers to build 

more Affordable Housing such as:

i. Alienate land at lower cost to 

developers to build affordable 

housing

 The government can alienate land 

to responsible housing developers 

at a lower price or charge lower 

conversion premiums on the 

condition that the majority of the 

land (at least 70%) is used to build 

Affordable Housing. 

ii. Faster approvals for developers to 

build affordable housing 

 The government can also offer ’fast 

track approvals’ for all projects 

involving affordable housing. This 

will allow the developer to launch 

and build the affordable housing 

in a quicker time and realise their 

profits and cash flow faster thus 

reducing the holding cost and 

ultimately cost of the said property. 

iii. The cost to lay last mile of utilities 

to be borne by utility companies 

In the past, utilities such as 

electricity, water, telephone 

and sewage were owned by the 

government and hence, developers 

were required to bear the cost to 

lay the ‘last mile’ of such utilities.  

As developers are not charitable 

companies, such costs are passed 

on to the house buyers in form of 

higher selling prices.

However, the government has 

already privatised/ corporatized 

all the above utility companies.  

Hence, it only makes sense that 

these corporations should start to 

bear the cost to lay the ‘last mile’. 

iv. Offer tax incentives for developer 

to build affordable housing 

Private developers are profit-

maximizing entities and will build 

more affordable housing if there 

are profits to be made.  Developers 

always claim that their net profit 

margin is only about 20% of the 

selling price of the said property.  

Hence the higher price the 

property, the higher the profits  

is to the developer.

In our example on the table 

below, assuming a selling price 

of between RM300,000 to 

RM500,000, the net profit after 

tax to the developer ranges from 

between RM45,600 to RM76,000.  

Hence, the developer would prefer 

to sell the properties at a higher 

price to maximise the profits.

HBA proposes that the 

government offer tax incentives 

to developers to build affordable 

housing.  The tax incentives can be 

in various forms but HBA would 

propose the incentives can be in 

form of tax exemption of up to 70% 

of profits derived from affordable 

properties, meaning that the 

developer only pays tax for 30% of 

the profits derived from affordable 

housing.  This form of tax incentives 

are already offered to certain 

companies in the manufacturing 

industry or certain specialised 

industries and should be easily 

implementable by the Inland 

Revenue Board.

In our example below, it shows 

the effect on the developer 

where there are tax incentives 

being offered and for the selling 

price of between RM220,000 to 

RM350,000, the net cash flow 

to the developer is almost the 

same as selling the said properties 

at RM300,000 to RM500,000 

without any tax incentives.

Developers would prefer to sell 

the properties at a lower price if 

the net return is almost the same 

as selling the properties at a higher 

price as it would be easier to  

sell the said properties at a lower 

price as the target market  

would be larger.
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NATIONAL HOUSE BUYERS ASSOCIATION [HBA]
No. 31, Level 3, Jalan Barat, Off Jalan Imbi, 55100, Kuala Lumpur

Tel: 603-2142 2225 | 012-334 5676  |  Fax: 603-2260 1803

Email: info@hba.org.my  |  Web Site: www.hba.org.my

Striving for House Buyers Rights and Interest

Existing

With Tax Incentives Special tax 

exemption equal to 70% of profits from 

Affordable Housing Hence, tax only on 

30%of Profits

Selling Price 300, 000 425, 000 500, 000 220, 000 300, 000 350, 000

Cost of Developer 240, 000 340, 000 400, 000 176, 000 240, 000 280, 000

Developer’s profit                              80% 60, 000 85, 000 100, 000 44, 000 60, 000 70, 000

Profit before tax /  taxable profit 60, 000 85, 000 100, 000 13, 200 18, 000 21, 000

Tax Rate                                                24% (14, 400) (20, 400) (24, 000) (3, 168) (4, 320) (5, 040)

Total PAT of developer 45, 600 64, 600 76, 000 40, 832 55, 680 64, 960

Net Profit Margin 15.2% 15.2% 15.2% 18.6% 18.6% 18.6%

Effective Tax Rate 24.00% 24.00% 24.00% 7.20% 7.20% 7.20%

The proposed task force could 

ponder on the suggestions which we 

have made. Other additional methods 

of facilitating affordable housing:

- Preferential interest rates for 

developers and borrowers

- Key is proper selection and 

monitoring

- There should be no race biases – all 

who deserves an affordable home 

will get it irrespective of race and 

creed. There should be no quota 

system in the distribution.

Let’s face it:  RTO would not be a 

scheme that private developers would 

want to venture on their own without 

some form of partnership with the 

government or tax incentives.

 

Conclusion 
HBA fully understands and appreciates 

the vital role played by the housing 

industry in the nation’s social and 

economic development. It is precisely 

for this very reason that we have 

been critical of the weaknesses that 

are prevalent in the industry. We 

believe that sustainable growth for 

the industry can only flourish in an 

environment of orderliness and good 

governance.

HBA urges all stakeholders to come 

together for the greater good of the 

country to think of solutions on how 

to create a “Sustainable Affordable 

Housing Industry’ where profits are not 

the ultimate objective and stimulant 

but to put a roof over every rakyat’s 

head.
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The drive to have money, and the drive to be wealthy are different things. 

The distinction is striking.We’ve all heard it before – money makes the world go 

around. Cash flow is always going to be important; Bills, rent, loans, mortgages, 

more. These are things we all worry about. 

Wealth, on the other hand, carries meaning that varies from you and I to start-

up business owners to C-level executives. We’re all different because we have 

different values. Underlying this of course are our different characters, strengths, 

and mindsets that drive us. 

In my practice of Chinese Metaphysics, not only do we use BaZi to analyze 

wealth, but also the use of Feng Shui to enhance our wealth opportunities.

Xuan Kong Flying Stars 
In Feng Shui, there are many ways and applications used by practitioners to 

reform or redirect the Qi of a house to be more favorable for the occupants. 

Xuan Kong Flying Stars is one of the simplest and practical methods to be 

applied by the majority. 

A ‘Flying Star Chart’ is pretty much like an astrological or natal birth chart of 

a property that indicates the building’s Feng Shui potential, strengths, and of 

course, weaknesses. 

In this Feng Shui method, the ‘timing’ of Qi is very important and hence, we 

must first identify the location of ‘Prosperous Qi’ in our property. We use ‘flying 

stars’ to represent different types of Qi energy and each of them embodies 

certain attributes and characteristics. 

Today, we are going to focus solely on Star #8 as it mainly represents the 

wealth aspect. 

There is a saying in the Chinese culture that goes along the line 
of “Money isn’t everything, but everything needs money.”

Chasing the wealth star
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Facing Star and Sitting Star 
To enhance our wealth opportunities using the Flying Stars, we must first 

understand the difference and significance of Facing Star and Sitting Star.

Dato’ Joey Yap is the leading 
Feng Shui, BaZi and Face Reading 

consultant in Asia. He is an 
international speaker, bestselling 

author of over 160 books and master 
trainer in Chinese Metaphysics. 

Website: www.masteryacademy.com 
/ www.joeyyap.com

 

Facing Stars are usually enhanced by Yang Qi that would be activated by 

activity, movement, and water. In other words, if we see a mountain on the 

outside of a #8 Facing Star, it will deactivate the star and its energies are unable 

to be tapped.

So, how are we going to apply this technique?

Given that we are currently in the Period 8 (year 2004 to year 2023), our 

Prosperous Star will be the Star #8. And so, we would prefer features such as the 

Main Door to be located at the sector containing the #8 Facing Star to tap into 

its beneficial energies that is enhancing our wealth opportunities, right from the 

sector that would have the most movements. 

Star #8 is a good star, for most of the time. In Period 8, it becomes even 

stronger and its positive qualities are even more pronounced. The location of the 

Facing Star #8 is regarded as the ‘wealth location’ of the house. Be sure to find it 

and activate it correctly to welcome the auspicious energies into the house.

 

Why Star #8? 
Star #8 is known as White star, 八百. It is one of the most positive stars of all Nine 

Stars in Flying Stars. Generally, about 90% of the time, its energies are positive 

and useable for positive outcomes, therefore it being the Wealth Star. 

Bear in mind that we will be able to use the stars and its energetic qualities if 

when we do put in diligent effort. 

Keep your Star #8 sector neat and tidy, like you would for your very own 

wealth. Surely, you wouldn’t want your wealth to be dimly lit and cluttered. 

If you are interested in more of Flying Star Feng Shui for your health, wealth, 

career, and relationships, be sure to check out www.joeyyap.com or follow me 

on Facebook. 
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assets. In Asia, with the number of 

UHNWIs set to increase by 91% over 

the next decade, we expect this trend 

to continue and private capital to play 

an increasingly important role across 

the major markets within the region.”

The appetite from private investors 

for commercial property, in particular, 

will continue to increase over the next 

few years. In Asia, 81% are keen to 

invest in commercial property within 

its region, 32% in Europe and 24% in 

North America. In contrast, only 7% of 

European private investors are keen 

on commercial property in Asia with 

95% preferring to invest within Europe. 

North America paints a similar picture 

indicating no interest in Asia (0%) 

with a strong preference for domestic 

commercial property (93%).

However, when it comes to the 

Super Cities still a hot favourite 
amongst the Ultra Rich
Private investors make up more than 20% of real estate transactions in Hong Kong, 
Shanghai, Singapore and Tokyo in 2016.

20 July 2017, Malaysia – In the 

eyes of the Ultra-High-Net-Worth 

individual, the Super Cities* are 

still an attractive investment, as 

evidenced in Knight Frank’s inaugural 

Active Capital Report. At 41%, Los 

Angeles and Sydney registered the 

highest proportion of private investor 

transactions in 2016. Over in Asia, 

Hong Kong was top of the list at 31% 

with Shanghai, Singapore and Tokyo 

trailing closely behind at 24%, 27% and 

22% respectively. This long-standing 

interest in the Super Cities stems 

from the latter’s solid fundamentals 

including tenant demand, liquidity and 

transparency.

Private investors, already a strong 

presence, are becoming an increasingly 

important force in the global real 

estate marketplace. 27% of all global 

commercial property transactions 

in 2016 involved a private buyer. 

Furthermore, a quarter of wealth is 

held in real estate investments of some 

kind (excluding primary residences 

and second homes), the highest 

allocation since records began. Many 

of them have shown a preference to 

invest in commercial property within 

their country of residence (Asia 44%, 

Europe 40% and US 36%) as compared 

to outside the country they live in (Asia 

26%, Europe 25% and US 24%).

As private investors grow in 

importance, institutional investors 

are realising that they are a key buyer 

type whose drivers are often very 

different to their own and need to 

be understood; as they are likely to 

either be competing against them in 

a purchase negotiation or trying to 

sell to them as part of an exit. Private 

investors are expected to continue to 

take global market share as both the 

number of wealthy individuals and their 

assets grow. The number of Ultra-High-

Net-Worth Individuals (UHNWIs) – 

those with US$30 million or more in net 

assets – rose by 6,340 in 2016 alone, 

taking the total to 193,490.

Nicholas Holt, Head of Research 

for Asia Pacific at Knight Frank, 

says, “Real estate has long been the 

cornerstone of the private investor’s 

investment portfolio. This situation 

continues to evolve as private capital 

becomes more knowledgeable around 

the intricacies of commercial real 

estate; with many investors having now 

taken their first steps into income-

producing office, retail and industrial 

1. The Knight Frank Super Cities are Los Angeles, New York, London, Paris, Berlin, Shanghai, Hong Kong,  
 Tokyo, Singapore, Sydney.

Source: Real Capital Analytics, Knight Frank Research
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type of commercial property, private 

investors in Asia, Europe and North 

America share a common liking – 

residential and office space.

Asia is starting to challenge the 

US in terms of the largest regional 

population of UHNWIs. At present, Asia 

is home to 27,020 fewer ultra-wealthy 

people than the US, but by 2026 this 

difference will have shrunk to just 

7,068. However, while North America 

may not top the growth rate charts, it 

will remain the largest hub of UNHWIs 

in 2026 and growth will continue to 

outstrip that of many other developed 

economies. As China continues to lead 

the way in Asia, places like Vietnam, Sri 

Lanka and India will also see substantial 

expansion.

While the drivers behind the 

investment purchases will vary greatly 

depending on the motivations of 

the individual, there are a number of 

investment themes in the market.

Risk mitigation: Risk, especially 

political and economic, will continue 

to be high on investors’ agendas 

in 2017. Individuals are looking to 

diversify at both a portfolio and 

geographical level. Real estate 

provides the ability to achieve 

targeted investment decisions in 

terms of location, sector and tenant 

components as well as provide 

regular income and an underlying 

asset with residual value.

Control: One of the consequences 

of the global financial crisis was 

that many investors looked for 

more control over their assets. Real 

estate, with its direct ownership 

structure, diversity of lot sizes 

and choice of asset management 

approaches is attractive to those 

not wanting to pass decision making 

to third-parties or to be constrained 

by the closed-end fund model of 

transacting at specific times plus the 

need to reach an alignment of views 

between the investors.

Currency diversification: While 

foreign exchange returns are not 

generally a driver for property 

investment, currency movements 

and capital controls have, in some 

instances, been a trigger for 

investors looking to externalise 

capital from locations implicated.

Portfolio globalisation: Many 

UHNWIs have, either directly or 

indirectly allocated part of their 

asset portfolio to real estate and, 

as they accrue more wealth, they 

increasingly become fully exposed 

to their domestic market and look 

to new markets to diversify their 

portfolios.

Portfolio management
UHNWI portfolio asset allocations

A. Investment D. Personal Business

E. Collectables

F. Other

B. Real Estate

C. Primary Residences
     and Second Homes

28% 16%

6%

6%

24%

23%

Source: The Wealth Report Attitudes Survey

F

Source: The Wealth Report Attitudes Survey

Source: The Wealth Report Attitudes Survey

% RESPONSES ASIA EUROPE NORTH AMERICA

Residential 58% 61% 50%

Offices 48% 46% 36%

Retail 23% 27% 14%

DISCLAIMER: The data above represents the findings of Knight Frank Research and is not in any form and endorsement or recommendation by iProperty.com. Readers are 

encouraged to seek independent advice prior to making any investments
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More than 30% of total global real estate transactions will be cross-
border by 2018, reports Knight Frank.

Overseas investors to look 
beyond global Super Cities

The globalisation of real estate will 

accelerate from 2018, with more than 

30 per cent of transactions likely to 

be cross-border, according to global 

real estate advisor Knight Frank in its 

inaugural Active Capital report, which 

examines capital flows into the world’s 

Super Cities1 and to what degree the 

markets are driven by overseas capital.

New York attracted the most 

overseas capital in 2016, US$16.3 

billion, but remained largely driven by 

domestic buyers, who accounted for 

60 per cent of total investment. 

London is ranked second in terms 

of overseas in investment, and the 

US$15.9 billion of foreign capital 

represented 80% of total volumes, 

making it the Super City most driven 

by overseas capital.

Elsewhere in Europe, Paris and Berlin 

attracted overseas capital totalling 

US$9.7 billion and US$6.8 billion 

respectively. 

In Berlin, this constituted 69% of 

total investment activity, whereas 

in Paris domestic buyers are more 

active, accounting for 61% of total 

transactions.

In Asia Pacific, Shanghai, Sydney and 

Hong Kong also made it to the top 10 

list of global cities attracting inbound 

capital from overseas investors.

Knight Frank analyses the sources of 

cross-border capital, highlighting the 

varying attitudes of investors across 

different geographical regions.

According to RCA data, the rise of 

Asian investors as capital exporters 

has been clear trend; the data shows 

a 244% increase in Asian cross-border 

capital over the last ten years – the 

largest regional growth globally. Asian 

overseas investments amounted for 

US$67 billion in 2016, versus US$19 

billion in 2007, which is recognised  

as the peak of the previous  

real estate cycle.

Nicholas Holt, Asia Pacific Head of 

Research at Knight Frank, says, “While 

significant amounts of capital have 

been heading out of the region, we 

expect more intra-regional flows in the 

coming years as core Asian markets 

become deeper and more liquid – 

spurred by increased transparency and 

relative political stability. As the weight 

of Asian capital looking for real estate 

continues to grow, we also envisage 

that more secondary or emerging 

markets will begin to be targeted by 

the more opportunistic groups.

“The Super Cities have been and 

Top global cities by volume of inbound capital

Source: Real Capital Analytics, Knight Frank Research

1. The Knight Frank Super Cities are Los Angeles, New York, London, Paris, Berlin, Shanghai, Hong Kong,  
 Tokyo, Singapore, Sydney

Top 10 cities by volume of 
overseas investment in 2016

Total volume of overseas 
investment in 2016 (US$bn)

Share of overseas 
investment (%)

New York 16.3 40

Central London  15.9 80

Paris 9.7 39

Berlin 6.8 69

Shanghai 6.0 18

Dublin 5.9 83

Sydney 5.7 55

Los Angeles 5.0 21

Hong Kong 4.9 72

San Francisco 4.8 34
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Sources of global cross-border capital (US$ billions)

Source: Real Capital Analytics, Knight Frank Research (Active Capital Report, Page 10)

will continue to be the core focus for 

most institutional investors. For the 

investors who are less risk averse or 

opportunistic, we are gradually hearing 

more conversations around emerging 

markets, especially relating to those 

along the Belt and Road.”

European investors, meanwhile, have 

not returned to the levels of overseas 

investment seen pre Global Financial 

Crisis. In 2007, European investors 

placed US$118 billion overseas, which 

plummeted to a low of US$22 billion 

in 2009, before recovering to US$78 

billion in 2015, and US$64 billion last 

year. Similarly, UK investors are placing 

less capital overseas, accounting for 

US$16 billion over overseas investment 

in 2016 versus a 2007 high of US$61 

billion.

As a new global economic cycle 

begins, active capital flows are likely 

to change direction and emphasis. 

Emerging markets are likely to attract 

more interest as mature locations 

see performance moderating and 

opportunities becoming harder to find.

Also, investors who have been 

attracted to developed economies 

by the positive currency arbitrage 

or due to weak performance in 

their own markets are more likely to 

explore opportunities closer to home 

as domestic conditions improve and 

foreign exchange movements work 

against them.

Nonetheless, whilst the weight 

of capital will shift depending on 

domestic markets and economic 

conditions, there will be other investors 

with the ability and the appetite to 

focus on the Super Cities. Whatever 

the economic conditions, the Super 

Cities and other gateway locations will 

continue to attract significant capital.

Neil Brookes, Asia Pacific Head of 

Capital Markets at Knight Frank, says, 

“While core assets in major gateway 

markets have been increasingly thinly 

traded, the volume of active capital 

means that there continues to be off-

market and value-add opportunities 

that could meet many investors’ 

criteria. The US, Australia and the UK 

remain the top target markets of many 

Asian-based clients, although assets in 

mainland Europe and in certain prime 

Asian markets are likely to become 

increasingly in demand.”

James Buckley, Executive Director 

Capital Markets at Knight Frank 

Malaysia, says “since 2014, Malaysia 

has attracted overseas capital 

totalling US$2.6 billion with Singapore 

accounting for 43%, followed by 

Australia at 19% and China at 17%. The 

volume of overseas investors investing 

in Malaysia has dropped significantly 

since 2016 and although the market 

fundamentals are healthy, they are 

being somewhat overshadowed by the 

domestic political situation. I expect 

the level of uncertainty to fall and 

sentiment to improve once the general 

election takes place. On a regional 

basis, Malaysian property offers 

incredible value.

In terms of Malaysian outbound 

capital, there has been a steady 

outflow of capital into overseas real 

estate with S$9.7 billion invested 

overseas over the same time period. 

The key markets being Singapore 

(28%), United Kingdom (28%) and 

Australia (16%). Malaysians are 

increasingly seeing the importance of 

diversifying their wealth to mitigate 

political, economic and currency 

movements.”

DISCLAIMER: The data above represents the findings of Knight Frank Research and is not in any form and endorsement or recommendation by iProperty.com. Readers are 

encouraged to seek independent advice prior to making any investments
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AGENT’S SPOTLIGHT

I specialize in various types of property especially super 

condo, landed and factory focusing solely on Penang Island. 

You can entrust your most prized property to me as I strive 

to deliver professional and quality service with the highest 

level of integrity honesty and sincerity, going the extra mile 

to help them in any way possible. I look forward to build a 

long-lasting relationship with my clients.

GATHER PROPERTIES

KERBY LEE 
Penang Branch Manager

Areas : Penang Island
Email : kerbylee68@gmail.com
Contact : (6012) 496 8688

I have more than 6 years of experience in the Real Estate 

industry. My expertise lies in various types of sub-sale 

properties in Johor Bahru such as land, commercial, 

industrial, residential and new project. To me it is important 

to maintain a high level of professionalism and honesty when 

dealing with clients as it is important to build a trusting 

relationship with them.

GATHER PROPERTIES

KELVIN LEE 
JB Branch Manager

Areas : Johor Bahru
Email : kelvin6633@hotmail.com
Contact : (6012) 763 6633

The process of finding the right home is complex and 

daunting, whether you are looking to purchase a sub-sale 

property or locating a suitable place to rent. I believe that 

by keeping in constant contact, communicating effectively, 

making informed decisions and recommendations based on 

what is best for clients, everything will fall into place.

HARTAMAS REAL ESTATE

LEE JO SURF 
Senior Real Estate Negotiator  

Areas : Damansara, Selangor and 
             Subang Jaya
Email : leejosurf.prop
            @gmail.com 
Contact : (6012) 370 0181

I have been in the real estate business for more than nine years 

thus I am passionate about the industry. I am excited to be 

your property advisor and to guide you through every nook 

and cranny of the property industry. I’m passionate about 

creating and empowering more leaders and entrepreneurs 

in this industry. Join me and my leaders welcome you as our 

new family members. We can’t wait to share our success with 

you. 

PROPLEAGUE 
(Kuala Lumpur)  

STEVE TONG 
Head of Branch 

Areas : KLCC & Bukit Jalil
Email : stv318@yahoo.com
Contact : (016) 209 3161 

REN04582
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NO.23-2, 2ND FLOOR, JALAN C180/1, DATARAN C180, 43200 

SELANGOR

Tel : 03 2770 2881

Website : www.chester.com.my

Joe Wong
012 226 5696

Ipoh , Perak 

New Projects / Sub Sale / 
Commercial / Residential / 
Rent

joewong2188@gmail.com 

Eugene Chan
010 244 6622

Ipoh , Perak 

New Projects / Sub Sale / 
Commercial / Residential / 
Rent

realtycorp86@gmail.com 

Sam
016 599 6515

Ipoh , Perak 

New Projects / Sub Sale / 
Commercial / Residential / 
Rent

axn1989@hotmail.my 

CY Chow
012 510 1732

Ipoh , Perak 

New Projects / Sub Sale / 
Commercial / Residential / 
Rent

cychow33@gmail.com

Bonnie Kong
016 504 0677

Ipoh , Perak 

New Projects / Sub Sale / 
Commercial / Residential / 
Rent

cychow33@gmail.com

SYA
013 281 6288

Ipoh , Perak 

New Projects / Sub Sale / 
Commercial / Residential / 
Rent

syawawa88@gmail.com

IPOH IPOH IPOH

IPOHIPOHIPOH

A-G-03, MARC SERVICE RESIDENCE,NO 3 JALAN 

PINANG,50450 KUALA LUMPUR

Tel : 03 2161 8608

Fax : 03 2161 8606

Website : http://www.orientalrealty.com.my

Stefanie Loh
012 303 2830

KLCC / Mont Kiara / 
Damansara Heights / 
Bangsar 

Residential / Commercial 

stefanie.klcc
@orientalrealty.com.my 

Jess Chu
012 300 6993

KLCC / Mont Kiara / 
Damansara Heights / 
Bangsar 

Residential / Commercial

jess.klcc
@orientalrealty.com.my

Leric Yap
019 361 4603

KLCC / Mont Kiara / 
Damansara Heights / 
Bangsar 

Residential / Commercial

leric.klcc
@orientalrealty.com.my 

Annie Lim
012 339 5668

KLCC / Mont Kiara / 
Damansara Heights / 
Bangsar 

Residential / Commercial

annie.klcc
@orientalrealty.com.my

Ceci Lim
012 448 3448

KLCC / Mont Kiara / 
Damansara Heights / 
Bangsar 

Residential / Commercial

ceci.klcc
@orientalrealty.com.my

Sandy Low
012 339 0438

Projects Marketing

Residential / Commercial

sandy.klcc
@orientalrealty.com.my
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While every buyer is 
their own man or woman, 
there are some common 
complaints from buyers 
looking for properties that 
don’t pass muster.

Know what they are and you can 

avoid them when it’s your turn to sell.

 
Clingy sellers 
It can be extremely difficult to let go of 

a property, especially if it’s somewhere 

you’ve made a home and stitched 

together memories. But once you’ve 

decided to sell you need to commit to 

that process.

Give your agent room to do their job, 

and potential buyers the space  

they need to get hooked. Sellers that 

linger during an open inspection, or  

start regaling inspectees with merry 

tales of every last crevice will turn  

most people off.

Even if your stories are actually quite 

charming, you need to remember 

that selling a property is a business 

transaction and stay as dispassionate 

and objective as possible. 

“Selling a property is a 
business transaction – 
stay as dispassionate as 
possible.”

7 things that turn 
buyers off
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Dirt 

Walking into a property that’s not 

well presented is often the death knell 

for a sale. Buyers will walk away if 

they’re inundated with dust, dirt or 

other muck. Make an effort, and hire a 

professional cleaner, home stager, or 

both if you need a hand.

Thoroughly clean the entire property, 

including all those areas you think no 

one notices. Living areas, backyards, 

bathrooms and toilets should get extra 

attention (you’d be surprised how 

many people use the bathroom at an 

inspection).

You can’t really overdo cleaning 

when it comes to selling – properties 

that just look neat and acceptable 

might not be enough, especially if 

you’re commanding top dollar. 

 

Smells 

Ah, the good ol’ nose, always ruining 

things. Actually, we should be glad 

we’re so sensitive to smell, and that 

smells can have a big impact on our 

property buying process.

Setting up your place for sale can 

involve creating a set of inviting smells. 

But it should also involve getting rid of 

the unappealing ones.

Top of buyers turn off lists are pet 

smells. Even if we love our own animals, 

we don’t really want to smell other 

people’s, especially when it’s in an 

environment we’re trying to imagine 

kicking back and relaxing in.

Other smell turn offs are cigarette 

smoke, mustiness, food and 

overpowering perfumes or incense (if 

you’re dressing your home for sale, less 

is more). 

 

Clutter 

If your property is for sale, you usually 

need to do a little more than a quick 

spruce (unless you keep an amazing 

home all year round). Declutter 

strategically and systematically, 

starting with those areas that will 

interest most buyers when they inspect 

your home, and the areas they’ll do 

most of their living in.

A cluttered living room is harder to 

explain away than a cluttered garage, 

for example.

Getting a professional organiser in 

to help you out can be a great idea, 

especially if you’re overwhelmed with 

all the other business involved in selling 

a home – not to mention living your life 

around it.

A pro can look at your clutter 

objectively and take quick, decisive 

action to remove the excess and store 

the rest out of sight.

 
No price 
Fewer things will frustrate a buyer 

more than looking at an advertised 

property with no price.

Your listing is usually the first time 

your possible buyer will see your home. 

If the required detail isn’t there, it’ll 

have be something truly unique to get 

them to dig deeper, rather than just 

scrolling past to the next property that 

meets their criteria.

Budget is all important for a buyer. 

It’s not always possible to pin down a 

finite dollar figure, but if your property 

advertising doesn’t at least have a 

range listed, it’s a top turn off for 

buyers, who probably think they’re in 

for a nasty shock (even if the home is 

reasonably priced).

Help them marry their budget to your 

property and be upfront. 

 
No photos 
Would you buy a product sight 

unseen?

Photos are the single most powerful 

tool to inspire a potential buyer to 

inspect a home or make an enquiry. 

People need to imagine their lives 

in your property or get an authentic 

impression of how it will stand up as an 

investment.

Work with your agent to create a 

series of photos or video that shows 

your home in its best possible light. No 

visuals bode poorly. 

 
Your agent 
Just as your agent can make your sale, 

they might also break it if buyers are 

finding them hard to reach, or difficult 

to deal with.

Your agent is working for you, so 

make sure they’re treating buyers with 

respect and professionalism. Most 

agents are great at this and you should 

be able to ferret out their personality 

when you meet, greet and decide to 

appoint them.

Avoid these traps and you won’t 

sabotage your sale before you even 

start. It always helps to put yourself in 

the shoes of the buyer.

Would you buy a home with 

insufficient information listed or 

one that looked messy, chaotic or 

smelt funky when you went for an 

inspection?

Source: realestate.com.au
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Is your bathroom design looking a little lacklustre?

The good news is, with the wealth 

of bathroom images and inspiration 

out there on Pinterest and Instagram, 

there’s definitely no shortage of 

modern bathroom ideas or unique 

bathroom styles to get those creative 

juices flowing.

To help inspire you further at home, 

we asked two experts in the space for 

their top tips on bathroom tile ideas, 

advice on decorating bathrooms, small 

bathroom basins and much more.

Here, bathroom retailer expert Josh 

Mammoliti, from The Blue Space, and 

former bathroom and home buyer Jess 

Ormsby, from La Abode, share all their 

hints, tips and tricks for new bathroom 

ideas.

 
Bathroom shower ideas 
If you’re considering a new bathroom 

shower design, start with your shower 

head.

“Dual shower heads are a must 

even in small bathrooms,” says Josh. 

“Consider a dual shower on a rail that 

can be installed in your traditional 

spot with one inlet so it won’t cost you 

extra.”

For bathroom shelving, Josh says 

shower recesses or niches are by far 

one of the most practical and most 

used bathroom shelf ideas.

 
New bathroom designs 
We love a hot new bathroom design 

trend, particularly those that are a little 

fun and different. And what better way 

to get creative at home than with your 

bathroom wall.

Jess agrees and says she loves seeing 

modern bathrooms that incorporate 

fun wallpaper designs.

“One of my favourite wallpaper 

suppliers is Sparkk; you can choose 

any of their designs and basically 

customise them to suit your colour 

palette,” she says.

“The best way to pull off wallpaper in 

any room in your house is to stick to a 

theme such as Hamptons or Art Deco 

– that way it’s not a huge shock when 

entering your bathroom.”

 
Bathroom tile ideas 
Tiling has officially taken off and 

there’s an array of stunning, vibrant 

and classic bathroom tile designs out 

there. And, yes, you can even extend 

the trend to your bathroom floor tiles.

BATHROOM 
IDEAS

We asked Jess what bathroom tile 

ideas she’s loving right now:

“Terracotta is definitely one of my 

favorites,” says Jess. “I think they 

look best when laid in a herringbone 

pattern. I’m also really loving modern 

bathroom designs that feature blush 

colour tiles; they look best paired with 

brass or copper tapware and timber 

finishes.”

Tip: “Terracotta can be quite porous 

so you will need to apply a protective 

seal over the top when used in the 

bathroom,” says Jess. 

 

1

2
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Small bathroom basins  
& vanities 
If you have a small bathroom, Josh 

recommends opting for a semi-

recessed basin. 

“These basins hang out over the 

vanity unit allowing you to have the 

practicality of a full basin on a narrower 

vanity when a full-sized vanity can’t be 

squeezed in,” he says.

Country-style bathroom vanities are 

proving popular and Josh recommends 

using shaker-style doors to achieve 

this look. “These doors feature 

enough detail to define the style, but 

won’t give it an aged country look. 

Also consider your door hardware; 

rounded brass or brushed gold is a 

perfect choice to match your tapware 

selection.”

Bathroom decorating ideas 
Here, Jess shares her top dos and 

don’ts when it comes to decorating 

bathroom

The dos

• Add some greenery, such as 
small succulents on the window 
or hanging planters. If you’re 
looking for bathroom renovation 
ideas, try and include a big 
window where you can add 
some greenery. I think large 
bathroom windows are some of 
the biggest trends we’re seeing 
this year. Imagine the serenity 
of relaxing in a bath while still 
feeling like you have nature 
surrounding you.

• I love different types of 
bathroom shelf ideas, whether 
that be through a leaning wall 
ladder which you can hang your 
towels off or also hanging round 
shelves.

• Keep your favourite beauty 
products styled on a nice stone 
tray/dish; this will keep them 

looking neat and tidy.

The don’ts

• Keep your make-up displayed on 
the vanity bench top; try hiding it 
away in a drawer or keep inside a 
zip-up make-up bag.

• Decorate with bar soaps and 
other types of bath crystals lined 
up around your bath or basin. 
This is so the ’90s and as much 
as I love anything that takes me 
back to the ’90s, this isn’t one of 
them.

• Keep your toilet paper on a rod. 
This is another bathroom design 
look that’s extremely dated; it’s 
far better when stored away in a 
storage basket.

Source: realestate.com.au

3

4

5

1 If you’re looking for modern bathroom 
remodelling ideas, consider starting with 
your shower head. Picture: The Blue 
Space

2 Blush-coloured tiles, like this Norwegian 
Rose marble tile, are all the rage in mod-
ern bathroom designs. Picture: Teranova 
Tiles

3 Small bathroom basins and vanities 
should be well thought out to maximise 
space. Picture: Ikea

4 “Keep your favourite beauty products 
styled on a nice stone tray/dish,” says 
Jess. Picture: Mint Interior Design

5 Liven up your bathroom with some lush 
greenery. Picture: Denise Braki
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Read the fine print 
Renting a property, either as an 

individual or with other people, 

means signing a lease, which is 

a legal contract, so O’Brien says 

people should tread carefully and 

read the fine print.

“When it comes to sharing, you 

need to ensure you’re on the same 

page as the people you’re going 

to live with, as such arrangements 

can quickly turn into a nightmare.” 

He also recommends reading 

lease documents carefully. 

“Don’t be rushed and if you don’t 

understand something, ask or get 

advice from someone you trust.

Source: realestate.com.au

Mark O’Brien, CEO of the Tenants 

Union of Victoria, which provides 

independent advice and assistance  

to tenants, says renters need to have  

their “wits about them” as they search 

for a home.

Do all the windows open? 

“There are certainly red flags to keep 

an eye out for,” he says. “The most 

important thing is the consumer 

principle that if it seems too good to 

be true, say the rent of a property, it 

probably is. We encourage people to 

really dig, do their research and ask 

questions.”

O’Brien says assuming nothing, 

especially during an inspection, 

is key to avoiding trouble. “When 

you inspect, don’t take anything 

for granted. Ask. Even though you 

normally only have 10 to 15 minutes, 

look around, does everything work the 

way it’s supposed to? The lights, the 

taps? Do all the doors and windows 

open?

“Will you be able to cool it down in 

summer? Are there enough heaters? If 

you see a jack in the wall, don’t assume 

you can get TV or internet reception, 

you need to ask the question of the 

agent or landlord to avoid a nasty 

surprise later,” O’Brien says.

“Issues such as mould and dampness 

may not be immediately obvious, so 

you have to ask. The agent or landlord 

has an obligation to give you honest 

answers to any questions you ask.”

Why did the last tenant leave?

Also, ask why the last tenant left – 

the answer may be enlightening.

“There was a case in the media 

recently of people finding out the 

property had previously been a meth 

lab. You might want to know that. And 

while it’s rarely that extreme, it’s worth 

asking.”

Maintenance & 

the surrounding area 

O’Brien also recommends taking a look 

around outside.

“Check out the general maintenance 

of the property and also adjoining 

properties. If there’s a big venue 

right next door or a property with a 

heap of cars and a big shed, you can 

reasonably expect noise and might 

want to reconsider.”

Hunting for the perfect rental property can be both exciting and exhausting. 
There are red flags you need to look out for in your search. Here’s what you 

need to know.

HOW TO SPOT RENTAL RED FLAGS 
BEFORE SIGNING A LEASE
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PropLeague is established in 2011. The company is leading by a group of passionate and committed leaders 
and management team that brought company achieved sale revenue of 40mil since 2011.

Our Vision statement is we believe in teamwork,  professionalism and to be a Premier property company in 
Malaysia. Also by towards the vision,  with the mission statement by learning to earn,  Invest and Live life to 

the Fullest.

TOGETHER WE ARE ONE

Cheras – (6012) 377 1171 Marcus Teng  |  marc@propleague.com

Sungai Besi – (6010) 225 7565 Evon Heng  |  evonheng@gmail.com

(6016) 209 3161 Steve Tong  |  stv318@yahoo.com

Mont Kiara – (6010) 700 8881 Jit Tan  |  Sales.mk@propleague.com

(6013) 250 2003 Monica Khoo  |  Monicakhoo.mw@gmail.com

PropLeague Realty Sdn Bhd
E(1)1344

In Vivahomes, we never stop to chart new possibilities for real estate by maintaining uncompromising 
standards of professionalism, trust and integrity. It is our steadfast belief that by doing so, our results speak 

for themselves – total customer satisfaction and continued results.

We provide progressive services to our clients and business partners according to their needs through 
core values of innovation, expertise and excellence. In all we do, we ensure total professionalism, ethics and 

commitment to meet and exceed expectations.

Ultimately, the heart of our business lies in its people. Understanding this, we always put people first by 
showing respect and care for every individual within our scope of business.

Our motto “1 Dream 1 Direction” signifies determination to progress together with our people.

“Find a job you enjoy doing, and you will never have to work a day in your life”.
Start your career with us today!

HQ: Kota Damansara

Vivahomes Realty Sdn Bhd.

No. 25-3 Jalan PJU 5/20E, The Strand Kota Damansara

Petaling Jaya, Malaysia

Coverage Area: Kota Damansara, Kepong, Puchong, Damansara Perdana, Cheras, USJ, OUG, Setapak, Rawang, Shah 

Alam, Selayang.

 Raub - Coming Soon

 SS2 – Coming Soon

https://www.facebook.com/Vivahomes/
http://www.vivahomes.my/official/

Vivahomes Realty Sdn Bhd
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PROPERTY
BELOW RM500K

PROPERTY @ KLANG 
VALLEY

Kepong, Suria Kipark Damansara, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 335,000, 3r2b, 
BU948sqf, Christina Lim, 012-585 6885, 

REN:19208, E(3)1638, UP5461342

Kepong, Suria Kipark Damansara, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 340,000, 3r2b, 
BU976sqf, Christina Lim, 012-585 6885, 

REN:19208, E(3)1638, UP5461500

Kepong, Suria Kipark Damansara, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 350,000, 3r2b, 
BU947sqf, Christina Lim, 012-585 6885, 

REN:19208, E(3)1638, UP5461443

Setapak, Platinum Hill PV 3, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 430,000, 4r2b, BU1272sqf, 
Joyce Chee, 018-243 7820, E00000, 

UP5409358

Cheras, Pangsapuri Waja, Apartment, SALE, RM 210,000, 3r2b, BU820sqf, William Loh, 012-692 
7738, REN:01623, E(3)1612, UP5405692

Cheras, Pangsapuri 
Wira, Batu 9Th Cheras, 
Apartment, SALE, RM 

238,000, 3r2b, BU820sqf, 
William Loh, 012-692 

7738, REN:01623, E(3)1612, 
UP5405682

Selayang, 162 Residency, Condominium, SALE, RM 258,000, 3r2b, BU875sqf, Jay Ye, 017-336 
3384, REN:11138, E(1)1321/8, UP3626629

Selayang, 162 Residency, Condominium, SALE, RM 318,000, 3r2b, BU885sqf, Jay Ye, 017-336 
3384, REN:11138, E(1)1321/8, UP4346512

Kepong, Plaza Medan Putra, Kuala Lumpur, Condominium, SALE, RM 395,000, 3+1r2b, BU909sqf, 
Jay Ye, 017-336 3384, REN:11138, E(1)1321/8, UP5226094

Subang Bestari, subang 
murni ,, 2-sty Terrace/
Link House, SALE, RM 

499,999, 4r3b, LA18x65sqf, 
Alice Lim, 012-923 1025, 
REN:13342, E(1)1215/9, 

UP3061647 Klang, Meru Klang House, beside Setia Alam, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 499,999, 4r3b, 
BU1800sqf, LA20x70sqf, Rain Chung, 016-614 9173, E(3)1663, UP5316882

Old Klang Road, OUG 
Parklane, Condominium, 
RENT, RM 1,200, 3r2b, 

BU950sqf, Celvin Leong, 
012-326 3129, E(1)1584, 

UP5414912
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Serdang, Putra Indah Condominium, Seri 
Kembangan, Condominium, RENT, RM 

1,800, 3+1r2b, BU1600sqf, Angye Ng, 6012-
512 9662 / 6017-300 6665, REN:07928, 

E(1)1501, UP5462043

Ampang, The Elements, Jalan Ampang, 
Condominium, RENT, RM 2,000, Studior1b, 
BU750sqf, Linda Ooi, 012-236 3065, E (1) 

0501/14, UP3423635

Ampang, M city, Service Apartment, 
RENT, RM 2,700, 2r2b, BU900sqf, Robert 
Chuan, 012-387 9187, REN:21983, E00000, 

UP5378922

KL Sentral, The Sentral Residences, 
Condominium, RENT, RM 5,200, 1+1r2b, 

BU1087sqf, Lim Ting Xuan, 016-209 5888, 
REN:06763, E(1)1439, UP5431182

Rawang, Factory, RENT, RM 23,000, 
BU18000sqf, LA27500sqf, Pauline Tong, 

012-682 0892, E(3)1141, UP5417647

Kepong, Plaza Menjalara, Bandar Sri 
Menjalara, Condominium, SALE, RM 

550,000, 3r2b, BU960sqf, Christina Lim, 
012-585 6885, REN:19208, E(3)1638, 

UP5362303

Kepong, Plaza Menjalara, Bandar Sri 
Menjalara, Condominium, SALE, RM 
660,000, 3r2b, BU1260sqf, Christina 

Lim, 012-585 6885, REN:19208, E(3)1638, 
UP5396837

Kepong, 1-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, 
RM 670,000, 3r2b, LA22x75sqf, Kent 

Goey, 012-297 2957, E(1)1670, UP5444786

Salak Selatan, salak south garden, 1.5-sty 
Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 760,000, 

4r2b, BU1273sqf, LA1391sqf, Elvie Ho, 
012-303 3788, REN:22102, E(1)0452/1, 

UP5410622

City Centre, Setia SKY Residences, City 
centre, Condominium, SALE, RM 900,000, 
3+1r3b, BU1055sqf, Angeline Liew, 6013-

227 3218, E(3)0812, UP4248954

City Centre, Setia SKY Residences, City 
centre, Condominium, SALE, RM 900,000, 

2+1r3b, BU1055sqf, LA1055sqf, Marcus 
Yee, 016-561 9596, REN:07229, E(3)0812, 

UP2019761

City Centre, Setia SKY Residences, City 
centre, Condominium, SALE, RM 910,000, 
2+1r3b, BU1055sqf, Angeline Liew, 6013-

227 3218, E(3)0812, UP3510839

City Centre, Setia SKY Residences, 
City centre, Condominium, SALE, RM 

1,000,000, 2+2r3b, BU1281sqf, Angeline 
Liew, 6013-227 3218, E(3)0812, UP4210244

City Centre, Setia SKY Residences, 
City centre, Condominium, SALE, RM 
1,000,000, 2+2r3b, BU1281sqf, Marcus 

Yee, 016-561 9596, REN:07229, E(3)0812, 
UP2418455

City Centre, Setia SKY Residences, 
City centre, Condominium, SALE, RM 

1,060,000, 2+2r3b, BU1313sqf, LA1313sqf, 
Marcus Yee, 016-561 9596, REN:07229, 

E(3)0812, UP2829124

City Centre, Setia SKY Residences, 
City centre, Condominium, SALE, RM 

1,100,000, 2+2r4b, BU1313sqf, Angeline 
Liew, 6013-227 3218, E(3)0812, UP4551038

KL City, Suasana Bukit 
Ceylon / Raja Chulan 

Residences, Persiaran Raja 
Chulan, Condominium, 
RENT, RM 2,500, 1r1b, 

BU742sqf, Ben Lee, 012-
226 0120, REA:E2345, 
E(1)1489, UP2924996

KL City, Suasana Bukit 
Ceylon / Raja Chulan 

Residences, Persiaran Raja 
Chulan, Condominium, 
RENT, RM 4,200, 3r2b, 

BU1281sqf, Ben Lee, 
012-226 0120, REA:E2345, 

E(1)1489, UP2783110

City Centre, Setia SKY Residences, City centre, Condominium, SALE, RM 755,000, Studior1b, 
BU614sqf, LA614sqf, Janie Lee, 012-658 8058, E(1)1307/1, UP4531058

Bukit Jalil, Covillea, 
Condominium, SALE, 
RM 795,000, 3+1r3b, 

BU1503sqf, Thomas Tham, 
016-302 6860, E(3)1612, 

UP5100846

Bandar Menjalara, Menjalara 18, Condominium, SALE, RM 799,000, 3b, BU1316sqf, LA1316sqf, 
Catherine Wong, 012-492 9657, E(3)1046, UP4441717

KL City, Suasana Bukit 
Ceylon / Raja Chulan 

Residences, Persiaran Raja 
Chulan, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 1,150,000, 

3r2b, BU1281sqf, Ben Lee, 
012-226 0120, REA:E2345, 

E(1)1489, UP3922001
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City Centre, Setia SKY Residences, City 
centre, Condominium, SALE, RM 1,180,000, 

3+1r4b, BU1701sqf, Marcus Yee, 016-561 
9596, REN:07229, E(3)0812, UP3711537

City Centre, Setia SKY Residences, 
City centre, Condominium, SALE, RM 

1,250,000, 3+1r4b, BU1701sqf, LA1701sqf, 
Marcus Yee, 016-561 9596, REN:07229, 

E(3)0812, UP2424854

City Centre, Setia SKY Residences, 
City centre, Condominium, SALE, RM 

1,288,000, 3+1r4b, BU1701sqf, Angeline 
Liew, 6013-227 3218, E(3)0812, UP4536081

Ampang, D’Rapport, Service Apartment, 
SALE, RM 1,388,000, BU1613sqf, Florence 

Chin, 017-307 0809, REN:18762, E(3)0256, 
UP5403625

Bandar Utama, BU10, 2-sty Terrace/
Link House, SALE, RM 1,400,000, 4r3b, 

BU2000sqf, LA22x75sqf, Grace Lee, 
012-379 1298, REN:03996, E(1)0452/9, 

UP5314735

Seri Kembangan, PUNJAK JALIL, SERI 
KEMBANGAN, EQUINE PARK, Shop, 

SALE, RM 1,450,000, BU1900sqf, 
LA24x80sqf, Kylie Wong, 017-667 2799, 

E(3)0465/1, UP4946224

KLCC, myHabitat, 
City Centre KLCC, 

Condominium, SALE, 
RM 1,180,000, 3+1r2b, 
BU1259sqf, Ben Lee, 

012-226 0120, REA:E2345, 
E(1)1489, UP5340244

Seri Kembangan, Jalan sp 2/1, serdang perdana , Shop, SALE, RM 1,400,000, 2+1r1b, BU3106sqf, 
William Loh, 012-692 7738, REN:01623, E(3)1612, UP5098847

KL City, Suasana Bukit 
Ceylon / Raja Chulan 

Residences, Persiaran Raja 
Chulan, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 1,500,000, 
3+1r3b, BU1582sqf, 

Ben Lee, 012-226 0120, 
REA:E2345, E(1)1489, 

UP4972399

Bandar Utama, BU7, 2-sty Terrace/Link 
House, SALE, RM 1,550,000, 4+1r3b, 
BU2800sqf, LA23x75sqf, Grace Lee, 

012-379 1298, REN:03996, E(1)0452/9, 
UP5330262

KL Sentral, The Sentral Residences, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 1,980,000, 

2+1r3b, BU1485sqf, Betty Gill, 012-384 
8142, REN:02341, VE10099, UP5415934

Cyberjaya, TAMARIND SQUARE.
CYBERJAYA, Retail-Office, SALE, RM 
2,400,000, BU3500sqa, LA14.54sqa, 

Kung Wong, 012-202 0178, REN:07270, 
VE(1)0105, UP2189809

Sepang, Bandar Baru Salak Tinggi, Semi-
detached House, SALE, RM 2,590,000, 

6r5b, BU7000sqf, LA6135sqf, Mohd 
Khairool Bin Buruhan, 012-248 2805, 

E(3)0205, UP5427310

Kelana Jaya, SS 5, Semi-detached House, 
SALE, RM 2,800,000, 6r7b, BU4146sqf, 

LA6465sqf, Jik Wafa, 012-650 8411, 
REN:03673, E(1)1448, UP5128589

Ampang Hilir, Nobleton Crest, Taman 
U-Thant, Condominium, SALE, RM 

3,300,000, 4+1r4b, BU3563sqf, Daniel 
Tong, 012-639 2689, REN:06986, E(3)1657, 

UP5364614

KLCC, Banyan Tree, Klcc, Condominium, 
SALE, RM 3,570,000, 3r3b, BU1786sqf, 

Celest Ng, 016-268 8731, E(3)0256, 
UP5377403

Bukit Bintang, Verticas Residensi, 
Bukit Ceylon, Condominium, SALE, RM 

3,800,000, 7r7b, BU3897sqf, Daniel Tong, 
012-639 2689, REN:06986, E(3)1657, 

UP5429131

Ampang, Duta Suria , 3.5-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 1,680,000, 5r6b, BU3000sqf, 
Andrew Yap, 012-351 2880, REN:4548, E(1)1197/11, UP5440891

Mont Kiara, Semi-
detached House, SALE, 
RM 2,600,000, 4+1r4b, 

BU4079sqf, Asyraf Khan, 
017-297 2487, REN:20389, 

E(3)1120/1, UP5453007

Kajang, COUNTRY HEIGHTS KAJANG, Bungalow House, SALE, RM 2,800,000, 5+1r6b, 
BU4900sqf, LA6545sqf, William Loh, 012-692 7738, REN:01623, E(3)1612, UP5331891
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Kuala Langat, Bandar Jugra, Agricultural 
Land, SALE, RM 5,640,000, LA11.28sqa, 
Ling Yean, 6012-235 2168, REN:01244, 

E(3)1204, UP5374561

Seri Kembangan, mines city resort, 
Bungalow House, SALE, RM 7,500,000, 
10+1r11b, BU18500sqf, LA9240sqf, Tony 
Lee, 6012-378 8212, REN:17619, E(1)1476, 

UP2852994

Country Heights, country height, 
Bungalow House, SALE, RM 8,200,000, 
9r10b, BU22500sqf, LA20010sqf, Tony 

Lee, 6012-378 8212, REN:17619, E(1)1476, 
UP3055773

Country Heights, COUNTRY HEIGHTS KAJANG, Bungalow House, SALE, RM 4,200,000, 7+1r4b, 
BU6000sqf, LA19563sqf, William Loh, 012-692 7738, REN:01623, E(3)1612, UP5319984

Old Klang Road, 
Medan Klang Lama 28, 
Shop-Office, SALE, RM 
6,000,000, BU6735sqf, 
LA1430sqf, William Loh, 

012-692 7738, REN:01623, 
E(3)1612, UP5312115

KL City, Jalan Loke Yew, Shop, SALE, RM 8,000,000, 1r5b, BU17000sqf, LA44x100sqf, William 
Loh, 012-692 7738, REN:01623, E(3)1612, UP5347072

Semenyih, Semenyih Sungai lalang villaraya hi tech, Industrial Land, SALE, RM 8,440,000, 
LA4.84sqa, William Loh, 012-692 7738, REN:01623, E(3)1612, UP5388423

Country Heights 
Damansara, Bungalow 

House, SALE, RM 
12,800,000, 7+1r8b, 

BU15000sqf, LA10742sqf, 
Janice Har, 6012-323 2752, 

E(3)1092, UP5067491

Ampang Hilir, U-Thant, Bungalow House, SALE, RM 50,000,000, 8+1r10b, BU22000sqf, 
LA30000sqf, Carl Friis, 012-286 5586, REN:01695, E(1)1007, UP5221677

Mutiara Damansara, Surian Residences, Condominium, RENT, 4+1r5b, BU1900sqf, Clement Chan, 
6013-338 1728, REN:16353, E(1)1307, UP5352272

Johor Bahru, 1Medini, Nusajaya, 
Condominium, RENT, RM 1,700, 2r1b, Nick 
Ng, 016-791 9888, REN:11562, E(3)0795, 

UP4426780

Skudai, D’secret Garden @ Kempas Indah, 
Serviced Residence, RENT, RM 1,550, 3r2b, 

BU1042sqf, Ang Liang, 016-297 9991, 
E(1)1307/4, UP5277075

Ulu Tiram, Taman bestari Indah, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 478,000, 
3+2r5b, LA22x80sqf, Ang Liang, 016-297 

9991, E(1)1307/4, UP5352677

Masai, Taman Sierra Perdana , Jln Sierra 
Perdan, 1.5-sty Terrace/Link House, 

SALE, RM 438,000, 3r2b, BU2600sqf, 
LA2600sqf, Bryan Tay, 013-751 3558, 

VE(1)0266, UP5464609
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Skudai, Taman Impian 
Emas, Semi-detached 

House, SALE, RM 
1,250,000, 5r3b, LA40 
X 80sqf, Tomato Loh, 

019-750 5088, REN:00425, 
E(3)0928, UP5425068

Johor Bahru, BANDAR 
DATO ONN, 2-sty Terrace/

Link House, SALE, RM 
590,000, 4r3b, BU1740sqf, 

LA20x70sqf, Denny Ng, 
016-505 6167/011-264 

33481, E(1)1307/4, 
UP5438012

Pontian, Benut, Commercial Land, SALE, RM 1,165,000, BU46609sqf, LA46609sqf, Tomato Loh, 
019-750 5088, REN:00425, E(3)0928, UP5072359

Benut, Commercial Land, SALE, RM 3,267,000, BU130680sqf, LA130680sqf, Tomato Loh, 019-
750 5088, REN:00425, E(3)0928, UP5366152

Horizon Hills, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, RENT, RM 3,200, 4+1r5b, BU2573sqf, LA34x75sqf, JP Lee, 
016-796 7907, REN:15639, E(3)0050/26, UP5179728

Plentong, Sierra perdana, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 789,000, 6r5b, BU4560sqf, 
LA4988sqf, Nicholas Sia, 010-532 4161, REA:17074, E(1)1491, UP5444205

Iskandar Puteri (Nusajaya), Somerset Puteri Harbour, Nusajaay, Condominium, RENT, RM 4,000, 
3r2b, BU1507sqf, JP Lee, 016-796 7907, REN:15639, E(3)0050/26, UP5191779

Kota Bharu, Anjung Vista, 
Kubang Kerian, Apartment, 

SALE, RM 275,000, 1r1b, 
BU482sqf, Mohd Aswadi 

Bin Abdullah, 013-928 
1781, REN:22119, E00000, 

UP5339815

Nilai, Nilai Spring Condo, Service 
Apartment, SALE, RM 220,000, 1r1b, 
BU455sqf, Anna Lau, 6012-866 1994, 

E(3)0812, UP5451629

Nilai, Starz Valley, Condominium, SALE, 
RM 345,000, 2r1b, BU720sqf, Athena Cho, 

6011-1239 7739, REN:23309, E00000, 
UP4510689

Nilai, Mesahill, Condominium, RENT, 
RM 1,550, 3r2b, BU850sqf, Athena Cho, 
6011-1239 7739, REN:23309, E00000, 

UP5271450

Nilai, Mesahill, Condominium, RENT, 
RM 900, 1r1b, BU350sqf, Athena Cho, 
6011-1239 7739, REN:23309, E00000, 

UP5338193

Nilai, Mesahill, Condominium, RENT, 
RM 1,350, 2r2b, BU650sqf, Athena Cho, 
6011-1239 7739, REN:23309, E00000, 

UP5271423

Nilai, Mesahill, Condominium, SALE, RM 
200,000, 1r1b, BU350sqf, Athena Cho, 
6011-1239 7739, REN:23309, E00000, 

UP5271430
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Horizon Hills, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 738,800, 4r3b, BU2111sqf, LA1400sqf, JP Lee, 
016-796 7907, REN:15639, E(3)0050/26, UP5189137

Nilai, Sky Bungalow, Condominium, SALE, 
RM 310,000, 2+1r2b, BU734sqf, Anna Lau, 

6012-866 1994, E(3)0812, UP5206163

Nilai, Mesahill, Condominium, RENT, 
RM 1,600, 2r2b, BU650sqf, Athena Cho, 
6011-1239 7739, REN:23309, E00000, 

UP5338218

Nilai, Mesahill, Condominium, RENT, 
RM 2,100, 3r2b, BU850sqf, Athena Cho, 
6011-1239 7739, REN:23309, E00000, 

UP5338239

Nilai, Starz Valley, Condominium, SALE, 
RM 185,000, Studior1b, BU301sqf, Athena 

Cho, 6011-1239 7739, REN:23309, E00000, 
UP5392418

Nilai, Nada Alam,Pajam,KLIA,LCCT, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 460,000, 
4r4b, BU2200sqf, LA20X70sqf, Athena 

Cho, 6011-1239 7739, REN:23309, E00000, 
UP4638721

Nilai, Taman Desa Mayang Sari , 
KLIA,LCCT, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, 
SALE, RM 490,000, 4r4b, BU2000sqf, 

LA20X65sqf, Athena Cho, 6011-1239 7739, 
REN:23309, E00000, UP4820087

Nilai, Taman Desa Seringin,Nilai 3,Nilai 
Impian, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, 

SALE, RM 460,000, 4r3b, BU2100sqf, 
LA22X70sqf, Athena Cho, 6011-1239 7739, 

REN:23309, E00000, UP5104141

Tanjong Tokong, Fettes Residence, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 2,200,000, 
4+1r4b, BU2400sqf, Carmen Tang, 

6012-557 9093, REN:02105, E(1)0232, 
UP5406270

Klebang, Marina Point, 
Malacca New Launch, 
Tanjong Kling,, Retail 

Space, SALE, RM 190,000, 
BU147sqf, Angye Ng, 

6012-512 9662 / 6017-300 
6665, REN:07928, E(1)1501, 

UP5462077

Nilai, Nilai Impian, Service Apartment, SALE, RM 228,000, 1r1b, BU455sqf, Anna Lau, 6012-866 
1994, E(3)0812, UP5448184

Raub, Sg.Klau Land, Agricultural Land, SALE, RM 1,520,000, LA7.6Acressqf, Thomas Tham, 016-
302 6860, E(3)1612, UP5418079

Cameron Highlands, Tanah Rata, Cameron Highlands, Bungalow House, SALE, RM 2,880,000, 
5r6b, BU4460sqf, LA5500sqf, William Loh, 012-692 7738, REN:01623, E(3)1612, UP5394019

Butterworth, Woodsbury Suites, 
Condominium, RENT, RM 1,800, 2r2b, 

BU918sqf, SH Koay, 011-1095 8731, 
E(3)0256, UP5419211

Butterworth, Wellesley Residences, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 420,000, 

2r2b, BU900sqf, SH Koay, 011-1095 8731, 
E(3)0256, UP5195989

Sungai Ara, Reflections Condominium, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 718,000, 3r2b, 

BU1449sqf, Mark Tan, 6017-475 3381, 
REN:19778, E(1)1052, UP5439983

Gelugor, The View Condominium, 
Condominium, SALE, RM 1,100,000, 3r3b, 
BU2594sqf, Felicia Poh, 012-406 9608, 

REN:08359, E(1)1525/2, UP4747241

Tanjung Bungah, Mira Residence, Tanjong 
Bungah, Condominium, RENT, RM 3,300, 
3+1r3b, BU1635sqf, Eugene Lee, 016-443 
8933, REN:00901, E(1)1052/4, UP5457114

Tanjung Bungah, Semi-detached House, 
SALE, RM 2,280,000, 5r3b, BU3870sqf, 

LA3000sqf, Mallika H’ng, 6012-583 7623, 
E(1)1480/1, UP4992813
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Kulai, ioi kulai, Bungalow House, SALE, RM 888,888, 4r4b, BU2924sqf, LA2720sqf, Liew VS, 6016-
766 6138, E (3) 1248, UP5447721

Tanjung Bungah, Villa Ria Apartment, Tanjong Bungah, Condominium, SALE, RM 1,350,000, 3r2b, 
BU1200sqf, Mallika H’ng, 6012-583 7623, E(1)1480/1, UP5067897

Butterworth, Woodsbury Suites, Condominium, SALE, RM 298,000, Studior1b, BU550sqf, Samuel 
Yeoh, 012-458 2179, E(3)1603, UP5424570

Georgetown, Jalan Skipton, Bungalow House, SALE, RM 4,500,000, 7r6b, LA7825.4sqf, Mallika 
H’ng, 6012-583 7623, E(1)1480/1, UP5384620

Juru, Semi-detached House, SALE, RM 588,000, 4r, BU1920sqf, LA2600sqf, Samuel Yeoh, 012-
458 2179, E(3)1603, UP5437143

Batu Ferringhi, Bungalow House, SALE, RM 3,950,000, 4+1r5b, BU4600sqf, LA3850sqf, Mallika 
H’ng, 6012-583 7623, E(1)1480/1, UP2356674

Seberang Jaya, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 565,000, 4r3b, BU1800sqf, LA1300sqf, 
Samuel Yeoh, 012-458 2179, E(3)1603, UP5437079

Butterworth, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 628,000, 4r3b, BU1800sqf, LA2400sqf, Samuel 
Yeoh, 012-458 2179, E(3)1603, UP5437113
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Penampang, Taman Winning Penampang, 
Bungalow House, SALE, RM 3,000,000, 
4+2r4b, BU5600sqf, LA8490sqf, Abby 
Tan, 017-261 6216, REN:20757, E(3)0637, 

UP5464965

Penampang, Taman Milek Ph 1, Lintas, 
Semi-detached House, SALE, RM 

1,130,000, 6r4b, BU2500sqf, LA3600sqf, 
Abby Tan, 017-261 6216, REN:20757, 

E(3)0637, UP5452203

Kota Kinabalu, Taman Austral Park, 
Bungalow House, RENT, RM 1,800, 3+1r3b, 
LA6300sqf, Agnes Mah, 016-805 0900, 

REN:11586, VE(3)0221, UP5441569

CHERAS

SHAH ALAM

PUCHONG

Shah Alam, Semi-detached 
House, SALE, RM 850,000, 

6r3b, BU2500sqf, 
LA4500sqf, CK Chue, 

012-219 7566, REN:07699, 
E(1)1112, UP5399475 Bandar Kinrara, Puchong, Residential 

Land, SALE, RM 2,848,300, BU10955sqf, 
Hidi Ong, 012-391 9513, REN:13819, 

E(1)0452/18, UP5398750

Cheras, Windows On The Park, Batu 
9Th Cheras, Condominium, SALE, RM 

640,000, 3r2b, BU916sqf, LA916sqf, Janie 
Lee, 012-658 8058, E(1)1307/1, UP4555701

Cheras, Shamelin Star, Serviced Residence, SALE, RM 620,000, 3r2b, BU871sqf, Steven Tee, 017-
772 2516, E(3)1202, UP5464968

Cheras, taman midah, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, SALE, 

RM 1,180,000, 5+1r5b, 
BU2776sqf, LA3078sqf, 
Elvie Ho, 012-303 3788, 
REN:22102, E(1)0452/1, 

UP5385968

Cheras, bukit tiara, Bungalow House, SALE, RM 14,500,000, 16r20b, BU28000sqf, LA18137sqf, 
Elvie Ho, 012-303 3788, REN:22102, E(1)0452/1, UP5450849

Cheras, Taman Connaught, 2-sty Terrace/Link House, SALE, RM 880,000, 4r3b, BU2300sqf, 
LA26x75sqf, Jesnin Kee, 6019-387 7298, REN:01550, E(1)0452/6, UP5379826

Puchong, Shop-Office, 
SALE, RM 5,400,000, 

BU9900sqf, LA44X75sqf, 
Florence Chin, 017-307 

0809, REN:18762, 
E(3)0256, UP5410139

Puchong, Sri Cempaka, 
Apartment, RENT, 3r2b, 
BU810sqf, Abbey Yap, 

019-689 0772, REN:04454, 
E(1)0452/8, UP2450538

Kota Kinabalu, Taman 
Rimba Kota Kinabalu, 2-sty 
Terrace/Link House, SALE, 

RM 460,000, 3+1r3b, 
BU1576sqf, LA1468sqf, 
Abby Tan, 017-261 6216, 
REN:20757, E(3)0637, 

UP5257168

Kota Kinabalu, The Peak 
SOHO, Soho, RENT, RM 
2,800, 1+1r1b, BU639sqf, 
Abby Tan, 017-261 6216, 
REN:20757, E(3)0637, 

UP5461945
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PETALING JAYA

BANGSAR

Bandar Sunway, Pangsapuri Lagoon 
Perdana, Apartment, RENT, RM 850, 3r2b, 
BU852sqf, Michael Ng, 012-219 9541, E (1) 

1371, UP4061342

Taman Tun Dr Ismail, 2-sty Terrace/
Link House, SALE, RM 1,440,000, 5r3b, 

BU2288sqf, LA1800sqf, M Jamil Ali, 
012-289 2366, REN:03920, E(1)1697, 

UP5366495

Bangsar South, The Park Residences, Condominium, SALE, RM 1,198,880, 2+1r2b, BU1260sqf, FP 
Ng, 010-406 8949, PEA:1162, E(3)1092, UP5193269

Bangsar, Bukit Pantai , 
Bungalow House, SALE, 
RM 5,800,000, 7+1r5b, 

BU5800sqf, LA9000sqf, 
Jesnin Kee, 6019-387 7298, 

REN:01550, E(1)0452/6, 
UP5225548

Bangsar, Bungalow House, SALE, RM 10,500,000, 4+1r6b, BU12626sqf, LA11614sqf, Sharon Lim, 
012-931 0666, REN:12916, E(1)1492, UP5097290

Bangsar, Nadi Bangsar Service Residence, Condominium, RENT, RM 4,000, 1+1r1b, BU689sqf, 
Caren Wong, 016-282 3223, REN:22846, E(3)1437, UP5401604

Taman Tun Dr Ismail, Menara LGB, Office, RENT, RM 78,000, BU13000sqf, Victor Lim, 6019-280 
2788, REN:09135, E(1)1197, UP2217868

Petaling Jaya, Jalan 
Semangat, Commercial 

Land, SALE, RM 
67,000,000, LA132071sqf, 
Ling Yean, 6012-235 2168, 

REN:01244, E(3)1204, 
UP4887065

Petaling Jaya, Cameron Towers, Condominium, SALE, RM 698,000, 3+1r2b, Terry, 016-262 9218, 
REN:06538, E(3)1249, UP5429466

Petaling Jaya, Cameron 
Towers, Condominium, 

SALE, RM 520,000, 
3r2b, BU1146sqf, Terry, 

016-262 9218, REN:06538, 
E(3)1249, UP5363875

Petaling Jaya, Cameron 
Towers, Gasing Heights, 
Condominium, SALE, 
RM 740,000, 3+2r3b, 
BU1826sqf, Terry, 016-
262 9218, REN:06538, 
E(3)1249, UP5132947
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